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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Each year, billions of dollars are spent on projects that directly affect pedestrian safety and
mobility during construction. These include roadway projects, utility installation and repair, and
private sector projects such as building construction and land development. Although the
resulting issues affect all pedestrians, they have disproportionate impacts on people with
disabilities, who currently comprise about a quarter of the noninstitutionalized US adult
population (Okoro et al. 2018).
To help reduce adverse impacts, the 2009 Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
(MUTCD) established some basic criteria for work zone pedestrian accommodations. These
include requirements to maintain “adequate” pedestrian access and walkways during
construction, provide advance notice of sidewalk closures, provide barriers that can be detected
by visually impaired pedestrians at sidewalk closures, and provide accessibility and detectability
for pedestrians with disabilities if the existing route has those features (FHWA 2009).
Noncompliance with these requirements is widespread; for example, a member of the project
panel reported that in many cities there is no advance notice of closed sidewalks and there are no
pedestrian accommodations in work zones.
Approximately 120 pedestrian fatalities in work zones are reported by law enforcement agencies
in the United States each year, and nonfatal injuries are a substantial problem. Pedestrian
accommodation deficiencies can generate complaints from pedestrians and admissions to
hospital emergency departments. Many of these cases are slip-and-fall injuries that are not
reported to law enforcement. On average, each nonfatal pedestrian injury results in
approximately $52,000 in losses (CDC 2021, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 2021). A Swedish
study reported that 30% of vulnerable road user crashes occur in work zones (Liljegren 2014),
but no similar figure was found for the US. Assuming that 15% of nonfatal US pedestrian
casualties occur in work zones, the estimated annual number of nonfatal injuries is 31,900,
resulting in approximately $1.7 billion in financial losses to insurers, government healthcare
programs, injured people and their families, and employers. Nevertheless, many transportation
practitioners are unaware of the extent of the problem because they rely on law enforcement data
that are mainly limited to vehicle-pedestrian crashes.
A systematic literature review was conducted to locate work zone pedestrian safety research
published from 2004 to mid-2021 (17½ years). Only nine relevant studies were found. One
publication summarizes the work zone pedestrian safety research completed before 2004. Five
publications address the physical design or management of temporary facilities. Three focus on
conveying detour information to visually impaired pedestrians.
With the exception of a sign comprehension analysis, almost all of the results reported in the
primary studies were qualitative, and many were subjective, leading to substantial risk of bias.
The small scale and short duration of the studies precludes quantitative analysis of the effects of
the interventions on casualties and mobility, both within individual primary studies and for the
body of research as a whole.
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Several publications identify or discuss shortcomings in the design and implementation of
temporary pedestrian accommodations for work zones (Morelli et al. 2005, Ullman et al. 2007,
Ellis et al. 2008, Bilton 2012, Shaw et al. 2016, Attanayake et al. 2017, Shaw et al. 2018).
Typical problems include sidewalk closures without alternate routes or detours, unmarked or
poorly marked closures, excessively long detours, pedestrians cutting through the construction
area, lack of separation between bystanders and work areas, tripping hazards, falling hazards
such as open manholes, inadequate lighting, and inappropriate use of temporary traffic control
devices. Some studies have proposed solutions for these problems, but no formal evaluations of
the effects of these interventions were found. As a result, the effectiveness of the solutions in
improving pedestrian safety and mobility remains unknown.
A supplemental search of state transportation agency design guides found that the guidance
provided to practitioners varies widely in scope. Agencies in predominantly rural states tend to
provide less guidance than those in more urbanized states. In general, the states with relatively
detailed guidance have mainly derived it from a set of recommendations and device drawings
developed by the Minnesota Department of Transportation a decade ago. With the exception of
North Carolina, no guidelines were found that relate the design of temporary accommodations to
objective criteria such as pedestrian traffic volume, motor vehicle traffic volume, roadway speed,
roadway type, land use, or project duration.
Currently, there are many research needs related to pedestrian safety and mobility in work zones.
Here are a few examples:
•

Data on the characteristics and needs of pedestrians with disabilities could help inform the
development, testing, and selection of temporary pedestrian accommodations.

•

There is a need for research exploring the extent to which design criteria (dimensions, slopes,
etc.) for permanent pedestrian facilities can be relaxed or adjusted for temporary installations.
For example, guidance in the 2009 MUTCD seems to imply that temporary pedestrian
surfaces should be made from wood or surfaced with asphalt or concrete. This is problematic
for smaller projects because the fabrication or paving of temporary surfaces could take longer
than the main work. When technical requirements are overly stringent, practitioners appear to
forego temporary pedestrian accommodations. In some cases, this may be related to the cost
and complexity of shifting pedestrian facilities onto adjacent private land. In other cases, it is
possible that practitioners expect the work to be completed before affected road users begin
making complaints.

•

Pedestrians with visual, sensory, and cognitive disabilities tend to navigate based on
landmarks learned through previous experience, which can be disrupted by construction
(Williams et al. 2013). Research from the interdisciplinary field of space syntax can offer
some insights on how facility changes affect these pedestrians (van Ness and Yamu 2021),
but additional work is needed to identify and test practical solutions. For example,
disseminating real-time information on the status of sidewalk closures appears to be
technically feasible (Liao 2014), but systems for acquiring up-to-date data are required (Qin
et al. 2018). Perhaps these systems could leverage technologies originally developed for realxii

time dissemination of motor vehicle lane closures, such as RDS-TMC or TPEG (see
discussion in Shaw and Venkatachalapathy [2021]).
To begin addressing these issues and opportunities, the project team developed the concept for a
Pedestrian Test Track, which would allow temporary surfacing materials, curb ramps, railings,
and small vertical transitions to be tested in a realistic but traffic-free setting. Due to delays
related to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Pedestrian Test Track could not be implemented in a
timeframe compatible with the administrative requirements of the Smart Work Zone Deployment
Initiative (SWZDI) funding. Nevertheless, the Pedestrian Test Track concept could be applied to
future research to help quantify the safety and mobility effects of temporary pedestrian
accommodation alternatives.
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INTRODUCTION
Each year, billions of dollars are spent on construction projects that directly affect pedestrian
safety and mobility during construction. Although these issues affect all pedestrians, they have
disproportionate impacts on people with disabilities, who currently comprise about a quarter of
the noninstitutionalized US adult population (Okoro et al. 2018). To help reduce adverse
impacts, the 2009 Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) established some basic
criteria for work zone pedestrian accommodations. These include requirements to maintain
“adequate” pedestrian access and walkways during construction, provide advance notice of
sidewalk closures, provide barriers that can be detected by visually impaired pedestrians at
sidewalk closures, and provide accessibility and detectability for pedestrians with disabilities if
the existing route has those features (FHWA 2009).
Noncompliance with MUTCD requirements is widespread and can be observed not only where
there is roadway construction but also in utility work zones and at building construction sites
(Figure 1). Frequently observed problems range from inconveniences, such as lack of signage in
advance of the closure, to evident hazards, such as unfenced open manholes, to long detours that
result in fence-jumping near live traffic, as well as standards violations, such as concrete barriers
deployed without crashworthy end treatments (Bilton 2012, Shaw et al. 2016). Other effects can
be subtle and hard to measure, such as social isolation when people with disabilities are unable to
go out as a result of inadequate accommodations (Williams et al. 2013).
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(a) Children playing in work activity area
Peter Amakobe, WisDOT

(b) Open trench demarcated only by tape
© User:ŠJů / Wikimedia Commons / CC BY-SA 3.0

(c) Sidewalk closure without advance notice
WisDOT

(d) Tripping hazard
John Shaw, used with permission

(e) No pedestrian access to properties
Peter Amakobe, WisDOT

(f) Transit passengers discharged into closed area
WisDOT

Figure 1. Typical pedestrian deficiencies in work zones
Many roadway, utility, and building construction projects have stakeholder objectives that
compete with pedestrian safety (Bilton 2012). Examples include maintaining traffic capacity to
limit motorist and pedestrian delays, providing vehicular and pedestrian access to properties
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adjacent to the work zone, and limiting the acquisition of rights-of-entry or temporary easements
for the use of adjoining private property during construction. Conversely, loss of pedestrian
access can have economic impacts on businesses that depend on foot traffic (Attanayake et al.
2017). In addition, conflicts with pedestrian traffic can affect the efficiency and safety of
materials deliveries to work areas (CLOCS 2019).
Design guidelines can help manage these conflicts by clarifying expectations for temporary
pedestrian facilities, but these expectations need to be established carefully to avoid unintended
effects. For example, if the existing right-of-way is narrow and an agency has promulgated a
generous minimum width for temporary walkways, this can have the effect of requiring the
temporary walkway to be shifted onto adjacent private land, resulting in additional cost and
complexity to acquire right-of-entry agreements or temporary easements. Similarly, guidance
related to the slope of temporary walkways can influence the width available for traffic lanes. In
areas where pedestrian traffic is light, there is often little or no temporary accommodation,
perhaps because compliance is perceived to be too costly or complex.
To avoid situations where the perfect is the enemy of the good, two major issues arise. The first
is lack of clarity about the differences between the desirable characteristics of temporary
accommodations (slopes, dimensions, materials, etc.) and those that are minimally acceptable for
basic pedestrian mobility. The second is that the work zone design guidance that currently exists
has often been prepared without the benefit of formal research into pedestrian needs.
Existing Guidance
Due to the risk of falling debris and dropped objects, many cities require walkways to be covered
when they adjoin sites where structural demolition or vertical construction is underway. Beyond
the MUTCD requirements discussed above, there is very little national guidance on pedestrian
accommodations during roadway construction. The main exception is the Public Rights-of-Way
Accessibility Guidelines (PROWAG), a draft federal regulation that stalled in the rulemaking
process in the early 2010s (U.S. Access Board 2011). Due to this status, the enforceability of
PROWAG is uncertain, but many agencies treat it as a recommended practice document.
PROWAG provides very little guidance about temporary situations (Shaw et al. 2018). It is
derived mainly from earlier rules developed for architectural site planning and building interiors.
The conditions in work zones often differ. For example, commercial building floors frequently
have smooth surfaces (vinyl, terrazzo, varnished wood, etc.) that do not provide as much friction
as the materials typically used in outdoor applications (concrete, asphalt, etc.). As a result,
acceptable slopes and cross slopes could differ in the two environments.
Another significant challenge is that in its current form, PROWAG addresses new construction,
while temporary work zone accommodations are usually retrofitted within an existing, spaceconstrained environment. PROWAG contains language indicating that its requirements can be
relaxed for “alterations” of existing facilities, but the magnitude of acceptable relaxations is
unclear. A 2007 U.S. Access Board report on alterations in the public right-of-way offers
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numerous design suggestions for difficult site conditions but focuses on the post-construction
condition (PROWAAC 2007).
Gaps in Guidance and Practice
In many jurisdictions, both public sector work crews and private contractors seem to struggle to
comply with the requirements of the MUTCD and the recommendations in PROWAG. Although
this is often attributed to lack of awareness of regulations or to insensitivity to pedestrian needs,
even the best-informed and most well-intentioned attempts can fall short of meeting pedestrian
needs.
Previous efforts to develop additional design guidance for work zone pedestrian
accommodations identified substantial gaps in knowledge and practice (Bilton 2012, Shaw et al.
2016, Attanayake et al. 2017). For instance, the existing MUTCD typical application drawings
show methods for detouring pedestrians around a sidewalk closure, but this is often
unsatisfactory because pedestrians may seek access to homes and businesses in the closure area.
The scale of this problem was documented in a study of five urban work zones in Florida; the
study found almost half of all pedestrians violating the work zone closure by crossing mid-block
into the closure, walking through the work zone on a closed sidewalk, or entering the work area
(Ellis et al. 2008). Similar behaviors were observed in Texas pedestrian closures (Ullman et al.
2007).
These issues are often heightened for pedestrians with disabilities, such as wheelchair users,
people with walking or gait difficulties (including people with foot or leg injuries), people with
visual impairments (low vision or blindness), and people with cognitive problems such as
dementia. The challenge of accommodating pedestrians in work zones is further accentuated by
the diversity of sidewalk users. “Pedestrians” comprise not only people on foot but also
“pedestrians on wheels,” such as wheelchair users, people pushing baby strollers or tugging
wheeled suitcases, and delivery personnel using hand trucks (Jiménez et al. 2018). Work zone
deficiencies also present heightened risks for intoxicated pedestrians, particularly near
establishments that sell or serve alcohol (Bilton 2012).
Work zone pedestrian risks are affected by factors such as motor vehicle traffic volumes, traffic
speed, roadway geometrics, and adjoining land use. Pedestrian exposure (pedestrian volume)
varies widely from site to site and by time of day. To date, however, these factors have only
rarely been considered in temporary pedestrian design guidance (Bilton 2012).
Due to space and budget constraints, work zone pedestrian accommodation situations often
require innovative approaches. Nevertheless, workable solutions, such as using commercial
scaffolding systems to vertically separate pedestrians from construction, are often overlooked
(Bilton 2012). In part, this could be due to a tendency to leave temporary pedestrian facilities
decisions to the discretion of field engineers or contractors (Attanayake et al. 2017), whose
options are often further constrained by a lack of suitable bid items in the construction contract
(Shaw et al. 2016). For example, resolving problems with a temporary walkway that is
excessively dark at night can be difficult if there is no bid item for temporary pedestrian lighting.
4

In the absence of evidence-based guidance, the designer or builder of temporary pedestrian
facilities is often left with little more than conjecture to guide efforts to address these diverse
needs. Nevertheless, the designer/builder faces multiple challenges to meet road user needs
within the physical constraints of the site and the time and cost constraints for facilities that will
be used only briefly. Further, the situation often demands flexibility so that the accommodations
can be reconfigured frequently as construction progresses.
Work Zone Pedestrian Casualties
Several groups have attempted to quantify work zone pedestrian casualties based on local, state,
or national crash report data (Shaw et al. 2016, Oxley et al. 2018, Ellis et al. 2008, Bhatti et al.
2011, Liljegren 2014). The most recent data from the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) Fatal Accident Reporting System (FARS) indicates that from 2015 to
2019, an average of 120.4 work zone pedestrian fatalities per year were reported by law
enforcement agencies in the United States. Perhaps 20% of these are workers on foot (mainly
flaggers) (Pegula 2013). Based on data from the National Automotive Sampling System General
Estimates System (NASS-GES) and Crash Report Sampling System (CRSS), NHTSA estimates
that a national average of 1,127 nonfatal work zone pedestrian injuries per year were reported
by law enforcement over that time period.
Shaw et al. (2016) analyzed narrative reports for 219 bicycle and pedestrian crashes of all
severities that occurred in Wisconsin work zones over a 10-year period (2004–2013). Only 28%
of the crash reports contained enough information to determine whether work operations
contributed to the crash. Among these, the most common issues were as follows:
•
•
•
•

Drivers hitting a worker on foot (usually a flagger)
Discontinuous or inadequate pedestrian or bicyclist accommodations
Visual obstructions such as signs, delineation devices, materials, or equipment that interfered
with the ability of drivers and pedestrians/bicyclists (or workers) to see each other
Vehicle intrusions into the work zone

One difficulty with the use of law enforcement crash reports is the underreporting of both
pedestrian crashes and work zone crashes (Amoros et al. 2006, Cottrill and Thakuriah 2010,
Doggett et al. 2018, Medury et al. 2019, Sayed et al. 2021, Ullman and Scriba 2004, Blackman et
al. 2020). Another major difficulty is that law enforcement reports seldom capture pedestrian
injuries that do not involve a vehicle, such as slip-and-fall injuries resulting from deficient
infrastructure.
Oxley et al. (2018) compared police report data with hospital records for all pedestrian injuries
(work zone and non-work zone) in the state of Victoria, Australia, which has a population of
approximately 6.7 million. Although 12% of all police-reported road fatalities and serious
injuries in Victoria involve pedestrians, police reports were usually prepared only when a
pedestrian was struck by a vehicle. Only 85 fall-related incidents were reported in the police
data, but pedestrian falls while walking in the road environment accounted for an average of
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1,680 hospital admissions and 3,545 emergency department presentations each year. Older
pedestrians (age 65+) were significantly overrepresented among fall-related injuries that required
hospital admission and had the highest rate of emergency department presentations per distance
walked. Bone fractures were common, a concerning finding because fractures often trigger longterm health and mobility declines for elderly patients.
The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) collects data on the number and
causes of emergency department visits and hospital admissions in the United States. As shown in
Table 1, based on these data, the CDC estimates that in 2010 there were over 210,000 nonfatal
pedestrian injuries in the United States, resulting in economic losses totaling over $11 billion per
year (CDC 2021). There are two main cost elements: nearly $3.7 billion in medical costs
(typically borne by insurers, government healthcare programs, and crash victims or their
families) and approximately $6.8 billion in lost income and productivity (typically borne by
employers, injured persons, and families). On average, a single nonfatal pedestrian injury results
in approximately $52,000 in losses. (The costs in the CDC’s Web-based Injury Statistics Query
and Reporting System [WISQARS] are expressed in 2010 dollars and were adjusted to 2021
dollars based on the Medical Care component of the Consumer Price Index [U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics 2021]).
Table 1. Estimated number of nonfatal emergency department visits due to pedestrian
injuries, United States, 2010

Injury Severity
Nonfatal pedestrian injury
resulting in treatment and
release at hospital emergency
department
Nonfatal pedestrian injury
resulting in hospital admission
Total nonfatal injuries

Number of
Casualties Medical Costs

Work Loss
Cost (2021
dollars)

Combined
Cost (2021
dollars)

175,885

$748 million

$739 million

$1.487 billion

36,574

$2.996 billion $6.555 billion

$9.551 billion

212,459

$3.744 billion $7.924 billion $11.037 billion

Data sources: CDC/WISQARS (CDC 2021) and U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2021)

The proportion of nonfatal pedestrian injuries that occur in work zones in the United States is not
known. In Sweden, 30% of hospital-reported casualties involving vulnerable road users
(pedestrians, bicyclists, moped riders, and motorcyclists) occur in work zones (including winter
maintenance zones) (Liljegren 2014). Assuming that 15% of nonfatal US pedestrian casualties
occur in work zones, the estimated annual number of nonfatal injuries is 31,900, resulting in
financial losses of approximately $1.7 billion.
Sidewalk Users
The challenge of accommodating pedestrians in work zones is accentuated by the diversity of
sidewalk users. “Pedestrians” comprise not only people on foot but also “pedestrians on wheels,”
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such as people pushing baby strollers or pulling wheeled suitcases, delivery personnel with hand
trucks, and people on skates, skateboards, hoverboards, and so forth (Jiménez et al. 2018).
According to telephone surveys conducted for the CDC, 25.7% of the noninstitutionalized US
adult population has some type of disability (Okoro et al. 2018). Mobility (serious difficulty
walking or climbing stairs) was the most prevalent disability type (13.7%), followed by
cognition (serious difficulty concentrating, remembering, or making decisions, 10.8%),
independent living (difficulty doing errands alone, 6.8%), hearing (serious difficulty hearing,
5.9%), vision (serious difficulty seeing, 4.6%), and self-care (difficulty dressing or bathing,
3.7%) (Figure 2).

Okoro et al. 2018

Figure 2. Estimated number of adults with any disability, by specific type of disability and
age group
Pedestrians with disabilities are diverse: some cannot hear traffic, some cannot see well, and
some cannot see at all. Some experience pain, stiffness, shortness of breath, or vertigo while
walking. To compensate, some use mobility aids ranging from assistance animals and walkers to
manual wheelchairs, electric wheelchairs, scooters, and more. Sensory and cognitive disabilities
present an additional set of challenges, such as disorientation when the built environment is
altered or distraction from the noise and clutter of a work zone.
Williams et al. (2013) interviewed 30 visually impaired pedestrians (blind people and people
with low vision). Some participants had guide dogs, while others used white canes. The two
groups differed significantly in their approach to navigation. As one participant explained, “A
cane is [for] obstacle detection, a dog is [for] obstacle avoidance.” Some of the participants also
used electronic mobility aids designed specifically for visually impaired people, mass-market
mobile phone apps such as Apple Maps or Google Maps, or both. Participants reported that they
often must find alternate routes to avoid work zones. Even when a visually impaired person is
able to pass through the area, loud noise from work operations can be a major problem:
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construction noise can drown out the tapping sounds cane users use to assess the conditions
ahead and can distract or disorient guide dogs. Electronic navigation aids often lack information
about construction zones or provide obsolete information, and the global positioning system
(GPS) signal is often lost if a route involves going indoors (e.g., cutting through a building).
Visually impaired pedestrians also expressed concerns about unknown hazards in inactive
construction sites.
Although it can be difficult to develop nonoverlapping categories of pedestrians with special
requirements, a list based loosely on Jiménez et al. (2018) follows:
•
•

Pedestrians without specific use requirements
Pedestrians with specific requirements related to movement:
o Pedestrians with wheeled equipment (baby strollers, rolling luggage, hand trucks, etc.)
o Pedestrians who require extra space to move (carrying packages, assisted by guide dog,
physically large people, etc.)
o Pedestrians with requirements due to stability and support (using crutches, etc.)
o Pedestrians with specific ergonomic requirements (loss of one hand, etc.)
o Pedestrians with limited effort capacity (difficulty traveling long distances, difficulty
climbing steep grades, etc.)

•

Pedestrians with specific requirements related to perception or cognition:
o Pedestrians requiring extra perception-reaction time
o Pedestrians with special requirements for identifying route elements (e.g., visually
impaired)
o Pedestrians who have difficulties understanding public spaces (e.g., perceptual or
cognitive issues)
o Pedestrians with special communication requirements (e.g., unable to read text on traffic
signs)
o Pedestrians with special requirements for identifying and understanding potentially
dangerous situations (children, people with cognitive disabilities, intoxicated pedestrians,
etc.)
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DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND NATIONAL GUIDELINES
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
Chapter 6D of the 2009 MUTCD established a basic set of criteria for pedestrian
accommodations in work zones (FHWA 2009). The chapter notes that a wide range of
pedestrians can be affected by temporary traffic control, including children, elderly people, and
people with disabilities. The regulatory (mandatory) requirements are as follows:
•
•
•
•

•

The people implementing temporary traffic control that affects pedestrians and workers must
be “knowledgeable” (e.g., trained and/or certified).
Pedestrians must be given advance notice of sidewalk closures.
“Adequate” pedestrian access and walkways must be provided (the document does not define
adequacy).
If the project affects an accessible and detectible pedestrian facility, a comparable level of
accessibility and detectability must be provided during construction. In other words, features
supporting the mobility of people with disabilities must be maintained during construction.
For example, if existing curb ramps have truncated domes at approaches to traffic lanes,
truncated domes must also be provided on any alternate route or temporary walkway.
If a sidewalk that is normally used by visually impaired pedestrians is closed, the barrier
must extend across the full width of the sidewalk and be detectible with a long cane.

The MUTCD includes the following nonmandatory guidance (recommendations) that seeks to
avoid leading pedestrians into conflicts with vehicles, equipment, and work operations:
•
•
•
•
•

Alternate routes should replicate the desirable conditions along the original routes as closely
as possible.
Pedestrian routes should not be closed or discontinued to support nonconstruction activities
such as parking.
Indirection should be avoided and the number of places where pedestrians must cross a street
should be minimized, particularly if the traffic volume is high.
Signs redirecting pedestrians should be placed well in advance so that pedestrians do not
need to double back.
Access to transit stops should be maintained. Alternative transportation such as free bus
service can be provided if it is not feasible to provide pedestrian accommodations during
construction.

The MUTCD offers the following design guidance for temporary walkways:
•
•
•

“A smooth, continuous hard surface” should be provided.
No curbs or abrupt changes in grade or terrain should be present that could cause tripping
hazards or impair wheelchair use.
Grades and slopes should meet the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities. (This is potentially problematic
9

•
•
•
•

because it refers to a standard written primarily for permanent indoor facilities and exterior
entranceways for public buildings.)
The walkway should have a minimum width of 60 inches, or alternatively a 60-inch x 60inch passing space every 200 feet.
Channelized pedestrian pathways should be equipped with continuous edging that can be
detected with a long cane.
Signs mounted lower than 7 feet should not project more than 4 inches laterally into an
accessible pedestrian facility.
Signs and audible annunciators should be used to communicate information about blocked
routes, alternate crossings, and pedestrian phases of traffic signals.

The 2009 MUTCD encourages pedestrian accommodations to be incorporated into project
temporary traffic control plans. Two typical application (TA) drawings are provided (Figure 3).
TA-28 illustrates a “sidewalk detour” that diverts pedestrians to the opposite side of the street
and a “sidewalk diversion” that utilizes a closed parking lane as the pedestrian pathway. TA-29
is a more elaborate version of the sidewalk detour that provides signage recommendations when
the sidewalk closure goes around a corner. In comparison, a French temporary traffic control
guidebook issued in 2011 offers 11 typical application drawings for situations that affect
pedestrian walkways and incorporates pedestrian traffic management in several TAs that are
mainly concerned with motorized traffic (Certu 2011).

FHWA 2009

Figure 3. Typical Applications 28 and 29 from the 2009 MUTCD
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Draft Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices 11th Edition
In December 2020, the Federal Highway Administration issued a notice of proposed rulemaking
for the 11th edition of the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. The agency is currently
analyzing thousands of comments that were received on the draft.
Although most of the content from the 2009 MUTCD related to nonmotorized road user
accommodations in work zones has been retained, the content has been reorganized. In addition,
the following notable changes have been proposed:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The draft standard stipulates that “temporary ramps shall provide a 12:1 (8%) or flatter slope,
with a slip-resistant surface. The ramp landing area shall provide a 48-inch x 48-inch
minimum area with a 2% or flatter cross slope.” This appears to be stricter than the ADA
accessibility guidelines for permanent construction, which allow some flexibility for short
ramps or when a 1:12 slope cannot be provided due to site constraints.
In Typical Application 28, a note has been added stipulating a minimum clear width of 60
inches when a sidewalk is diverted into a closed lane or parking lane. The drawing has also
been revised to emphasize the importance of covering rough, soft, or uneven ground.
New Typical Applications 47 through 51 have been introduced illustrating typical closures
for bicycle lanes and mixed-use paths.
When work operations block a pedestrian path, the draft allows the option of quickly moving
out of the way to let a pedestrian through. In addition, workers may help pedestrians get
through the work area.
Guidance has been rephrased to emphasize the need to minimize conflicts between vehicles
and pedestrians.
Guidance has been added emphasizing the need to avoid situations where work equipment
backs into pedestrian pathways.
Dimensions for the top and bottom rails of detectable pedestrian barricades have been
standardized.

Americans with Disabilities Act
The ADA is a landmark civil rights law passed in 1990. The law is implemented through a series
of design standards and guidelines issued by the U.S. Access Board. Facilities that are open to
the public (except certain religious facilities and private clubs) are generally subject to ADA
requirements. In general, new facilities must be designed in full compliance with ADA
guidelines, while renovated facilities must be upgraded in proportion to the scope of the project.
Several different sets of ADA standards affect transportation projects to different degrees:
•

ADA Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG). Originally issued in 1991 and last updated in
2010, these standards primarily focus on architectural projects, i.e., the design and site
planning of buildings such as apartments, offices, and shopping centers. The primary
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•
•
•

emphasis is on the indoor environment, though some elements of the guidance touch on
exterior facilities such as ramps and walkways near building entrances.
ABA Standards. A special version of the ADA guidance, these standards are specific to
facilities designed for the U.S. General Services Administration, U.S. Department of
Defense, and U.S. Postal Service.
ADA Standards for Transportation Facilities. Published in 2006, this document focuses
on the architectural design of airports, bus and train stations, ferry docks, and similar
permanent facilities.
Proposed Accessibility Guidelines for Pedestrian Facilities in the Public Rights-of-Way
(Public Rights-of-Way Accessibility Guidelines, or PROWAG). Issued in draft form in
2011 by the U.S. Access Board, PROWAG has not been finalized but is often used as interim
guidance for the pedestrian design aspects of public streets and highways. The current draft
focuses mainly on permanent facilities.

In general, these documents address the dimensions and slope requirements for design elements
such as walkways, curb ramps, building access ramps, crosswalks, street furnishings, bus stops,
pedestrian signals, and parking spaces. The main requirements of PROWAG are summarized in
Table 2.
Table 2. Selected dimensions and clearances from draft PROWAG guidance
Design Element
Width
Grade
Cross slope
Surface
Vertical
Pedestrian
discontinuities
Access Route
Horizontal
openings
Flangeway gaps
Passing spaces
Width
Rise

Max 0.5'' (13 mm)

Max 2.5'' (64 mm)
Max 3.0'' (75 mm)
Min (5.0' by 5.0' [1.5 m])
Interval Max 200' (61 m)
Min 4.0' (1.2 m)
Min 3.0' (915 mm)

Cross slope
Counter slope
Turning space
Running slope

Min 5%, Max 8.3%

Running slope
(turning space)
Slope
(flared sides)

Notes
Median/island: Min 5.0' (1.5m)
Where feasible, max 5%

Beveled with a slope less 50%
(0.25' (6.4mm) - 0.5' (13mm))

Max 0.5'' (13 mm)

Max 2.5' (760 mm)
Perpendicular to the
direction of the ramp
Max 2%
Max 5%
Min (4.0' by 4.0' [1.2 m])

Grade breaks
Perpendicular
Curb Ramp

Criteria
Min 4.0' (1.2m)
Matching street grade
Max 2%
Firm, stable, slip resistant

PROWAG
Section
R302.3
R302.5
R302.6
R302.7
R302.7.2
R302.7.3

Nonfreight rail track
Freight rail track
Necessary where the clear
width is less than 5.0' (1.5 m)

R302.7.4
R302.4
R304.5.1

With handrails (between
handrails)

R407.4
R407.5

Not permitted on the ramp runs,
turning spaces

Top of the curb ramp
Max ramp length:
150' (4.5 m)

R304.5.2
R304.5.3
R304.5.4
R304.2.1
R304.2.2

Max 2%
Max 10%

R304.2.3
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Design Element
Width
Rise
Grade breaks
Parallel Curb
Ramp

Cross slope
Counter slope
Turning space
Running slope
Running slope
(turning space)
Width

Blended
Transitions

Transit Stops

Landings

Grade breaks
Cross slope
Counter slope
Running slope
Clear length
Clear width
Grade
(parallel street)
Grade
(perpendicular
street)
Surface
Slope
Width
Length
Direction change
Surface
Handrails

Criteria
Min 4.0' (1.2 m)
Min 3.0' (915 mm)
Max 2.5' (760 mm)
Perpendicular to the
direction of the ramp
Max 2%
Max 5%
Min 4.0' (1.2 m) by 4.0'
(1.2 m)
Min 5%, Max 8.3%

Notes
With handrails
(between handrails)

PROWAG
Section
R304.5.1
R407.4
R407.5

Not permitted on the ramp runs,
turning spaces

R304.5.2
R304.5.3
R304.5.4

At the bottom of the curb ramp
Max ramp length:
150' (4.5 m)

R304.3.1

R304.3.2

Max 2%
Min 4.0' (1.2 m)
Perpendicular to the
direction of the ramp
Max 2%
Max 5%
Max 5%
Min 8.0' (2.4 m)
Min 5.0' (1.5 m)

R304.5.1
Not permitted on the ramp runs,
turning spaces

R304.5.2
R304.5.3
R304.5.4
R304.4.1

Perpendicular to the street
Parallel to the street

R308.1.1.1

Same as the street
R308.1.1.2
Max 2%
Firm, stable, slip resistant
Max 2%
Min the widest ramp
Min 5.0' (1.5 m)
Min 5.0' (1.5 m) by 5.0'
(1.5 m)
Firm, stable, slip resistant
Required

Any direction

R308.1.3.1
R407.6.1
R407.6.2
R407.6.3
R407.6.4

Rise greater than 6' (1.5 m)

R407.7
R407.8

“Reasonable accommodation” is a cornerstone of the ADA. This principle requires designers to
exercise judgment and balance conflicting requirements, such as trade-offs between different
categories of road users (e.g., pedestrians versus bicyclists). In addition, needs may differ for
people with different types of disabilities. Many projects also have trade-offs between extending
the construction duration to provide better temporary accommodations versus getting permanent
accommodations in place quickly.
Space Syntax
Work zones frequently require changes in the way pedestrians are routed through the built
environment. This can result in sensory and cognitive challenges for visually impaired people
and people with cognitive disabilities (Williams et al. 2013).
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Space syntax is a systematic method for analyzing and describing the way people navigate
indoor and outdoor spaces, including the way a street or pedestrian pathway interrelates with
nearby features of the built environment (van Ness and Yamu 2021). This line of research
examines the relationships between the physical configuration of a space and the way people use
it. For example, many before-after studies have been conducted to determine how modifications
of a pedestrian space reshape patterns of use. In this way, space syntax provides a framework for
understanding the social and economic effects of construction-related changes in pedestrian
routing and identifying situations that are likely to be problematic.
The results of space syntax research have been used by architects to improve the liveliness of
large buildings such as shopping centers, subway stations, and airports. These principles have
also been applied to enhance the vitality of parks, plazas, squares, neighborhoods, and
commercial districts. For example, in the 1970s many of the plazas at major commercial
buildings in New York City were desolate and crime ridden. With modest design changes, these
were transformed into popular spaces where pedestrians are at ease (Whyte 1980). Space syntax
is also of interest to property managers, as the level of connectivity between pedestrian traffic
generators and the ease (or difficulty) of figuring out how to make these connections tends to
shape “hot spots” and “dead zones” for retailing, outdoor advertising, and other commercial
endeavors. From this perspective, the effects of work zones are not limited to pedestrian safety
and mobility; they can also disrupt the quantity and distribution of foot traffic, with potential
financial effects on businesses.
Figure 4 is an example of one of the typical products of a space syntax study. In this case, the
study area (identified by the dashed black line) is anchored by the Snow Hill commuter rail
station in Birmingham, England. Streets and alleys are shown in white, with block boundaries
shaded in light grey. Medium-grey shading identifies the location and shape of each building.
Solid black lines identify the routes used by pedestrians exiting the station. The number of
pedestrian trips is proportionate to the size of the red circles representing each destination. A
multitude of overlapping black lines indicate that foot traffic is particularly heavy in the plaza
near the station’s main entrance. One implication is that a construction closure near the main
entrance would heavily impact commuters, with ripple effects on the shops and restaurants that
encircle the plaza. If such a closure is unavoidable, the analysis could also be helpful in
identifying alternative routes that are likely to be least objectionable to commuters and business
owners.
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Maximo Martinez/spacesyntax.com

Figure 4. Route traces for pedestrians exiting a commuter train station (Snow Hill Station,
Birmingham, UK)
Space syntax practitioners use several methods to determine and analyze pedestrian path choice
and the intensity of pedestrian circulation. These include direct on-site observation of pedestrian
activities, time-lapse video studies, and (increasingly) data derived from cell phones and other
GPS-equipped electronic devices carried by pedestrians (Lakmali et al. 2020). Walking speed is
sometimes used as a proxy for pedestrians’ level of interest in their surroundings: fast walking
can be indicative of disinterest or concerns about personal security in the space.
The concept of topological depth is an important theoretical aspect of space syntax. As explained
in van Ness and Yamu (2021), a main street has a topological depth of 0, a cross street that can
be accessed from the main street has a topological depth of 1, and a back street that can be
accessed only from a cross street has a topological depth of 2. This hierarchy can continue as a
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street layout becomes increasingly labyrinthine. For instance, a street may have a topological
depth of 6 yet be physically very close to the main street with a topological depth of 0.
This concept suggests that humans tend to build relatively simple mental models of the spaces
they use (Bafna 2003, van Ness and Yamu 2021). It appears that people tend to think in terms of
a major street that serves as the primary axis of circulation, side streets that connect to the major
street, and back streets that can be reached only from side streets. Pedestrians are unlikely to
follow routes that require branching multiple times, probably because the resulting cognitive
complexity increases the fear of getting lost. In other words, actual route choices involve striking
a balance between choosing the shortest route and minimizing the number of turns.
Topological depth helps explain some of the pedestrian behaviors observed in work zones. For
example, studies indicate strong overall reluctance to use pedestrian detours (Ullman et al. 2007,
Ellis et al. 2008). Space syntax suggests that this occurs not only because of the extra distance
and travel time but also because of increased route complexity, which could be particularly acute
for pedestrians with visual or cognitive disabilities.
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SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF ACADEMIC LITERATURE
Methodology
Engineering literature reviews often use a “snowball” search technique. In many cases, an
investigator identifies about a dozen studies that are known to be relevant to the topic at hand,
and the references citied in these studies are used to identify additional sources. This iterative
process continues until the investigator is satisfied that the information is sufficient to satisfy
reviewer expectations.
In contrast, a systematic literature review is designed to minimize the risk of overlooking
relevant sources by following a predefined process for locating, compiling, evaluating, and
synthesizing the relevant evidence for the topic of interest. Although not entirely new, the
systematic review process was formalized in the 1970s to help ensure that medical practice is
based on the best available scientific evidence. Over time, the systematic review process has
gradually been adopted in other fields such as the social sciences, public policy, and
(increasingly) engineering.
The systematic review process supports developing a full understanding of what is already
known about the topic and can help identify knowledge gaps. The process typically encompasses
five main steps (Khan et al. 2003):
1. Framing questions for a review (defining the research question, determining search terms,
and identifying relevant databases)
2. Identifying relevant publications (retrieving, winnowing, and compiling primary studies)
3. Assessing the quality of the studies
4. Summarizing the evidence
5. Interpreting the findings
Due to the labor-intensive nature of the systematic review process, it is important to avoid
duplication of effort. To this end, five databases of systematic reviews were searched to identify
any previous systematic reviews related to pedestrian safety in work zones. As shown in Table 3,
none were found.
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Table 3. Search matrix for previous systematic reviews

Search Term
footpath OR footway OR
“pedestrian pavement” OR
sidewalk OR walkway
“pedestrian safety” AND
roadworks
“pedestrian safety” AND
“work zone”

CDC
Campbell
Community
Collaboration
Guide

Cochrane
Library

Google
Scholar

Prospero
Registry

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR: No results or results not relevant

As shown in Table 4, seven engineering-oriented scholarly databases were searched to identify
studies related to pedestrian safety and mobility in work zones. The corresponding search terms
are also listed. Since the various search engines handle wildcards in different ways, variations of
the search terms were required, as indicated in the table. All publication types were eligible for
inclusion, such as studies, conference papers, and research reports published in English
(including reports published in other languages with sufficiently detailed summaries in English).
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Table 4. Search matrix for systematic review: search terms and databases
Database

Search Term
(blind OR disabled OR disability
OR disabilities OR handicapped
OR low vision) AND (roadwork
OR roadworks OR work zone)
AND (accident OR casualty OR
crash OR incident OR mobility
OR safety) NOT “blind spot”
(blind OR disabled) AND
(roadworks OR work zone) AND
(accident OR casualty OR crash
OR safety)
(pedestrian OR vulnerable road
user) AND (roadwork OR
roadworks OR work zone) AND
(accident OR casualty OR crash
OR incident OR mobility OR
safety)
(pedestrian OR vulnerable road
user) AND (roadworks OR work
zone) AND (accident OR casualty
OR crash OR safety)
roadworks non-motorised safety

SafetyLit

TRID

NR

NR



NR

NR

roadworks pedestrian safety

NR

NR

NR

PubMed

Web of
Science

Science
Direct
(Elsevier)

UR

UR

UR

UR

Manually
selected
from
unfocused
results

Manually
selected
from
unfocused
results




work zone pedestrian safety

UR

“work zone pedestrian safety”

NR

“work zone” “pedestrian safety”

Google
Scholar

NR

roadworks non-motorized safety
work zone “vulnerable road user”
safety
work zone non-motorized safety

Ebsco
Host
Academic
Search
Ultimate



Legend
 Search completed
NR

No results or results not relevant

UR

Unfocused results (not usable due to excessive number of off-topic results)

A handful of work zone pedestrian safety and mobility studies were conducted in the 1980s,
1990s, and early 2000s, and the results of this early work were summarized by Morelli et al.
(2005). Therefore, the present review was limited to publications since 2004. This is the year the
federal Work Zone Safety and Mobility Rule was published and provides some overlap to catch
any studies that were in press at the time of the review conducted by Morelli et al. (2005).
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Search Results
As shown in Table 5, searches of the seven databases yielded a total of 91 papers and reports, of
which 14 were excluded as duplicates. Title and abstract screening was performed according to
the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) approach
(PRISMA 2021) on the remaining 77 studies using the inclusion and exclusion criteria shown in
Table 6 and Table 7. A total of 54 studies were eliminated through this process. This left 23
studies that were eligible for full-text screening. Based on the full-text screening, 14 studies were
excluded, leaving 9 studies suitable for extraction. Five of the studies excluded during full-text
screening were not specific to pedestrians, three provided only casualty prevalence information
without any design recommendations, two were not specific to work zones, and two are
addressed in the grey literature chapter of this report. One reference included only the project
description, with no discussion of its results, and full text could not be obtained for one
reference.
Table 5. PRISMA statistics
91 references imported for screening
14 duplicates removed
77 studies screened against title and abstract
54 studies irrelevant
23 studies assessed for full-text eligibility
14 studies excluded
5 not specific to pedestrians
3 incidence or prevalence of work zone casualties; no design recommendations
2 included as grey literature (see next chapter)
2 not specific to work zones
1 description of project only; no results provided
1 unable to obtain full text
9 studies included

Table 6. Study inclusion criteria
Inclusion Criteria
Pedestrian or vulnerable road user safety in work zones
Publication date 2004 or later
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Table 7. Study exclusion criteria
Exclusion Criteria
Not related to pedestrian safety in work zones
Not specific to pedestrians
Incidence or prevalence of pedestrian casualties in work zones without design or policy guidance
Incidence or prevalence of road worker casualties
Personal protective equipment for road workers
Summary articles / nontechnical publications
Driving simulator studies and other computer simulations
Bicycling (only)

Systematic Review Results
Early Publications
Morelli et al. (2005) summarized the results of the few studies on pedestrian safety and mobility
in work zones that were published in the 1980s, 1990s, and early 2000s. The main points are as
follows:
•

Researchers documented the work zone guidance and practices that were prevalent at the
national, state, and local levels in the 1970s to 1990s. Findings were based on techniques
such as design manual reviews, interviews with public officials, and site visits. In general, the
agency documents, practices, and attitudes prevalent at that time focused almost exclusively
on motorized traffic. Lack of concern for pedestrians was consistent across roadway, utility,
and public works projects, as well as building construction sites. Many officials believed that
pedestrians were rare in their work zones, but field observations showed the opposite:
pedestrians were present at almost every site. Lack of awareness and empathy for pedestrian
needs was particularly acute at the local government level.

•

Pedestrian accommodations were usually provided only in urban areas, primarily at sites
where there were perceived problems with pedestrian volume or safety. Often the main
motivation for accommodating pedestrians was to protect the contractor or developer from
legal liability for pedestrian injuries. The selection and placement of temporary traffic control
devices was based primarily on the judgment of construction supervisors and was highly
inconsistent from site to site. There were wide variations in the size, color, material, and
placement of pedestrian signs and other temporary traffic control devices. Where delineation
was provided between pedestrian facilities and traffic lanes or work areas, it was often in the
form of cones, drums, or barricades, which were sometimes connected by tape or rope. There
was very little awareness of the needs of pedestrians with disabilities, and very little guidance
was available to practitioners, except in a few progressive cities.

•

Specific problems observed in the field included the following:
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o Partial blockages or closures of sidewalks and other pathways with no alternate routes
identified or adequate information provided
o Improperly placed traffic control devices (signs, barriers, and separators) that created
hazards and tended to confuse both pedestrians and motorists
o Inconsistent techniques between different sites and even between different areas on the
same site
o Failure of construction managers to modify techniques to meet changes in work zone
environments over time
o Inadequate consideration of the needs of pedestrians with disabilities, children, parents
pushing strollers, or indeed anyone who was not a healthy young adult
o Heavy equipment parked unnecessarily on sidewalks
•

Although the state of the practice was generally poor, there were bright spots. In some cities,
progressive building codes, building permit processes, design manuals, or specifications
provided actionable and enforceable guidance for pedestrian traffic management during
construction. In addition, some communities had (or were beginning to develop) methods for
good coordination between state and local agencies and between engineers, law enforcement,
and contractors.

The results of these early studies were influential in shaping the policy and guidance now
provided in the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices.
By the early 2000s, some work zone pedestrian accommodation guidance was available,
including a set of recommendations in the 2003 MUTCD. Agency surveys and field visits
conducted by Morelli et al. (2005) found that the implementation of this guidance was spotty,
selective, and inconsistent. Nevertheless, the situation appeared to be improving, with about half
of the 50 field sites rated “good” or “very good.”
Work Zone Pedestrian Deficiencies and Recommended Solutions
Ullman et al. (2007) investigated several aspects of work zone pedestrian traffic management.
The components of the study were as follows:
•

Survey of current practices. Telephone interviews were conducted with transportation
engineers in 23 Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) districts, transportation
engineers from other state departments of transportation (DOTs), and traffic engineers from
several Texas cities. The engineers generally stated that pedestrian accommodation needs
were rare in their projects, except in urban or downtown areas, near schools, or near traffic
signals. Only a minority of the respondents felt there was a need for additional pedestrian
design guidance.

•

Field evaluation of pedestrian traffic control strategies. Direct observation and video
recordings were used to study pedestrian behavior at an unspecified number of pedestrian
closures within Austin and Houston. In the absence of physical barricades to impede travel or
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a clear description of the appropriate path to take through the construction area, pedestrians
felt free to walk around signs and through the work zone to make their way to their chosen
destination. Pedestrians typically proceeded as normal until coming upon a barrier that
impeded their progress, such as a traffic control device, vehicular traffic, or construction
equipment. Pedestrians then adjusted their route enough to travel around the barrier while
still proceeding toward their desired destination.
•

Pedestrian guidelines checklist. The researchers developed a checklist to help designers
identify the pedestrian accommodations required during construction. The guideline utilized
a four-stage design process: determining site conditions and constraints, determining whether
the final permanent pedestrian accommodations are complete in terms of the elements
required for accessibility, determining the pedestrian accommodations to be included in the
temporary traffic control plan, and conducting field reviews to ensure the adequacy of the
temporary accommodations during construction. The guideline was published as a standalone
document.

•

Pedestrian signing evaluation. This element of the project evaluated road user
comprehension of eight traffic sign faces intended for pedestrian closures, detours, and
wayfinding. While waiting for services at Texas driver licensing offices, a total of 668
participants completed a computer-based survey to assess their sign comprehension and
likely actions after seeing each sign.
o Six text-based signs with variations of the messages SIDEWALK CLOSED USE OTHER SIDE
and SIDEWALK CLOSED CROSS HERE were tested. All had comprehension rates of 85% or
higher.
o Two versions of a SIDEWALK CLOSED sign with a graphic of a walking person and an
arrow pointing to the left were tested. The comprehension rates were 74% and 80%.
Follow-up discussions with participants indicated that the action the pedestrian was
expected to take was unclear. The sign was not recommended for use.
o Distances on pedestrian signs were recommended to be expressed in blocks, with
distances in feet as a fallback for areas where blocks are not an appropriate metric.
o Sign color did not affect comprehension of the messages, but intent to comply improved
when the signs were presented in black-on-orange compared to the previous black-onwhite designs. Orange was recommended to better distinguish the work zone signs from
permanent signage.
o Sign shape (diamond versus rectangle) did not affect comprehension. Road users did not
have difficulty distinguishing signs intended for pedestrians from those intended for
motorists.

•

Wayfinding aids for visually impaired pedestrians. This element of the project was also
published as a standalone research paper and is described in a subsequent section of this
review. See Ullman and Trout (2009).

Ellis et al. (2008) conducted video observations of 1,052 pedestrians in five urban work zones in
Florida. About 52% of pedestrians complied with the closure by using the crosswalk to detour
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around the work zone or taking another alternate route. The remaining 48% violated the work
zone closure, either by crossing into the closure mid-block, walking through the work zone on a
closed sidewalk, entering the work area, or walking in a vehicular lane. The behavior of
bicyclists was broadly similar.
Ellis et al. (2008) observed 66 conflicts where a vehicle had to reduce speed to avoid a
pedestrian, a pedestrian had to run to avoid a car, a pedestrian became trapped in the median of
the coned-off area, or a driver did not see a pedestrian.
Ellis et al. (2008) recommended changes to the Florida DOT (FDOT) guidance, such as the
inclusion of a standard detail drawing for temporary mid-block pedestrian crossings and
temporary mid-block bicycle crossings, as well as the provision of a double ramp for bridging
over missing sidewalk slabs or places where hoses, cables, or wires need to cross an existing
sidewalk. The group also recommended further study of work zone design requirements near
transit stops.
Bilton (2012) offered personal observations of some pedestrian traffic management challenges
resulting from major urban construction projects in the state of Queensland, Australia. Bilton
(2012) noted that there was very little existing design guidance for temporary pedestrian
facilities and that existing design approaches do not take into consideration the variations in risk
arising from differences in pedestrian and vehicular traffic volumes, traffic speeds, road design,
land use, and similar factors.
Bilton (2012) described conflicting stakeholder interests that can compromise pedestrian safety
during construction, such as the desire to avoid using land outside the transportation right-ofway, the desire to maintain high traffic capacity and high operational speeds, and conflicts at
driveways and other access points. In Bilton’s (2012) view, these conflicts were not being
managed in a manner consistent with the Safe System approach described in a subsequent
section of this report.
Bilton (2012) noted that even without construction, there are problems with illegal and unsafe
pedestrian behavior, especially in tourism, entertainment, and student areas. Bilton (2012) hinted
that it was naïve for agencies to assume such behavior would not occur during construction.
Bilton (2012) advocated limited, judicious use of barriers in urban work zones due to the
potential for pedestrians to climb over the barriers to avoid indirect routes or to walk on top of
the barriers for amusement. The crash tests for concrete barrier systems are based on mainline
freeway or highway applications, and Bilton (2012) noted the uncertainty of the barriers’ safety
performance when relatively short barrier runs are used as channelizers to separate pedestrian
and motor vehicle traffic in urban work zones. Additionally, Bilton (2012) noted that
crashworthy end treatments are seldom provided when barriers are used on urban streets, it is
often infeasible to provide the minimum length stipulated in crash tests, and there is seldom
sufficient working width for deflection of the barrier when it is struck.
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Bilton (2012) called for quantitative research in several areas. These included pedestrian risks
and risk factors, appropriate speeds for work zones with high pedestrian volumes, the effects of
adjoining land use on pedestrian needs and behavior, maximum tolerable pedestrian detour
distances, the safety effects of using temporary barriers as channelizers in environments with
many cross streets and driveways, the effects of wayfinding signage on pedestrian route choice,
pedestrian lighting for work zones including its relationships to crime prevention, and the use of
temporary overpasses or similar structures to accommodate pedestrians.
Shaw et al. (2016) identified several common problems based on crash reports, practitioner
interviews, road user complaints published online, and other grey literature (described in the
following chapter). The main issues (Figure 1) included the following:
•
•

•
•

•
•

No alternative route. A pedestrian route is closed or restricted, but no temporary
accommodation or alternate route is provided.
Unmarked or poorly marked closures. A pedestrian facility closure is unmarked or is
marked only with a drum, nondetectable barricade, caution tape, rope, or similar methods. As
a result of temporary signage deficiencies, pedestrians are sometimes directed toward a
closed walkway or into a live motor vehicle lane.
Lack of separation between bystanders and work areas. Children or other pedestrians can
freely enter areas where construction equipment is in operation or where the surface is
unsuitable for walking.
Open manholes, open trenches, and other falling hazards. No fences or railings are in
place to isolate pedestrians from open manholes, uncovered electrical boxes, open trenches,
holes, and so forth. Frequently, such a hazard is delineated only with rope or caution tape,
rendering it undetectable to people with visual impairments.
Tripping hazards. Objects such as loose electrical cables, hoses, tools, or construction
materials are present on the walking surface. This category includes material stockpiles that
spill over to the sidewalk and can also include debris.
Inadequate lighting. Nighttime illumination is inadequate for safe pedestrian circulation or
safe motorist observation of pedestrians, due to either low overall illumination levels or
uneven light distribution and the resulting glare. For example, Shaw et al. (2016) included a
photograph of a work zone where a single high-intensity luminaire was used to illuminate a
crosswalk; the lighting was extremely bright in one corner of the intersection and extremely
dark in the opposite corner.

Agencies in the United States often leave the layout of temporary pedestrian and bicyclist
(ped/bike) accommodations to the discretion of inspectors, field engineers, or other construction
staff. Based on discussions with such personnel, Shaw et al. (2016) identified several difficulties
arising from this practice:
•

Lack of options. After a construction contract has been awarded, options for managing
ped/bike traffic are generally quite limited. Often, temporary accommodations that would
have been feasible if considered during the design phase are no longer achievable due to
timing or administrative constraints.
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•

•
•

•

Staffing constraints. Field staff may or may not have the skills necessary to design safe,
efficient interim ped/bike accommodations. Even when field personnel have appropriate
expertise, designing the accommodations takes time away from construction oversight and
contract management, which are typically their primary duties.
Land acquisition. Temporary easements necessary to locate interim ped/bike facilities on
private property might not have been obtained.
No appropriate bid items. The contract might not include the bid items necessary for
building temporary or interim ped/bike facilities. This can potentially result in substitution of
contractual bid items intended for permanent use, resulting in unnecessary expense. In the
extreme case, the contractually available materials may be too durable and additional costs
may be incurred to demolish temporary facilities that were used for only a short time.
Inconsistency with contractor expectations or expertise. The contractor might not be
expecting to build temporary ped/bike facilities. Consequently, equipment and personnel
appropriate to the task might not be readily available, resulting in costly change orders.

Shaw et al. (2016) proposed several methods for addressing these challenges:
•

•

•

•

Traffic control devices and products. Commercial products that address some of the
frequently encountered pedestrian situations are available. For example, more widespread use
of lightweight portable fences could help channelize pedestrian traffic, separate pedestrians
from active work areas, and keep nonmotorized users away from trenches and open
manholes.
Low-cost surfacing options. In private conversations, highway agency officials expressed
concerns about the cost of temporary surfacing for ped/bike accommodations. Often, this
appeared to reflect the assumption that surfacing would be done in asphalt or concrete. To
address this, Shaw et al. (2016) suggested alternatives such as reusable textured plastic
panels placed over grass or dirt for a limited duration, textured plywood panels, stabilized
soil/cement, soil/polymer, or controlled low-strength material (CLSM), a concrete-like
mixture that provides a firm surface but can be removed easily.
Minimally invasive construction techniques. Shaw et al. (2016) suggested wider use of
construction techniques that reduce the need for trenching to reduce impacts on bike/ped
facilities. One example is the “core and vac” technique for utility repairs, which involves
sawing out a circular piece of pavement (up to 2 feet in diameter) and vacuuming up the soil
using the same apparatus typically used for cleaning storm drain inlets. After utility repairs
are completed, the soil is replaced and the original pavement circle is grouted back at its
original location.
Process changes. Shaw et al. (2016) suggested that moving the layout of ped/bike
accommodations into the project design phase could be advantageous. Solutions that require
the temporary use of private property are generally more feasible when there is ample time to
acquire temporary easements. Similarly, the staging (sequencing) of pedestrian and bicycle
facility construction could be integrated into the overall project staging plan to minimize
ped/bike impacts. Traditionally, sidewalks have often been constructed as the final stage of a
project, but in some cases it might be preferable to invert the sequence, i.e. constructing the
permanent sidewalk on a new alignment at the beginning of the project.
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•

•

Creative Use of Alternate Access. Shaw et al. (2016) suggested reconsideration of the way
access to properties is provided during construction. For example, many older commercial
districts have zero setback and narrow sidewalks that immediately abut the roadway, leaving
little space for rerouting pedestrian traffic. If the area has an alley behind the properties,
temporary pedestrian access could be provided from the alley. To support this, alley
improvements such as drainage upgrades and resurfacing could be completed prior to the
main construction activities (Figure 5).
Temporary Pedestrian and Bicyclist Lighting. Many pedestrian and bicyclist crashes
occur during low-light conditions, and permanent street and highway lighting systems are
sometimes taken out of service during construction. The use of temporary lighting systems
could enhance ped/bike safety, particularly in commercial and nightlife areas.

Shaw et al. 2018

Figure 5. Conversion of alley to shared-use facility providing back door access during
construction
Attanayake et al. (2017) prepared a detailed report describing difficulties with existing practices
for nonmotorized traffic management in work zones and an overview of some potential
solutions. The report was also summarized in poster format (Mazumder et al. 2017). Based on a
comparison of current work zone practices in the United States and western Europe, both
documents discussed some of the difficulties that occur when pedestrian traffic management is
left to the discretion of the contractor. The authors noted that “sidewalks and streets are [often]
completely closed without providing alternate routes within or around construction zones. As a
result, safety and accessibility of the pedestrians and cyclists are compromised.”
Attanayake et al. (2017) gathered case examples and provided good-practice overviews of
several techniques for managing nonmotorized mobility during construction. For example, the
report discusses various trenchless construction technologies, greater use of prefabrication, and
accelerated bridge construction in the context of reducing the physical extent and duration of
pedestrian impacts. Formal assessment tools such as a work zone mobility management
framework and pedestrian level of service (LOS) analysis are also discussed. The authors also
conducted a survey of traffic engineers from cities they considered to be pedestrian mobility
leaders, but there were only eight responses.
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Attanayake et al. (2017) compared US and European pedestrian traffic management practices.
One particularly striking difference was the frequent use of fences to separate pedestrians from
work areas in European work zones, a point also raised by Shaw et al. (2018). Shaw et al. (2018)
listed several types of work zone fences and highlighted the lightweight interlocking three 1meter (39-inch) tall fence panels that are widely used in Australia, New Zealand, and the United
Kingdom (Figure 6). Attanayake et al. (2017) favored the use of 4-foot-tall metal fences for the
separation of pedestrians and work areas (Figure 7).

user:Ingolfson / Wikimedia Commons / Public Domain

Figure 6. Portable 39-inch-tall fence

© Jean Housen / Wikimedia Commons / CC BY-SA 4.0

Figure 7. Four-foot-tall temporary fence
In addition to tall fences, specific suggestions in Attanayake et al. (2017) (listed from most
desirable to least desirable) included temporary crosswalks based on a Minnesota DOT
(MnDOT) typical application drawing, covered walkways to protect pedestrians from falling
objects at vertical construction sites, temporary pedestrian pathways on repurposed bike lanes or
traffic lanes, narrowing traffic lanes to provide space for an on-street pedestrian pathway, and
temporary bridges. Pedestrian detours were suggested as the least desirable option.
As noted earlier, Bilton (2012) suggested the use of commercial scaffolding systems to allow
vertical separation of pedestrians and work activities or motorized traffic. This requires stairways
in most cases. Attanayake et al. (2017) favored the use of electric stair lifts to allow people with
disabilities to make use of these separations. The group also suggested developing a pedestrian
traffic management manual oriented toward small contractors and small municipalities.
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Foster-Smith et al. (2018) presented a conference paper discussing vulnerable road user
guidelines developed in response to major construction activities in Melbourne, Australia.
According to the abstract, the paper provides background on the current issues being experienced
in practice, legislation, and the guidelines that were developed. The full text of the paper could
not be obtained, so it was excluded from this review.
Tools for Visually Impaired Pedestrians in Work Zones
Ullman et al. (2007) and Ullman and Trout (2009) noted that work zones are challenging for
visually impaired pedestrians because familiar landmarks used as wayfinding aids are often
disrupted. The 2009 MUTCD supports the use of audible annunciators to provide navigational
information to visually impaired pedestrians but provides very little implementation guidance.
Previous research on the way visually impaired pedestrians navigate indicates that if messages
are long or complex, listeners “load shed” and focus on only the items they perceive to be the
most important.
To assess how visually impaired people use and remember work zone audio messages, Ullman
and Trout (2009) conducted a laboratory survey and a field test of recorded audio messages in a
mock work zone. A total of 15 messages were tested in the laboratory covering three scenarios:
alternate route on opposite sidewalk, alternate route in the roadway, and warning messages. The
laboratory testing involved 50 visually impaired participants. In the field tests, message
characteristics were refined through field testing with seven visually impaired people, who used
work zone annunciators to listen to prerecorded messages while walking through a mock work
zone.
A few of the main findings were as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Message wording should be as clear and simple as possible.
It is critical that an alternate-route message clearly state that the path will lead the pedestrian
to the sidewalk on the opposite side of the street.
Critical message elements for navigation of alternate routes were the initial turning or
crossing instruction and the distance that pedestrians would need to continue on that path.
The existence of a large number of driveways can affect the ability of the visually impaired
to count the number of blocks they have traveled; this should be considered when alternate
routes are established.
Information overload is a concern, and certain message elements appear to have a
disproportionate impact on recall. For example, participants struggled when distances were
expressed in feet. When distances expressed in blocks or the number of intersections,
participants were more likely to understand the distance and could devote more of their
attention to other aspects of the message.
While it is important to provide warning messages about features for the visually impaired
walking through or near a work area, it is critical to state clearly that the path is available
(i.e., “sidewalk is open”).
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Liao (2014) developed a prototype smartphone application (app) to provide work zone
navigation information to visually impaired pedestrians. Based on a survey of 10 visually
impaired people, Liao (2014) recommended the electronic transmission of four data elements
through audio messages that would be played by the app:
1. Brief announcement to get the pedestrian’s attention, e.g., “Attention eastbound Washington
Avenue pedestrians.”
2. Location of pedestrian, e.g., “You are at southeast corner of Washington and Church.”
3. What and/or where (such as accessible path availability and construction duration), e.g.,
“Road construction on Washington from Church Street to Huron for 7 blocks.”
4. Advisory action, e.g., “Protected pedestrian path open on this side.”
Liao (2014) designed the app to run as a background service on an Android phone. The phone’s
GPS was used in combination with Bluetooth beacons installed near the work zone to trigger a
navigational message specific to each quadrant of the intersection. The locational triggers were
used to activate a text-to-speech algorithm that read the appropriate navigational advice aloud.
Functionality testing and system validation of the smartphone app were performed by attaching
four Bluetooth beacons to light posts near a construction site in St. Paul, Minnesota. A research
student carried the smartphone with the app and walked around the test sites repeatedly from
different directions to validate the audible messages, Bluetooth communication, and other user
interfaces. The app was not tested by visually impaired road users.
Qin et al. (2018) observed that the pedestrian network is dynamic and in a constant state of
change. Temporary obstructions, construction detours, surface irregularities, and other mobility
barriers make it difficult for individuals with a mobility impairment or vision impairment to use
pedestrian infrastructure. To make navigation easier for people with disabilities, the authors
suggested providing information about transient and permanent navigation obstacles through
accessibility mapping systems.
Sidewalk closures and other sidewalk deficiency data could potentially be obtained through
crowdsourced geospatial data collection applications that operate on mobile phones, similar to
the commercial Fix311 and SeeClickFix apps already in use in some municipalities. Data could
be disseminated to visually impaired users through integration with existing research tools or
possibly through further development of the commercial “talking GPS” products marketed to
visually impaired people. A key prerequisite is a highly detailed basemap of the existing
pedestrian infrastructure.
Currently, the process for identifying and prioritizing sidewalk repairs is usually informal and ad
hoc, potentially leading to suboptimal use of resources. To address this issue, Qin et al. (2018)
proposed analytical approaches that can assist public works and transportation departments with
prioritizing efforts to correct pedestrian infrastructure deficiencies. For example, data from
mobile apps could be used to estimate pedestrian volumes in a prioritization algorithm. Based on
an implicit assumption that sidewalk repairs are independent of street repairs, the authors then
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derived logic for area-wide optimization of a sidewalk capital improvement program, subject to
budget constraints.
Risk of Bias (Quality of Studies)
Cochrane Training (2021) defines bias as a systematic error or deviation from the truth in study
results. Biases can arise for various reasons, including the actions of primary study investigators,
conflicts of interest, or unavoidable constraints on the way research is conducted. Bias differs
from imprecision (i.e., lack of clear outcomes) and lack of external validity (i.e., difficulty
generalizing the results of a study to a broader set of situations). In recent years, study quality
assessments have tended to focus on elements of study design that lead to a risk of bias rather
than claiming with certainty that a specific study is (or is not) biased.
Methodologies that can potentially be applied to evaluate the suitability of work zone pedestrian
solutions include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Pedestrian surveys or focus groups (including consultations with people with disabilities)
Direct observation of conflicts between motorized and nonmotorized road users (treating
conflicts as surrogate measures of safety)
Before-after studies that compare pedestrian mobility and safety outcomes prior to and after
implementation of a new feature or design approach
Paired comparisons of similar work zones (or similar parts of the same work zone) where
different design solutions have been applied
Randomized control trials where different solutions are applied in work zones that are
otherwise similar in terms of design and traffic characteristics, for instance, when a program
of similar pedestrian improvements is completed citywide

The ergonomics of interactions between pedestrians and temporary pedestrian infrastructure are
integral to fall prevention and pedestrian comfort, particularly for pedestrians with disabilities.
Studies of surfacing materials, ramps, handrails, vertical transition details, and similar design
elements could be conducted through test track studies or mock work zones. Surprisingly, the
Ullman and Trout (2009) study of wayfinding aids for visually impaired pedestrians appears to
be the only previous example of this study design in the work zone pedestrian safety domain.
Systematic searches were conducted using seven electronic databases to identify peer-reviewed
publications published from 2004 to mid-2021 related to pedestrian safety in work zones. Since
the focus of the present systematic review is temporary pedestrian facilities design, studies
reporting only crash prevalence were excluded.
Only a handful of studies meeting the inclusion criteria were found. These included only five
studies that addressed the general design of pedestrian accommodations in work zones, along
with three on the subject of navigational aids for visually impaired pedestrians.
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Although numerous quantitative study approaches are possible (as described above), most of the
research conducted to date has been qualitative and many of the findings have been subjective.
Some publications lacked clearly defined study goals, and metrics for assessing success were
rare. In most cases, only a small number of sites were included, which precludes randomization
of treatment options. Together, these factors contribute to a high risk of bias in the reported
results.
Several publications focus on shortcomings of the state of practice. Some of the academic
publications (and most of the grey literature described in the next chapter) offer design or
administrative solutions intended to address known problems. In some cases, it is unclear how
the solutions were derived from the problems. Moreover, there do not appear to have been any
formal evaluations of the effectiveness of these solutions in meeting pedestrian safety and
mobility goals. For example, none of the studies found by the systematic literature search
included follow-up evaluations of the success of the recommended design solutions under field
conditions.
Much of the research sidesteps potential trade-offs between pedestrian mobility in work zones
and pedestrian safety in work zones. Although some situations impact both mobility and safety
negatively, there could also be situations where road users deem the work zone so unsafe that
pedestrian trips are shifted to other modes or suppressed entirely. This can lead to a perception
that pedestrian safety is not a problem, because there are no pedestrians. The almost universal
lack of pedestrian volume data makes it nearly impossible to control for the effects of exposure
on work zone safety outcomes.
Taken as a whole, the evidence base for work zone pedestrian safety interventions is very
limited, and the effectiveness of proposed solutions is largely untested. Nearly all of the studies
that have been completed lack the scale necessary to produce quantitative results. Together, these
factors suggest that the funding allocated to pedestrian work zone safety research has been
sparse.
Synthesis of Systematic Review Findings
The available studies of pedestrian safety in work zones are few in number and small in scale. As
a result, the methodologies lack the robustness that would be expected for a subject that affects
the health and wellbeing of millions of people each year.
A substantial portion of the research literature (largely excluded from the present review) focuses
on enumerating pedestrian casualties in work zones. Although the number of fatalities is
relatively small compared to the fatalities associated with problems such as speeding, intoxicated
driving, and nonuse of seatbelts, the fatality statistics alone do not tell the whole story. Based on
the work done by Oxley et al. (2018) and the statistical data from CDC’s WISQARS system, it is
likely that slip-and-fall injuries in work zones result in billions of dollars of medical expenses
and lost work each year.
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Several authors identify and categorize the pedestrian accommodation deficiencies based on field
experience, public complaints, crash reports, and similar sources. These findings suggest
widespread deficiencies but carry a risk of bias due to the subjective nature of the reporting.
With the exception of one early study, none of the research makes use of systematic inspections
to quantify the frequency or severity of various deficiency types. Rigorous evaluations could
help establish policy and enforcement priorities.
There has also been a small amount of research on various electronic technologies for
communicating work zone navigation information to visually impaired pedestrians. With the
exception of annunciators that play a prerecorded message at the push of a button, these solutions
are in the early stages of technical development. No comparable research has been conducted for
other types of disabilities.
Several authors have proposed pedestrian design solutions aimed at helping resolve the
deficiencies encountered in the field. The resulting documents span a wide range of techniques
and topics, such as pedestrian fencing, traffic channelization, temporary walkway surfacing
materials, dimensions and slopes for curb ramps, temporary railings, temporary lighting, altering
the sequencing of construction activities to reduce pedestrian impacts, and making use of less
invasive construction techniques to reduce impacts or shorten their duration. In many cases, the
studies have influenced standards, guidelines, and recommended practices. Nevertheless, there
has been very little follow-up to verify that the proposed solutions are effective or even to assess
their acceptability to pedestrians. This results in major research gaps, which are discussed in a
subsequent chapter of this report.
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SUPPLEMENTAL REVIEW OF GREY LITERATURE
Grey literature includes documents such as agency guidelines, technical standards, and informal
reports. Some of these items were found through the systematic review process, while others
were obtained from supplemental searches of agency websites.
Guidelines from the United States
Publicly available documents were searched to identify the work zone pedestrian
accommodations recommended by state DOTs. The search identified wide variation in the extent
to which temporary pedestrian accommodations are addressed in design manuals and similar
publications. For instance, no mention of work zone pedestrian accommodations was found in
the publicly available DOT publications from Arkansas, Kentucky, Nebraska, or Rhode Island,
though in some cases guidance could exist in formats accessible only to agency personnel. At the
other end of the spectrum, some states have produced large documents that discuss
recommendations and requirements for temporary pedestrian access routes (TPARs).
For some states, the guidance is quite limited. For instance, the Alabama DOT (ALDOT)
guidance currently says only that “the contractor shall make provisions for the safety of
pedestrian traffic crossing the work zones during construction” (Alabama General Traffic
Control Plan Notes §723). Similarly, the 2018 Idaho Transportation Department (ITD) Work
Zone Safety and Mobility Program only briefly mentions the need to take pedestrians into
account in temporary traffic control design. The wording in the North Dakota DOT (NDDOT)
roadway design manual is similar.
Many states follow the MUTCD guidance, including Arizona, Colorado, Delaware, Illinois,
Kansas, Maine, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, New Hampshire, Ohio,
Oklahoma, South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, and Wyoming. Many of these states use typical
applications TA-28, Sidewalk Detour or Diversion, and/or TA-29, Crosswalk Closures and
Pedestrian Detours. In some cases, the typical applications have been renamed under the state’s
standard plans. Other states refer to portions of the MUTCD guidance in their documentation.
For example, the Connecticut DOT (CTDOT) specifically calls out Section 6D.01 (04) relating
to maintaining detectable and accessible routes if they were provided prior to construction.
Similarly, the West Virginia DOT (WVDOT) includes the wording from 6D.02 (03) within its
Manual on Temporary Traffic Control for Streets and Highways (West Virginia DOT 2006).
Some states choose to follow the MUTCD standards but provide their own standard plans. For
example:
•

FDOT drawing 102-660 provides standard temporary traffic control plans for sidewalk
closures including pedestrian detours, temporary pedestrian ways, and temporary pedestrian
way diverting traffic into the traveled way.
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•
•

•
•
•

Illinois DOT (IDOT) standard plans for Sidewalk, Corner or Crosswalk Closure (Standard
701801-06) are similar to the MUTCD typical applications but feature a specific drawing for
crosswalk closures.
The Iowa DOT (drawings TC-601 and TC-602), Pennsylvania DOT (PennDOT) (PATA 129
and 217), and New York DOT (NYSDOT) all have standard plans for pedestrian detours and
sidewalk diversions that appear to be based on the typical applications from the MUTCD but
with changes in the signage or the minimum width of the path on the diversion.
The Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development (LaDOTD) (drawing TTC10) illustrates sidewalk closures in urban areas with speed limits under 40 mph.
The Maryland DOT (MDOT) (drawing 104.06-09A through 104.06-09D) includes plans for
various speeds and work durations.
The Tennessee DOT (TDOT) (Standard Drawing T-WZ-55) provides three drawings for a
sidewalk diversion, a sidewalk closure (mid-block), and a sidewalk closure (corner), which
appear to follow TA-28 and TA-29, along with a plywood curb ramp detail.

Other states provide slightly more guidance. For instance:
•

•
•

The Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (DOT&PF) has various
standard drawings related to pedestrian traffic control in work zones. These are included in a
standard plan (TCP Details 5) and represent a variety of intersection related and mid-block
pedestrian sidewalk, path, and shoulder closures. Both the intersection and mid-block
closures have three potential plans, with an order of preference for each. This order of
preferences starts with detour away from road (most preferred), detour to a closed parking or
traveled way, and finally detour to the other side of road (least preferred). The plan notes
follow MUTCD requirements but also indicate that when pedestrian traffic control devices
required by the current traffic control plan are not in place, a worker should be provided to
direct pedestrians through the area.
The Washington State DOT’s (WSDOT’s) approach is similar to Alaska’s. In addition to
following MUTCD guidance, Washington recommends consideration of the use of a flagger
if a large pedestrian generator such as a school is in or near the work zone.
The Hawaii DOT (HDOT) and New Mexico DOT (NMDOT) provide plans that are similar
to the MTUCD typical applications, but their sidewalk diversion specifies the use of
temporary ramps when pedestrians use the parking lane for travel.

The Georgia DOT (GDOT) provides three construction details for pedestrian accommodations in
work zones (drawings T-20 to T-22). These include plans for sidewalk diversion through onstreet pavement, sidewalk diversion behind closed sidewalks, sidewalk detour and mid-block
crossing, and sidewalk detour. In addition, Georgia includes guidance on temporary pedestrian
facilities in its special provisions. These include temporary walkways with detectable edging,
temporary curb cut wheelchair ramps, and temporary audible information devices. All these must
meet the requirements of the ADA Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities.
As shown in Figure 8, the North Carolina DOT (NCDOT) provides a flowchart for determining
the extent of necessary temporary pedestrian accommodations. Factors that influence the
decision include daily average pedestrian counts, the presence of existing pedestrian paths,
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proximity to a special-need pedestrian generator, and costs in relation to the category of the
roadway (Interstate, primary, or secondary). This results in recommendations ranging from an
“absence of need for pedestrian accommodations” to a basic, moderate, or full use of pedestrian
accommodations. The range of accommodations appears to fall within the recommendations of
the MUTCD.

NCDOT

Figure 8. Level of pedestrian accommodation flowchart (NCDOT)
The New Jersey DOT’s (NJDOT’s) Pedestrian Compatible Planning and Design Guidelines
contain considerations that should be made when accommodating pedestrians in work zones. For
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instance, they seek to prevent water ponding due to inadequate drainage and provide advice on
the use of pedestrian ramps for large grade differentials.
Some states go a step further by including not only guidelines and standard drawings for TPARs
but also drawings of the specific devices and accommodations utilized. As summarized below,
many of these documents appear to be derived from the MnDOT TPAR guideline that was
originally published around 2011.
Minnesota Department of Transportation Temporary Pedestrian Access Routes
Alternate pedestrian routes (APRs) are the MnDOT designation for temporary routes established
to replace pedestrian facilities that require accessibility features consistent with those that existed
prior to construction. MnDOT also has TPARs, which are temporary pedestrian routes that are
fully accessible and meet PROWAG recommendations. TPAR devices are pedestrian elements
that meet the parameters defined in PROWAG. Accessibility features included in an APR need
to be TPAR devices.
Minnesota MUTCD Chapter 6D (Pedestrian and Worker Safety) includes a checklist titled
“Pedestrian Accessibility Considerations in Temporary Traffic Control Zones” (Figure 6D-1).
This checklist is to be completed when it is reasonable to expect that pedestrians will be present
in the vicinity of the proposed temporary traffic control zone and is utilized to document
decisions related to the temporary pedestrian accommodations.
MnDOT has also developed standard plans for various APRs (drawing 5-297.811) and
temporary pedestrian access route devices (drawing 5-297.813). As shown in Figure 9 and
Figure 10, the agency provides standard drawings for items such as sidewalk barricades,
pedestrian channelizers, detectable edges for portable signs, temporary walkway surfaces, and
temporary curb ramps.
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MnDOT

Figure 9. Minnesota Temporary Pedestrian Access Route (TPAR) Devices, Sheet 1 of 2
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MnDOT

Figure 10. Minnesota Temporary Pedestrian Access Route (TPAR) Devices, Sheet 2 of 2
Wisconsin Department of Transportation Standard Plans for Traffic Control, Pedestrian
Accommodation
The Wisconsin DOT (WisDOT) publishes standard plans for Traffic Control, Pedestrian
Accommodation (drawings SDD 15D30-06a to SSD 15D30-06c). The set includes typical
alternate pedestrian route layouts and details for temporary curb ramps; the designs appear to be
derived from the MnDOT standard plans discussed in the previous section. Sheet 06c also
includes additional detail drawings for pedestrian accommodations not found in the Minnesota
drawings. As shown in Figure 11, these include details for narrow sidewalk passing areas,
temporary pedestrian surfaces fabricated from plywood, and a third type of temporary curb ramp.
These are complimented by section 145.13 of WisDOT’s Construction and Materials Manual,
which provides information on work zone inspection, including a thorough checklist to ensure
the pedestrian accommodations are meeting any required accessibility requirements.
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Figure 11. WisDOT Traffic Control, Pedestrian Accommodation Standard Drawings
Virginia Department of Transportation Work Zone Pedestrian and Bicycle Guidance (2016)
Guidance from the Virginia DOT (VDOT) includes information on treatment devices that are not
standard but are current practice for developing temporary traffic control plans that
accommodate pedestrians and people with disabilities. The guide includes illustrations of typical
ADA-compliant pedestrian devices such as detectable edge channelizers, barriers, and temporary
curb ramps. It also provides flowcharts to assist with selection of appropriate pedestrian traffic
management techniques and devices based on the operation being performed. The guide also
includes drawings of various ADA-compliant work zones, along with “Accessibility Checklists,”
which appear to be derived from those published in the Minnesota MUTCD.
Utah Department of Transportation 2020 Standard Temporary Pedestrian Access Route (TPAR)
Plans
For 2020, the Utah DOT (UDOT) provides four sets of standard plans related to TPARs. These
include ramp details (drawing TC-6A), walkway and device details (TC-6B), diversion plans
(TC-6C) and detour plans (TC-6D). The details for ramps, walkways, and devices are similar to
the MnDOT TPAR designs.
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Vermont Agency of Transportation Bicycle and Pedestrian Work Zone Traffic Control Guide
(2018)
This document published by the Vermont Agency of Transportation (VTrans) provides guidance
on methods to accommodate pedestrians in work zones. The document includes a section on
work zone design for pedestrians. Per the guide, “the TTC [temporary traffic control] must
provide specific traffic control measures and accessible features to accommodate all pedestrian
traffic.” The VTrans guide includes components of an accessible pathway and provides a list of
TPAR devices that can be utilized. It includes standard details for curb ramps and pedestrian
channelizing devices similar to the MnDOT designs, along with information on device
placement.
Oregon Department of Transportation Temporary Pedestrian Accessible Routes (TPAR)
Overview and Traffic Control Plans Design Manual
The overview of TPARs in Oregon notes that TPARs are required for all projects along the state
highway system (SHS), projects funded by the federal-aid highway program, projects contracted
through the Oregon DOT (ODOT) (including those off the SHS), and all projects delivered by
ODOT workforces off the SHS. ODOT requires a pedestrian-specific temporary traffic control
plan when accommodating pedestrians in highway work zones. It also notes that a TPAR that
meets or exceeds the existing level of accessibility shall be provided and must meet applicable
ODOT and MUTCD requirements. The ODOT Traffic Control Plans Design Manual notes that a
TPAR should feature accessible and detectable features. It refers to standard drawings for curbs,
islands, sidewalks and driveways for details on ADA accessible sidewalk ramps, sidewalk grades
and cross slopes.
Massachusetts Department of Transportation Standard Plans
The Massachusetts DOT (MassDOT) provides standard plans for alternate pedestrian routes
including pedestrian detours and diversions (drawings PED-6 and PED-7), details for temporary
curb ramps (drawings PED-1 and PED-2), and pedestrian channelizing devices similar to
MnDOT.
California Department of Transportation Temporary Pedestrian Access Routes Handbook
Published in 2020 by the California DOT (Caltrans), this handbook provides general
requirements for TPARs, as well as some general considerations. Caltrans requires TPARs for
temporary pedestrian pathways due to sidewalk or pathway closure. To the fullest extent
possible, TPARs must meet the existing accessibility accommodations. The designs provided in
the handbook are similar to those published by MnDOT, including standard plans for sidewalk
and crosswalk closure detours and diversions along with details for TPAR devices such as
channelizing device options, channelized temporary pedestrian routes, temporary curb ramp
options, and pedestrian push buttons. The document also includes checklists that can be used to
document TPAR compliance.
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Guidelines for Work Zone Designers – Pedestrian and Bicycle Accommodation (Shaw et al.
2018)
This document provides extensive guidance on the design of temporary ped/bike
accommodations. It was intended to help highway agencies develop their own work zone
ped/bike traffic management guidance, either as a section of an agency roadway design manual
or as a standalone document. It includes an overview of the Safe System approach in the context
of work zone design, describes the characteristics of work zone ped/bike crashes, discusses
design principles for temporary ped/bike facilities, outlines various legal and regulatory
considerations, and provides numerous textual and graphical examples of temporary pedestrian
design options.
An important theme throughout the document is the extent to which standards applicable to
permanent pedestrian facilities can be relaxed for short durations. For example, the preferred
slope for permanent pedestrian ramps is 1:12 (8.3%) or flatter. The document suggests that
although a 1:12 slope is desirable, the temporary use of a ramp with a 1:10 (10%) slope is
usually preferable to the complete loss of access to a property abutting the work zone.
Another major theme is the use of lower cost materials for temporary pedestrian facilities. For
example, to prevent damage from snow and ice removal, many agencies in the Midwest specify
cast iron truncated dome panels for permanent curb ramps. The guide suggests using less
expensive plastic, rubber, or concrete truncated dome panels for short-term, fair-weather curb
ramps. The guide also suggests exploration of alternative surfacing materials such as T1-11
plywood, stabilized earth, CLSM, and well-compacted crushed stone.
A graphical problem-solution section offers side-by-side photos comparing poor practice and
good practice, with an emphasis on situations that frequently result in noncompliance with
MUTCD requirements. A related section of the document illustrates various options and
materials for fabricating temporary curb ramps on site, along with several types of commercially
produced temporary pedestrian accommodation products such as portable fences, manhole
guards, trench covers, double ramps for pipe and cable crossings, prefabricated pedestrian
bridges, channelizers, and water-filled plastic barriers. Design options for transit stops,
temporary pedestrian signals, and temporary pedestrian lighting are also discussed.
A chapter of the document is devoted to the design process for temporary pedestrian facilities.
This is followed by a chapter discussing seven options for staging the construction of pedestrian
facilities, with the objective of limiting pedestrian impacts by choosing the most favorable
sequence of construction activities. For example, the document proposes that in some cases
permanent sidewalks can be built as the first stage of construction, instead of the traditional
process of removing sidewalks early in a project and replacing them at the end. Another option
proposed in the document is the rehabilitation of existing alleys to provide back-door access to
businesses and residences while front-door access is disrupted (Figure 6).
A key limitation throughout the document is the lack of previous public acceptance testing of
many of the suggested designs, surfacing materials, and commercial products.
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European Guidelines
European Conference of Ministers of Transport – Improving Transport Accessibility for All
(2006)
The European Conference of Ministers of Transport (ECMT) produced a good practice guide
titled Improving Transport Accessibility for All, which focuses on access to public transportation
vehicles and stations for people with disabilities (OECD-ECMT 2006). The guidebook includes
a short section on roadworks (work zones) near public transportation facilities. It includes the
following recommendations:
•

•
•

The work area should be barricaded off with a continuous rail about 1 meter (39 inches)
above ground and a tapping rail below this. Audible warnings and lamps should be provided
and where a detour or alternate route is necessary; the needs of wheelchair users should not
be forgotten.
Temporary footways (walkways) should never be less than 1,200 mm (47 inches) wide and,
wherever possible, at least 1,800 mm (71 inches, approximately 6 feet) wide.
Where scaffolding or other temporary structures are erected on or adjacent to a pedestrian
way, it is essential that their presence is made apparent to visually impaired people. There
should be a minimum passage width of 1,100 mm (43 inches) where scaffolding is erected
over a footway (more if possible). Corner poles must be padded, and all vertical supports
should have a band of contrasting color about 150 mm (6 inches) in depth and with the lower
edge 1.5 to 1.7 m (59 to 67 inches) above ground level. Lighting and audible warning should
be provided.

British Department for Transport – Traffic Signs Manual, Chapter 8 (2009)
The Traffic Signs Manual is roughly the British counterpart to the MUTCD. Chapter 8 is devoted
to work zones and is published in two volumes: Part 1 (335 pages) provides design advice while
Part 2 (231 pages) approaches work zone traffic management from an operations and field
engineering perspective (DfT 2009a, DfT 2009b).
Most British cities and towns have substantial pedestrian traffic. Pedestrian considerations are
embedded throughout the Traffic Signs Manual, with the word “pedestrian” appearing more than
150 times in the text. The document also makes a number of specific points about pedestrian
traffic management in work zones, including the following:
•

Pedestrians must not be forced into dangerous situations and should be protected from the
works (construction area) and vehicular traffic by means of continuous barriers that clearly
delineate the works and warn pedestrians of their presence. Continuous barriers surrounding
the site must be erected if it is unattended. Specific strength requirements apply to pedestrian
fences adjacent to excavations more than 300 mm (11.8 inches) deep in areas with moderate
to high pedestrian flows.
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•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Obstructions on the footway (sidewalk or walkway) should be well guarded by continuous
barriers or fences, with the addition of warning lights at night. Pedestrian routes diverted onto
the roadway should be clearly defined by continuous barriers or fences. Traffic cones are not
an acceptable barrier system.
When a pedestrian route is diverted into the roadway, ramps are required to connect the two
vertical levels. Ramps should have a slip-resistant surface and should slope gently enough to
enable users to negotiate it without difficulty. When possible, the layout should include a
platform at curb level to allow wheelchair and scooter users to turn through 90° before
descending the ramp. According to Part 2, the maximum ramp slope is 1:20 (5%).
The minimum width for temporary pedestrian paths is 1 meter (39 inches), but the width
should be at least 1.2 meters (47 inches) in ordinary situations and, wherever possible, should
be at least 1.5 m (59 inches).
If sufficient width cannot be maintained on existing footways, alternative measures should be
put in place. Options include placing a temporary path in the roadway, on the terrace, or on
the other side of the road or escorting pedestrians through the works using signing and staff.
The measure chosen should be based on a site-specific risk assessment.
The manual identifies specific signs to warn pedestrians and motorized traffic of each other’s
presence. Signs with the legend ROUTE FOR PEDESTRIANS should be provided if the pedestrian
route is not obvious. In addition, a CROSSING NOT IN USE sign is required when a pedestrian
crossing is temporarily taken out of use.
Where the footway is diverted into a divided highway, it is necessary to provide a safety zone
between the outer pedestrian barrier and the live traffic. If the works themselves are adjacent
to or in the roadway, a safety zone needs to be provided.
When pedestrians are diverted into the roadway, advance warning similar to the traffic
control for lane closures is necessary.
The need for signing and guarding for pedestrians should be assessed if a contraflow
operation is introduced on a divided highway, particularly in an urban area.
Acceptable temporary pedestrian surfacing options include well-secured timber planking
(free of projections), compact fine-grained material, or asphalt. Unbedded flagstones or
“hardcore” (rubble or coarse gravel) are not acceptable.
When cable is pulled from a drum or coil, caution should be taken to avoid injuries caused by
recoil and tripping hazards.
Footways should be kept clear of mud and loose material.

Construction Logistics and Community Safety Standard
The Construction Logistics and Community Safety (CLOCS) standard is a multilateral initiative
to reduce casualties between construction vehicles and other traffic (including vulnerable road
users) in the United Kingdom (CLOCS 2019). The CLOCS standard sets out high-level goals to
improve coordination between public agencies, private developers, prime contractors, and fleet
operators. The standard applies “to all construction projects/programs.”
Each project is required to develop a construction logistics plan (CLP) that provides a framework
for understanding and managing construction vehicle activity into and out of a proposed work
site. The CLP gives the oversight authority an overview of the expected logistics activity during
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construction. Although the CLP is somewhat analogous to the transportation management plans
(TMPs) for highway projects in the United States, in one sense the scope is narrower, since the
CLP only addresses construction-related traffic. Conversely, the domain of application is much
broader: CLPs are applicable to privately funded developments and building construction sites as
well as projects initiated by public agencies and utilities.
Points to be considered in CLPs include the routing of construction vehicles, site ingress and
egress, holding areas, delivery scheduling, consolidation of deliveries to minimize the number of
trips to the site, freight deliveries by rail and water, use of prefabricated/precast components,
reuse of materials on site, coordination with nearby construction sites, and trips generated by
construction employees. “Clients” (developers and other project sponsors) are expected to
include language in their procurement contracts to ensure that contractors and subcontractors
comply with the arrangements described in the approved CLP. Mishaps, including near misses,
must be reported.
Although one of the goals of the CLP process is to reduce conflicts between construction site
traffic and pedestrians, the goals of CLOCS are clearly much wider, encompassing all types of
crashes involving construction equipment along with air quality, emissions, and reduction of the
total number of trips. The process is also intended to help avoid reputational risk to agencies,
developers, contractors, and trucking companies.
Several related initiatives are being conducted by the CLOCS consortium. For example, the
group has developed training and registration for “site access traffic marshals” who control the
entry and exit of vehicles from a construction site. The group is also active in promoting truck
safety upgrades, such as sideguards that help prevent pedestrians and cyclists from becoming
caught under the wheels in the event of a sideswipe collision.
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RESEARCH NEEDS
Introduction
Issues and Opportunities
Many of the publications identified through the systematic literature review discuss substantial
shortcomings in the design and implementation of temporary pedestrian accommodations for
work zones (Morelli et al. 2005, Ullman et al. 2007, Ellis et al. 2008, Bilton 2012, Shaw et al.
2016, Attanayake et al. 2017, Shaw et al. 2018). Typical problems include sidewalk closures
without alternate routes or detours, unmarked or poorly marked closures, excessively long
detours, pedestrians cutting through the construction area, lack of separation between bystanders
and work areas, tripping hazards, falling hazards such as open manholes, inadequate lighting,
and inappropriate use of temporary traffic control devices.
Although pedestrian fatalities in work zones are rare, analysis of hospital data suggests that
deficient pedestrian accommodations result in thousands of slip-and-fall injuries each year. The
resulting costs to insurers, government healthcare programs, injured people, and their employers
almost certainly total billions of dollars each year.
Complaints gathered from personal interviews, social media, and blog posts indicate that many
pedestrians, especially those with disabilities, are frustrated by being cut off from their intended
destinations or find themselves unable to leave home safely (Williams et al. 2013, Shaw et al.
2016). Attempts to resolve these problems began in the 1970s (Morelli et al. 2005), but many
difficulties persist.
Several academic authors have proposed solutions aimed at improving pedestrian safety and
mobility in work zones, and considerable efforts to find workable solutions are reflected in the
grey literature. Commercial products addressing some of the most common problems have also
been developed. Based on the systematic literature review, it appears that none of the primary
design solutions (ramps, railings, surfacing materials, etc.) have ever been formally evaluated for
effectiveness or user acceptance. In fact, the only quantitative results found in the review are
from a single study of pedestrian signage comprehension (Ullman et al. 2007).
Reasonable Accommodation
Due to lack of hard evidence on pedestrian needs in work zones, many of the designs and design
guidelines that currently exist appear to be based mainly on opinion and conjecture, resulting in
considerable uncertainty, inconsistency, and disagreement among practitioners. A crucial
unresolved issue is the extent to which guidelines developed for permanent construction can be
relaxed in temporary situations.
The ADA standards for architectural construction have existed for more than two decades. Most
building code enforcement agencies recognize that the principle of “reasonable accommodation”
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must be interpreted in the context of both the scope of a project and its site constraints. For
example, it is often infeasible to bring older buildings into full compliance with ADA
requirements due to conflicts with structural elements, mechanical systems, or architectural
features integral to the character of the building. When this occurs, oversight agencies typically
prioritize improvements that have the greatest value to the general public (such as building
entrances and ground-floor restrooms) over those with limited use (private offices, storage areas,
mechanical rooms, etc.).
There is also recognition that compliant accommodations cannot always be provided
continuously. For example, although most multistory buildings are required to have at least one
elevator for ADA compliance, it is also recognized that elevators must periodically be taken out
of service for essential maintenance. At these times, building users with disabilities are
inconvenienced, sometimes severely.
Bilton (2012) suggested that design criteria for temporary pedestrian accommodations should be
aligned with objective criteria. Examples include pedestrian traffic volumes, motor vehicle
volumes, roadway type and geometrics, traffic speeds, work duration, and work type (e.g., bridge
work versus mainline work). To date, only NCDOT appears to have taken this approach.
Although space constraints are clearly a problem at some sites, there are also few distinctions
between solutions intended mainly for urban areas and those more applicable to suburban or
exurban environments.
A few examples of the research needs that result from the lack of definitive research on
pedestrian needs for temporary work zone accommodations are discussed below.
Who Are We Building For?
Currently, only very limited information is available to identify the user population for
temporary pedestrian facilities and the corresponding mobility needs. Although about a quarter
of the noninstitutionalized adult population in the United States has some type of disability
(Okoro et al. 2018), the proportion of pedestrians with a disability that requires consideration in
facility design appears to be unknown. Some people with severe disabilities cannot utilize
sidewalks under any circumstances. In other cases, a disability could be mild enough that it has
no effect on facility design.
Understanding the spectrum of users and the proportions of different types of mobility
limitations could help set priorities for temporary facilities design. For example, the members of
this project’s technical advisory committee noted that agencies currently have no information
about the maximum acceptable length and grade for pedestrian detours. Examples of some
factors that could influence agency decisions for detour design, including when to provide
paratransit or other alternative transportation, include the following:
•
•

The proportion of pedestrians with disabilities
The types and severity of disabilities encountered
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•
•
•

The types of assistive devices used by pedestrians with disabilities, e.g., manual wheelchairs,
electric wheelchairs, scooters, guide animals, and so on
Typical trip lengths for pedestrians with disabilities
The extent to which these characteristics vary based on land use, degree of urbanization, time
of day, project duration, and so forth

A closely related issue is the proportion of people with disabilities who would use temporary
pedestrian facilities if the accommodations were better suited to their needs. Broadly speaking,
this requires user acceptance testing to determine whether the designs currently in use are
appropriate, to assess potential design modifications aimed at opening up use to more people,
and to determine whether there are opportunities to reduce cost and complexity without
sacrificing mobility. This type of information could also assist agencies in determining when to
attempt to maintain pedestrian walkways during construction and when providing alternative
services such as temporary shuttle buses is better suited to user needs.
Extent and Reasons for Noncompliance with Technical Guidance
Numerous researchers, engineering practitioners, and pedestrian advocates have reported
widespread noncompliance with MUTCD requirements and other technical guidelines (Figure
12). Nevertheless, no recent studies quantifying the extent and severity of the noncompliance
were found. Additional research could assist the developers of technical guidelines, technical
training, contractual documents, and regulations with understanding and resolving the factors
that contribute to noncompliance. For example, it is currently unknown whether noncompliance
could be reduced through designs that make it easier to install/remove temporary
accommodations.
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Carolyn Dvorak, used with permission

Figure 12. Pedestrian mobility impacted by nontransportation use of sidewalk area
Project Phasing and Staging
When viewed from the space syntax perspective, MUTCD typical application drawings TA-28
and TA-29 and similar state DOT standard detail drawings are not entirely satisfactory. In a
broad sense, the approach taken in these drawings is to restrict access along at least one side of a
corridor, which sometimes conflicts with the MUTCD requirement to provide “adequate
pedestrian access” (MUTCD section 6D.01 [04]). A further complication is that many roadways
currently have sidewalks on only one side, particularly in suburban areas.
Shaw et al. (2018) proposed four potential solutions for this problem:
•
•
•
•

Using temporary walkways to provide interim access while permanent sidewalks are being
built.
Pedestrianizing existing alleys to provide back-door access to properties during construction.
Typically, this would involve resurfacing the alley and adding appropriate signage and
pavement markings to limit the speed and volume of motorized traffic using the alley.
Using “checkerboard” construction to split sidewalks into two or more construction stages. In
many cases, this could allow a narrow sidewalk to be maintained during construction,
eventually followed by a wider permanent sidewalk.
Making changes in construction staging to reduce or eliminate time periods when sidewalks
are unavailable. For example, instead of the traditional process of building motor vehicle
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lanes first and adding sidewalks at the end of a project, new permanent sidewalks could be
installed in the first construction stage to provide access throughout the duration of the
project. Potentially, the new sidewalks might be built in parallel with any existing pedestrian
facilities; the old sidewalks could then be demolished to provide space for other traffic or
construction activities.
Research is necessary to evaluate the feasibility of these solutions and their applicability to
various pedestrian traffic management and construction use cases.
Surfacing Materials
Existing guidelines use distinctly different language to describe the surfacing materials for
pedestrian walkways. Guidance in the 2009 MUTCD calls for “a smooth, continuous hard
surface,” which appears to imply that temporary pedestrian walkways must be paved or made
from wood products. With permanent walkways in mind, PROWAG describes the required
characteristics as “firm, stable, [and] slip resistant.” The British Traffic Signs Manual is
somewhat more specific (DfT 2009b):
Where a temporary footway is provided, its surface shall be of an adequate standard.
Well-secured timber planking (free of projections), compact fine-grained material or
tarmac [asphalt] are acceptable, but unbedded flagstones or loose hardcore [rubble or
coarse gravel] are not.
Shaw et al. (2018) proposed the use of various alternative surfacing materials. These included
T1-11 plywood, which offers more surface friction than standard CDX plywood, or oriented
strand board (OSB) placed textured side up. The authors also suggested cementitious materials
such as CLSM (also known as concrete slurry) or soil-cement. Similar to the Traffic Signs
Manual, Shaw et al. (2018) also suggested that well-compacted soil or open-graded (breaker run)
gravel could also provide an adequate walking surface, particularly for short durations.
Relationships between material choice and duration of use require consideration. For example,
paving a temporary pedestrian walkway with concrete or asphalt typically requires a day or two
for preparation and installation, plus curing time if concrete is used. This potentially leaves the
site with no walkway for a few days. As a result, paving does not appear to be a logical solution
if a temporary walkway itself is needed for only a few days.
Research is needed to assess the acceptability of various surfacing materials in terms of user
acceptance, slip resistance, and durability and the relationships between duration of use and the
appropriate materials.
Small Vertical Transitions
The 2011 PROWAG draft adopted the same limits on small vertical transitions as the “indoor”
ADA guidance. Specifically, it limits the elevation difference between two adjacent walking
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surfaces to ½ inch and requires the transition to be beveled at a 2:1 slope if the difference
exceeds ¼ inch (Figure 13).

U.S. Access Board 2011

Figure 13. PROWAG requirements for small vertical transitions, with large numbers
indicating dimensions in millimeters and small numbers indicating dimensions in inches
Sidewalk slab faulting is extraordinarily common in most cities and very often exceeds ½ inch.
Elevation differences develop gradually when adjacent slabs of a permanent sidewalk are lifted
by tree roots, settle into the subgrade, or crack at driveway crossings. A Midwestern mayor who
advocates walkable cities asserted that most municipalities do not attempt to repair vertical faults
smaller than ½ inch because the cost of repairs is excessive (Norquist 1998). In addition, he
asserted that increasing the vertical deviation tolerance from ¼ inch to ½ inch had “no noticeable
effect on our [liability] claims.”
For work zone applications, the ½ inch small vertical transition limit complicates the selection of
surfacing materials for temporary curb ramps and walkways. Standard ½ inch plywood lacks
sufficient rigidity for many applications, and in effect PROWAG guidance does not allow ¾ inch
plywood from being used at the interface with an existing flat surface. A pragmatic solution
adopted in the WisDOT standard detail drawing shown in Figure 14 is beveling the edge of the ¾
inch plywood at a 45º angle. Another potential solution is to chamfer the edge with a router to
make the height change in two 3/8 inch increments. Both options appear to be noncompliant with
the draft PROWAG guidance for permanent construction, and PROWAG is silent on whether the
requirement can be relaxed in work zones.
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Figure 14. WisDOT standard detail drawing for temporary plywood pedestrian surfaces
Alternative materials and methods for implementing small vertical transitions also require
consideration. For example, wedges of cold-mix asphalt are frequently used to address height
differentials at interfaces between old and new construction. The minimum thickness of these
wedges is related to the aggregate size and often appears to be in the range of 3/8 to 3/4 inch.
The edges of the wedge tend to ravel over time. Pedestrian acceptance does not appear to have
been formally evaluated.
Research is needed to assess the small vertical transition heights that are acceptable in temporary
walkways, evaluate various methods and materials for smoothing the transition, and identify
appropriate transition details for various construction materials.
Walkway Width
Inconsistent guidance on the appropriate minimum width for temporary pedestrian walkways is
another example of the effect of insufficient research evidence. Consider the following:
•
•

Industrial catwalks are sometimes as narrow as 12 inches at the walking surface, with a
minimum width of 21 to 22 inches at shoulder level (Packard 1981).
Federal Aviation Administration regulations (25 C.F.R. § 25.815) require the walkways on
most commercial passenger aircraft to be at least 15 inches wide at floor level, widening to
20 inches above the seat armrests. In practice, aisles on most jets are usually 17 inches wide
at floor level. This is narrower than the 26 inch width of a standard wheelchair. In
commercial aviation, trained personnel use special transfer chairs to assist wheelchair users
with boarding.
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•

•

•
•
•

To provide space for the user’s hands, a manual wheelchair requires 30 inches of usable
width (Figure 15). Doorway widths of 36 inches are preferred in commercial construction
and facilities designed specifically for people with disabilities. In residential construction, a
32 inch minimum doorway width is typical. When retrofitting old buildings, 30 inches is
sometimes considered minimally acceptable.
A worker-oriented British guideline titled Safety at Street Works and Road Works: A Code of
Practice states, “In no circumstances must the footway [sidewalk] width be reduced below
1.0 meters [39 inches]” (DfT 2013). The guideline then suggests that this figure may be
unachievable in some cases and advises workers to “consult your supervisor, manager or
other competent person [if] the minimum footway width of 1.0 m cannot be maintained.”
PROWAG stipulates a minimum width of 48 inches for permanent sidewalks, a figure
adopted in many Iowa cities (SUDAS 2014).
WisDOT’s Facilities Development Manual advises designers to “maintain a 5 foot [60 inch]
wide path, 4 foot [48 inches] minimum, for wheelchair access and provide temporary curb
ramps where necessary” (WisDOT 2020).
WSDOT calls for a sidewalk width of 5 feet (60 inches) to be maintained in work zones
(Ellis et al. 2008).

U.S. Access Board 2011

Figure 15. PROWAG wheelchair width requirements: actual working width (left) and
minimum width for alcoves (right)
The wide range of norms suggests a degree of confusion about the widths that are minimally
acceptable and those that are desirable. Lateral space is often scarce in work zones. The
temporary pedestrian walkway width that is selected can have significant implications for
walkway feasibility and cost. When providing the space required for pedestrians requires
narrowing the motor vehicle lanes to less than about 10 feet, the safety and mobility of motorized
traffic can be affected, with possible spillover effects on pedestrians.
Research is needed to assess the acceptability of various widths to road users, evaluate
relationships to pedestrian traffic volumes, and assess the overall effects of adjusting temporary
pedestrian pathway width on pedestrian and motorized traffic, construction costs, and similar
considerations.
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Curb Ramps
Ordinarily, a curb ramp has a maximum slope of 1:12 (which is equivalent to 8.33% or a vertical
angle of 4.76º). For a typical curb height of 6 inches, this means the ramp must be at least 6 feet
long. If such a ramp is placed at the back of an existing vertical-face curb, it will extend 6 feet
into the roadway. In most cases a ramp will be required on both sides of a street, taking up a total
of 12 feet of space, or the entire width of a typical traffic lane. As noted in the previous example,
lateral space is often quite limited in urban work zones, potentially limiting the number of lanes
available for motorized traffic. In some cases, closing another lane will affect traffic flow,
potentially resulting in congestion that is undesirable for both motorized and nonmotorized road
users.
The central question is whether 1:12 is actually the maximum safe slope for a curb ramp. Could
road users tolerate a somewhat steeper slope, at least for a short time? For example, if a vertical
angle of 10º (or 1:5.67) is tolerable, the typical length of a temporary curb ramp can be reduced
to less than 3 feet, which would be much easier to incorporate within site constraints.
Alternatively, this research question can be phrased in terms of what might be done to improve
the safety of curb ramps in situations where a 1:12 slope is infeasible. For example, if a highfriction surface treatment such as calcined bauxite is applied to a 10º ramp, will it be acceptable
and safe for temporary use?
Research is needed to assess the effect of curb ramp slope on pedestrian safety and mobility,
including the effects on people with disabilities. Relationships to surface friction and material
type require consideration. These relationships are likely to be influenced by weather, perhaps
necessitating more stringent requirements if snow/ice is likely to occur while the curb ramp is in
service.
Edge Protection for Curb Ramps
As noted in the grey literature synopsis, several states have adopted the TPAR curb ramp designs
originally developed by MnDOT. Some (but not all) of the ramp designs include edge protectors
(side guards), evidently intended to prevent wheelchair users from rolling off the edge of the
ramp. The TPAR guidance stipulates a minimum height of 2 inches for the edge protectors, with
no maximum. In permanent construction, edge protection is often provided on long ramps at
building entrances but is rarely provided for curb ramps.
A potential problem is that ambulatory pedestrians approaching the low end of the temporary
curb ramp at an angle could trip over the edge protectors or snag clothing, possibly resulting in
injuries. In a busy central business district, the number of ambulatory pedestrians can be
substantial, and it is not unusual to observe people walking with their eyes focused on phone
screens or the bus they are running to catch. In addition, the complex shape of a curb ramp with
edge protectors might be confusing to long cane users, potentially causing them to misjudge the
height or position of the ramp.
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Research is needed to evaluate the appropriate height and positioning of curb ramp edge guards
in a realistic setting. The potentially conflicting requirements of ambulatory, wheelchair, and
visually impaired users require investigation.
Fencing
The fences used in work zones range from short plastic “snow fences” to tall, sturdy fences
topped with razor wire. There appears to be a need for guidance that can assist designers in
specifying fencing that is appropriate to the hazard level, taking into consideration excavation
depth, pedestrian volumes, and other situational factors.
Transit Stops
Many of the instances of pedestrian nonconformance with work zone closures arise in the
vicinity of public transportation stops (Ellis et al. 2008). Additional study and design guidance
appears to be needed to provide practical solutions for managing conflicts between pedestrians,
buses, and other motorized traffic.
Wayfinding
The pedestrian wayfinding signage and typical application drawings in the 2009 MUTCD are
designed for relatively simple detours to the other side of the street or an adjacent closed
roadway lane. Some work zones require more complicated pedestrian detours (Figure 16), but
the research on pedestrian wayfinding aids for these situations is very limited.
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TDOT

Figure 16. Long pedestrian detour in Knoxville, Tennessee
In the MUTCD, there appears to be an implicit assumption that the graphic design of pedestrian
signage should be similar to that of motor vehicle signage. This overlooks the inherent
advantages of pedestrians’ lower speed and physical closeness to signs. For example, map-type
signs and complex diagrams are often difficult to comprehend while driving at speed.
Conversely, maps and diagrams can be placed in locations where pedestrians can safely stop to
study the route for a minute or two.
Another option is to use channelizing devices such as pedestrian barricades as a wayfinding aid.
This practice is relatively common in Europe and Australia. While this technique appears to
increase the clarity of the route, the channelizers can also impede access to properties adjoining
the alternate route. User acceptance testing could help guide decisions related to this approach.
Various pedestrian wayfinding techniques might also be adapted from other environments. For
example, colored lines are often painted on hospital corridor floors to guide pedestrians to
specific destinations. In airports, wayfinding signage is repeated frequently to reassure
pedestrians that they are on the correct path and redirect those who are not. In large parking
garages, specific paint colors are often selected for each vertical level, sometimes augmented
with memorable graphics (e.g., frogs on level 4, giraffes on level 5). More subtly, the interior
design of shopping centers often includes landmarks such as large plantings or sculptures that
help orient pedestrians and serve as reference points when giving directions.
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Work Zone Navigation and Navigational Aids for People with Visual, Sensory, and
Cognitive Disabilities
Pedestrians with visual, sensory, and cognitive disabilities tend to navigate based on landmarks
learned through previous experience, which can be disrupted by construction (Williams et al.
2013). A few previous studies have explored electronic work zone navigation assistance devices
for visually impaired pedestrians, which are recommended in the MUTCD but appear to be used
only rarely. An early study identified potential technical and operational problems with
annunciators, the most widely used technology (Ullman and Trout 2009).
Research from the interdisciplinary field of space syntax can offer some insights into how
facility changes affect these pedestrians (van Ness and Yamu 2021), but additional work is
needed to identify and test practical solutions. For example, disseminating real-time information
on the status of sidewalk closures appears to be technically feasible (Liao 2014), but systems for
acquiring up-to-date data are required (Qin et al. 2018). Perhaps these systems could leverage
technologies originally developed for real-time dissemination of motor vehicle lane closures,
such as Radio Data System-Traffic Message Channel (RDS-TMC) or Transport Protocol Experts
Group (TPEG) (see discussion in Shaw and Venkatachalapathy [2021]).
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PEDESTRIAN TEST TRACK
The present project was intended to begin addressing some of the research needs identified in the
previous section. The project was initially envisioned as a field study of pedestrian
accommodation alternatives, which would have taken place in summer 2020 at selected urban
work zones in Iowa, such as the convention center area in Cedar Rapids. This proved infeasible
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, which resulted in the cancelation of convention center events
and wide fluctuations in pedestrian traffic volumes. The COVID-19 situation also allowed
contractors to accelerate construction due to reduced conflicts with road users, reducing the
duration of data collection windows.
With no immediate resolution of the COVID-19 situation in sight, the need for an alternate study
design became clear. This led to development of the Pedestrian Test Track concept, which could
allow various work zone accommodation elements to be tested in a well-controlled environment.
By scheduling subjects for self-directed walk-throughs, use of the test track could be limited to
one person at a time, and cleaning protocols could be implemented to minimize COVID-19
transmission risks. Additionally, the test track could be built in a traffic-free environment such as
a closed parking lot to reduce the risk of participant injury.
Figure 17 provides a conceptual plan for the Pedestrian Test Track, with multiple lanes to allow
testing of various combinations of small vertical transitions, curb ramps, surfacing materials, and
guidance handrails. Figure 18 illustrates conceptually the cross section of the test track, which
could include ramps that meet the slope requirements proposed in PROWAG along with steeper
ramps to assess the effects of surfacing material and friction on acceptability to ambulatory
pedestrians and people with various types of disabilities.
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Figure 17. Conceptual plan view of Pedestrian Test Track, showing test lanes and direction
of pedestrian circulation

Figure 18. Conceptual cross section of Pedestrian Test Track, assuming implementation on
a gently sloping surface
The Pedestrian Test Track was envisioned to consist of several types of temporary surfacing
materials, ramps, and pedestrian channelization devices. Participants would arrive at the test
track by appointment for a self-guided walk-through. Along the walk, there would be numbered
stations identifying each test surface, ramp, and channelizer. Participants would use a preprinted
form to rate the suitability of each surface/device in the context of their personal abilities. Each
participant was anticipated to make two walk-throughs, one with the track in dry condition and a
second after it was sprayed with water to simulate a rainfall event. The project team also
intended to interview some participants by telephone to get additional information about their
perceptions of the suitability of the devices.
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Examples of the surfacing materials that could have been tested included the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Type CDX plywood, “C” graded side up (control)
Type CDX plywood, “D” graded side up
Type T1-11 plywood, grooved side up
Oriented strand board, rough side up (OSB is a plywood-like material made from pressurelaminated wood flakes)
Timber planks
Pallets with infill boards
Pallets with plywood overlay
Cold-mix asphalt (control)
Stabilized earth (also called soil-cement)
Compacted breaker run limestone
Low-strength concrete (also called CLSM or slurry)

Asphalt and CDX plywood were included in the project as experimental controls because these
are currently the most commonly used materials.
Examples of the pedestrian channelization devices to be tested could have included the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

MnDOT two-rail TPAR design (MnDOT Figure 6K-5)
Three-rail barricade based on MnDOT TPAR design
Plastic snow fence with timber top rail
Site-fabricated wood channelizer
Concrete blocks, dry stacked and tied
Prefabricated plastic (commercial product)

Detailed protocols were developed for the Pedestrian Test Track, including participant
recruitment, risk disclosure, informed consent, and data collection forms. Additionally, a
preliminary plan for recruiting ambulatory subjects and people with disabilities was developed.
These protocols received approval from Iowa State University’s Institutional Research Board
(IRB) in 2021. The project team also developed an extensive set of protocols aimed at mitigating
COVID-19 transmission, which varied depending on whether the test track would be built
indoors or outdoors.
The following materials related to implementation of the Pedestrian Test Track are presented in
the appendix to this report:
•
•
•
•

IRB application form
Participant recruitment flyer
Participant self-nomination form
Script and workflow for screening participants by telephone
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•
•
•

Informed consent form
Data collection form
Cost estimate for test track materials

Numerous delays were encountered with Pedestrian Test Track implementation due to the
COVID-19 situation. Chiefly, this was the result of a moratorium on human subjects research at
Iowa State University. Uncertainties stemming from the moratorium also led to lengthy delays in
the IRB approval process, resulting in major revisions to reflect changes in the IRB’s role in
limiting COVID-19 transmission.
Identifying a suitable site for the Pedestrian Test Track was also challenging. Although many
Iowa State University classes were delivered remotely, those requiring in-person instruction were
heavily reliant on the few large indoor spaces available on the campus. As a result, no indoor
facilities large enough for the test track were available on the Iowa State University campus
during the winter of 2020–2021. A plan for implementing the test track outdoors in the summer
of 2021 was developed, but it was subsequently determined that the resulting project completion
date would conflict with Smart Work Zone Deployment Initiative (SWZDI) funding
requirements. Consequently, the project was scaled back to the literature review, conceptual
development of the Pedestrian Test Track, and associated IRB applications described in this
report.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Each year, billions of dollars are spent on construction projects that directly affect pedestrian
safety and mobility. These projects include not only street and highway construction, but also
utility work, commercial and residential building construction, and other private developments.
Pedestrian accommodation deficiencies are known to generate complaints from pedestrians and
admissions to hospital emergency departments. Many of these cases are slip-and-fall injuries that
are not reported to law enforcement. On average, a single nonfatal pedestrian injury results in
approximately $52,000 in losses (CDC 2021, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 2021). Assuming
that 15% of nonfatal US pedestrian casualties occur in work zones, the estimated annual number
of nonfatal injuries is 31,900 resulting in approximately $1.7 billion of financial losses to
insurers, government healthcare programs, injured people and their families, and employers.
Among transportation practitioners, awareness of the scale of this problem is low due to reliance
on law enforcement reports that generally capture only vehicle-pedestrian collisions.
A systematic review was conducted using seven electronic databases to locate peer-reviewed
work zone pedestrian safety research published from 2004 to mid-2021. Only nine studies that
met the inclusion criteria were found. One publication reviewed the work zone pedestrian safety
research conducted prior to 2006, five publications addressed the physical design of temporary
facilities, and three addressed communication with visually impaired pedestrians. Almost all of
the results reported in the primary studies were qualitative, and many were highly subjective,
leading to substantial risk of bias.
Nearly all of the publications identify or discuss shortcomings in the design and implementation
of temporary pedestrian accommodations for work zones (Morelli et al. 2005, Ullman et al.
2007, Ellis et al. 2008, Bilton 2012, Shaw et al. 2016, Attanayake et al. 2017, Shaw et al. 2018).
Typical problems include sidewalk closures without alternate routes or detours, unmarked or
poorly marked closures, excessively long detours, pedestrians cutting through the construction
area, lack of separation between bystanders and work areas, tripping hazards, falling hazards
such as open manholes, inadequate lighting, and inappropriate use of temporary traffic control
devices. Some of the studies proposed solutions for these problems, but none included follow-up
to determine whether the solutions were effective in improving safety or mobility.
A supplemental search of transportation agency guidelines and other grey literature indicates that
the extent of agency guidance for temporary pedestrian accommodations is somewhat
proportionate to the level of urbanization in each state. That is to say, the most detailed guidance
has generally been issued by relatively urbanized states such as California, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, Virginia, and Wisconsin. Many of the guides are based on recommendations
developed by MnDOT a decade ago. The tendency for guidance to be copied (often almost
verbatim) from agency to agency has resulted in proliferation of designs that do not appear to
have been vetted through any type of formal testing.
Many states seem to face a disconnect between the organizations that are typically responsible
for developing temporary pedestrian accommodation guidelines (mainly state DOTs) and those
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that typically implement projects with pedestrian impacts (mainly municipalities, utility
companies, and private real estate developers). In most states, the DOT design manual sets the
tone for how construction is done on both state and local projects. DOTs typically allocate a
substantial portion of their resources to the Interstate highway system, where pedestrians are
usually prohibited. In most states, the conventional roadways under DOT jurisdiction are mainly
rural or suburban in character, with relatively few pedestrians to be accommodated. As a result,
DOT standards developers could be largely unaware of the challenges faced by practitioners in
urban areas with heavier pedestrian traffic.
The evidence base for work zone pedestrian safety interventions is very limited, and the
effectiveness of proposed solutions is largely untested. Nearly all of the studies that have been
completed lack the scale necessary to produce quantitative results. The few studies that have
been conducted are all quite limited in scope and duration, indicating probable underfunding.
Taken as a whole, it is likely that the scope and quality of the existing research base would be
considered unacceptable in the public health or medical domains. This is particularly notable
given the scale of annual expenditures on construction projects that affect pedestrian safety and
mobility, as well as the number of pedestrian injuries that result in emergency department visits
and hospital admissions. The lack of evidence-based design criteria potentially results in
unnecessary pedestrian casualties, which equates to avoidable costs that are currently being
incurred by transportation agencies, government healthcare programs, private insurers, and
pedestrians themselves.
Methodologies that can potentially be applied to evaluate the suitability of work zone pedestrian
solutions include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Pedestrian surveys or focus groups (including consultations with people with disabilities) to
assess user needs and user acceptance of proposed solutions
Direct observation of conflicts between motorized and nonmotorized road users (treating
conflicts as surrogate measures of safety)
Before-after studies that compare pedestrian mobility and safety outcomes prior to and after
implementation of a new feature or design approach
Paired comparisons of similar work zones (or similar parts of the same work zone) where
different design solutions have been applied
Randomized control trials where different solutions are applied in work zones that are
otherwise similar in terms of design and traffic characteristics, for instance, when a program
of similar pedestrian improvements is completed citywide

Several research needs were identified. Relatively little is documented about the characteristics
of temporary pedestrian facility users, their abilities, and their accommodation needs. There is
also a definite need for research on the basic elements or “building blocks” of pedestrian
mobility such as small vertical transitions, ramp slopes, pathway widths, and acceptable
surfacing materials. Such evidence could help resolve ambiguity on the extent to which standards
developed for permanent construction can be relaxed in short-term situations. The outcomes are
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likely to influence the cost of temporary facilities and their space requirements, which in turn
help establish the road space available for motorized traffic.
The absence of typical application drawings that cover the full range of temporary pedestrian
traffic management situations is also notable, given the existence of such drawings in European
practice (Certu 2011).
Other important research needs include rational guidance for the selection of pedestrian fencing
and creative solutions for managing motorized and nonmotorized traffic in the vicinity of public
transit stops during construction.
A few studies exploring work zone navigational assistance devices for visually impaired
pedestrians were found. Additional research appears to be needed to address the navigational
needs of pedestrians with visual, sensory, and cognitive disabilities. Insights from space syntax
research could help guide these efforts.
To begin addressing some of these research needs, the project team proposed the development of
a Pedestrian Test Track. The track would have allowed ambulatory pedestrians and people with
disabilities to experience various temporary pedestrian facility elements in a realistic setting that
was free of motor vehicle traffic. These could have included a variety of designs for curb ramps,
small vertical transitions, and guidance railings, along with various temporary surfacing
materials. Regrettably, the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in a series of delays in implementation
of the Pedestrian Test Track. These ultimately resulted in cancellation of the test track due to
conflicts with administrative constraints on the use of SWZDI funding.
In spite of these difficulties, the Pedestrian Test Track appears to remain as a viable method for
obtaining quantitative data on the performance of various temporary pedestrian accommodation
elements. Future research of this type could lead to improvements in pedestrian mobility,
reductions in pedestrian injuries, and cost savings for transportation agencies, insurers,
government healthcare programs, and pedestrians themselves.
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APPENDIX: MATERIALS RELATED TO IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
PEDESTRIAN TEST TRACK
The following materials related to implementation of the Pedestrian Test Track are presented in
this appendix:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Institutional Review Board (IRB) application form
Participant recruitment flyer
Participant self-nomination form
Script and workflow for screening participants by telephone
Informed consent form
Data collection form
Cost estimate for test track materials
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nlhxrzÿlsqÿxwqwrmnulsÿyvlsswkulmuZsÿqw{uywr|ÿlnmuyuxlsmrÿtukkÿlnnu{wÿlmÿmvwÿmwrmÿmnlyÿioÿlxxZusmhwsmÿZnÿlÿrwkjuqwqÿtlkmvnZjv
Zÿmvwÿxwqwrmnulsÿmwrmÿmnly|ÿgkZsÿmvwÿtlkÿmvwnwÿtukkÿiwÿsjhiwnwqÿrmlmuZsrÿuqwsmuousÿwlyvÿmwrmÿrjnlywzÿnlhxzÿlsqÿyvlsswkuwn|
lnmuyuxlsmrÿtukkÿjrwÿlÿxnwxnusmwqÿZnhÿmZÿnlmwÿmvwÿrjumliukumoÿZÿwlyvÿrjnlyw¸qw{uywÿusÿmvwÿyZsmwmÿZÿmvwunÿxwnrZslkÿliukumuwr|ÿlyv
xlnmuyuxlsmÿtukkÿhlwÿZswÿZnÿmtZÿtlkmvnZjvrzÿmoxuylkkoÿZswÿtumvÿmvwÿmnlyÿusÿqnoÿyZsqumuZsÿlsqÿlÿrwyZsqÿlmwnÿumÿvlrÿiwwsÿrxnlowq
tumvÿtlmwnÿmZÿruhjklmwÿlÿnluslkkÿw{wsmÿuÿmvwÿxlnmuyuxlsmÿlnnu{wrÿZsÿlÿnlusoÿqlozÿZskoÿmvwÿtwmÿyZsqumuZsÿmwrmÿtukkÿiwÿyZsqjymwq|ÿ¹umv
xlnmuyuxlsmÿyZsrwsmzÿmvwÿxnZwymÿmwlhÿtukkÿlkrZÿusmwn{uwtÿrZhwÿZÿmvwÿxlnmuyuxlsmrÿioÿmwkwxvZswÿmZÿwmÿjnmvwnÿusZnhlmuZsÿliZjmÿmvw
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vwÿmwrmÿmnlyÿtukkÿiwÿqwruswqÿmZÿwhjklmwÿrumjlmuZsrÿnwºjwsmkoÿwsyZjsmwnwqÿusÿjnilsÿtZnÿZswr|ÿ
·lhxr·ÿlrÿjrwqÿusÿmvurÿlxxkuylmuZsÿhwlsrÿyjniÿnlhxrzÿu|w|ÿusykuswqÿrjnlywrÿtumvÿlÿ{wnmuylkÿnurwÿZÿlxxnZuhlmwkoÿÿusyvwrzÿlr
tZjkqÿmoxuylkkoÿiwÿwsyZjsmwnwqÿlmÿrmnwwmÿyZnswnr|ÿ¹wÿqZÿsZmÿlsmuyuxlmwÿmwrmusÿmvwÿhjyvÿkZswn¸vuvwnÿnlhxrÿmoxuylkkoÿnwºjunwq
Znÿijukqusÿwsmnlsywr|ÿ
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>+\.>:>ÿ1680)ÿ:1)3ÿ;84ÿ0)4>+,),-ÿ/:4Eÿ4+>01ÿ.1ÿ+E8:-ÿX?ghÿHZJZiI?ÿC5.1ÿ>)+,1ÿ;84ÿ+ÿ-<0./+6ÿ1-4))-=-8=1.3)D+6Bÿ)6)9+-.8,ÿ/5+,2)ÿ8;
Sÿ.,/5)1Aÿ+ÿ4+>0ÿ>:1-ÿE)ÿ+-ÿ6)+1-ÿSÿ;))-ÿ68,2?ÿ`:/5ÿ1680)1ÿ+4)ÿ-)/5,./+66<ÿ.,;)+1.E6)ÿ.,ÿ>81-ÿD84Bÿ78,)1ÿ3:)ÿ-8ÿ10+/)ÿ/8,1-4+.,-1A
E)/+:1)ÿ.,ÿ>81-ÿ/+1)1ÿ+ÿSÿ;88-ÿ68,2ÿ4+>0ÿD8:63ÿ)\-),3ÿ.,-8ÿ-5)ÿ-4+;;./ÿ6+,)?ÿ`.,/)ÿ1584-)4K1-))0)4ÿ4+>01ÿ+4)ÿ48:-.,)6<ÿ:1)3ÿ.,ÿ+/-:+6
D84Bÿ78,)1AÿD)ÿ+,-./.0+-)ÿ-)1-.,2ÿ-5)ÿ.,-)4+/-.8,ÿE)-D)),ÿ1:4;+/.,2ÿ>+-)4.+6ÿ-<0)ÿ+,3ÿ4+>0ÿ1680)1ÿ:0ÿ-8ÿZS?ShÿHZJSI?
C5)ÿ)6)9+-.8,ÿ3.;;)4),/)ÿE)-D)),ÿ-5)ÿ-80ÿ1:4;+/)ÿ8;ÿ-5)ÿ-)1-ÿ-4+/Bÿ+,3ÿ-5)ÿ+3Q8.,.,2ÿ0+4B.,2ÿ68-ÿ1:4;+/)ÿ.1ÿ)\0)/-)3ÿ-8ÿE)ÿSÿ.,/5)1ÿ84
6)11Aÿ>.>./B.,2ÿ-5)ÿ-<0./+6ÿ5).25-ÿ8;ÿ+ÿ/:4Eÿ84ÿ1.3)D+6Bÿ+E89)ÿ-5)ÿ+3Q8.,.,2ÿ1-4))-?ÿR1ÿ,8-)3ÿ)+46.)4Aÿ)\.1-.,2ÿ3)1.2,ÿ1-+,3+431ÿ;84
0)4>+,),-ÿ/8,1-4:/-.8,ÿ8,6<ÿ4)[:.4)ÿ4+.6.,21ÿ84ÿ8-5)4ÿ;+66=048-)/-.8,ÿ3)9./)1ÿ;84ÿ)6)9+-.8,ÿ3.;;)4),/)1ÿ24)+-)4ÿ-5+,ÿSÿ.,/5)1?ÿG;ÿ-5)ÿ;.,+6
/8,;.2:4+-.8,ÿ8;ÿ-5)ÿ-)1-ÿ-4+/Bÿ4)[:.4)1ÿ+ÿ68/+-.8,ÿD.-5ÿ+,ÿ)6)9+-.8,ÿ3.;;)4),/)ÿ8;ÿ>84)ÿ-5+,ÿSÿ.,/5)1Aÿ-5+-ÿ1)/-.8,ÿD.66ÿE)ÿ)[:.00)3ÿD.-5
+ÿ1-+,3+43ÿ;+66=048-)/-.8,ÿ4+.6.,2AÿD5./5ÿD.66ÿ,8-ÿE)ÿ+ÿ-)1-ÿ+4-./6)?ÿ
]:)ÿ-8ÿ/81-ÿ/8,1-4+.,-1Aÿ-5)ÿ/:44),-ÿ06+,ÿ.1ÿ-8ÿE:.63ÿ-5)ÿ-)1-ÿ-4+/Bÿ8:-38841ÿ+-ÿ+,ÿ)\.1-.,2ÿ0+4B.,2ÿ68-?ÿ`:/5ÿ;+/.6.-.)1ÿ+4)ÿ+6D+<1ÿ1680)3
;84ÿ1-84>D+-)4ÿ34+.,+2)?ÿ@+4-./.0+,-1ÿD.66ÿE)ÿ+1B)3ÿ-8ÿD+6BÿE8-5ÿ-5)ÿ:05.66ÿ+,3ÿ38D,5.66ÿ3.4)/-.8,1ÿ8;ÿ-5)1)ÿ>83)1-ÿ1680)1?

G;ÿ-5)ÿ3+-+ÿ/866)/-.8,ÿ)\-),31ÿ.,-8ÿ-5)ÿD.,-)4ÿHD5./5ÿ.1ÿ,8-ÿ/:44),-6<ÿ06+,,)3IAÿD)+-5)4ÿ.11:)1ÿD.66ÿE)ÿ3.1/:11)3ÿD.-5ÿ0+4-./.0+,-1ÿ3:4.,2
1/5)3:6.,2ÿ+,3ÿ-5)<ÿD.66ÿE)ÿ4)>.,3)3ÿ-8ÿ34)11ÿ+004804.+-)6<ÿ;84ÿ-5)ÿ8:-3884ÿ1)--.,2?ÿ()ÿ38ÿ,8-ÿ+,-./.0+-)ÿ/89)4.,2ÿ-5)ÿ-)1-ÿ-4+/B?ÿG;
0+4-./.0+,-1ÿ+44.9)ÿD5),ÿ-5)ÿ-4+/Bÿ.1ÿD)-Aÿ;84ÿ)\+>06)ÿ3:)ÿ-8ÿ4+.,Aÿ-5)<ÿD.66ÿ8,6<ÿ/8>06)-)ÿ-5)ÿD)-ÿ-)1-?ÿC5)ÿD)+-5)4ÿ+,3ÿ1:4;+/)
/8,3.-.8,ÿ+-ÿ-5)ÿ-.>)ÿ8;ÿ-5)ÿ0+4-./.0+,-j1ÿ9.1.-ÿD.66ÿE)ÿ,8-)3?ÿU:4ÿ28+6ÿ.1ÿ-8ÿ/8>06)-)ÿ-5)ÿ3+-+ÿ/866)/-.8,ÿE);84)ÿD.,-)4?ÿG;ÿ-5)ÿ3+-+
/866)/-.8,ÿ)\-),31ÿ.,-8ÿ-5)ÿD.,-)4Aÿ-5)ÿ-4+/BÿD.66ÿ4)/).9)ÿ-<0./+6ÿD.,-)4ÿ1.3)D+6Bÿ>+.,-),+,/)ÿH1:/5ÿ+1ÿ>+,:+6ÿ1,8Dÿ4)>89+6ÿ+,3
1+6-.,2Iÿ04.84ÿ-8ÿ0+4-./.0+,-ÿD+6B=-58:251?ÿ`58:63ÿ3+-+ÿ/866)/-.8,ÿ)\-),3ÿ.,-8ÿ-5)ÿD.,-)4Aÿ+,<ÿD)+-5)4ÿ)9),-ÿ-5+-ÿ4)1:6-1ÿ.,ÿ/681:4)ÿ8;
-5)ÿR>)1ÿ@:E6./ÿ`/58861ÿ84ÿG8D+ÿ`-+-)ÿf,.9)41.-<ÿD.66ÿ+618ÿ4)1:6-ÿ.,ÿ081-08,)>),-ÿ8;ÿ0+4-./.0+,-ÿD+6B=-548:251?
ÿ
lmnnÿopqrÿrstsurvwÿmxvnqysÿuxoÿzo{stÿp|ÿrsvprymx}tÿzwuzÿ~uoÿvu{zqrsÿ{rmuzsÿprÿmysxzm|munsÿmx|pr~uzmpx
 ÿ ÿ ÿÿ ÿÿÿÿÿ ÿ ÿ
.3)8ÿ4)/843.,21ÿ
@58-824+051
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()*+,-./0ÿ23)ÿ+4ÿ5.6.ÿ+/ÿ7,4+/8.69+,ÿ4/+8ÿ:)*+/-3;ÿ:)<+396+/9)3;ÿ5.6.=.3)3;ÿ+/ÿ(989>./ÿ(+?/*)3
5+)3ÿ0+?/ÿ36?-0ÿ9,@+>@)ÿ+=6.9,9,Aÿ9,4+/8.69+,ÿ+/ÿ-.6.ÿ.=+?6ÿ<)+<>)ÿ4/+8ÿ/)*+/-3;ÿB)CAC;ÿ36?-),6ÿ/)*+/-3;ÿ8)-9*.>
/)*+/-3;ÿ)6*CD;ÿ/)<+396+/9)3ÿB)CAC;ÿ6933?)ÿ=.,E3;ÿ=9+3<)*98),ÿ/)<+396+/9)3;ÿ)6*CD;ÿ+/ÿ+6F)/ÿ3989>./ÿ3+?/*)3ÿB)CAC;
A+@)/,8),6ÿ-.6.=.3)3;ÿ-.6.ÿ4/+8ÿ+6F)/ÿ36?-9)3;ÿ)6*CDG
HI
J9>>ÿ.,0ÿ-)@9*)3ÿ=)ÿ?3)-ÿ4+/ÿ-.6.ÿ*+>>)*69+,ÿB9C)C;ÿ)0)ÿ6/.*E)/3;ÿ.*69@960ÿ8+,96+/3;ÿF)./6ÿ/.6)ÿ8+,96+/3;ÿKKL;ÿM:7;ÿ5KNO;
+6F)/ÿ3),3+/3;ÿ)6*CDG
HI
5+)3ÿ6F)ÿ/)3)./*Fÿ9,@+>@)ÿ*+>>)*69+,ÿ+4ÿ-.6.ÿ4/+8ÿ+=3)/@.69+,ÿ+4ÿ<)+<>)P3ÿ=)F.@9+/3ÿ+/ÿ.*69@969)3G
QRS
ÿ
74ÿ0+?ÿ<>.,ÿ6+ÿ?3)ÿ.,ÿ+=3)/@.69+,ÿ</+6+*+>ÿ+/ÿ8.6/9T;ÿ<>).3)ÿ.66.*Fÿ96ÿF)/)C
UVWXÿZ[[Z\V]^_[ÿ`a^Xÿ_a[ÿb^cdZ\^ÿZÿ\a]cd^[^ÿb^Xca_X^ÿ[aÿ[V^ÿeaddafW_gÿhi^X[Wa_Xj
kaÿZ_Xf^bÿcbalẀ^`j
ÿ
m>).3)ÿ-)3*/9=)ÿ6F)ÿ3<)*949*ÿ=)F.@9+/3ÿ+/ÿ.*69@969)3ÿ6F.6ÿn9>>ÿ=)ÿ+=3)/@)-C
oÿqRqrRsÿItÿuvRÿwsIxRyuÿuRzqÿ{|}}ÿIrSRs~RÿuvRÿwRRSus|zÿ|uRszyu|ISÿ{|uvÿRzyvÿ{z}|ÿSstzyRÿszqwÿzÿvzsz|}ÿuIÿ}IIÿtIsÿz
S|SÿuvzuÿuvRÿqzuRs|z}SÿIsÿR~|yRÿRS|ÿzsRÿwsIr}Rqzu|yÿSyvÿzSÿvRS|uzu|IÿIsÿR}|rRszuR}ÿS|ww|ÿzÿR~|yRÿIsÿSstzyRÿuvzuÿuvR
wzsu|y|wzuÿyIS|RsSÿwsIr}Rqzu|y
ÿ
+nÿn9>>ÿ0+?ÿ/)*+/-ÿ9,4+/8.69+,ÿ-?/9,Aÿ+=3)/@.69+,ÿB)CAC;ÿ49)>-ÿ,+6)3;ÿ.?-9+@9-)+;ÿ)6*CDG
vRÿsRSRzsyvÿuRzqÿ{|}}ÿyI}}Ryuÿt|R}ÿIuRSÿzrIuÿuvRÿwzsu|y|wzuÿ|uRszyu|ISÿ{|uvÿuvRÿR~|yRSÿzÿ~|RIÿsRyIs|Sÿ{|}}ÿrRÿyIyuRÿuI
wsI~|RÿzÿsRyIsÿItÿRzyvÿ{z}uvsIvÿzqRszÿz}RSÿ{|}}ÿrRÿSR}RyuRÿuIÿq||q|Rÿ|qzRSÿItÿwzsu|y|wzuSÿtzyRSÿzSÿuvRÿIrxRyu|~RÿIt
uvRÿsRSRzsyvÿ|SÿuIÿ}RzsÿzrIuÿ|uRszyu|ISÿ{|uvÿuvRÿwzsu|y|wzuSÿvzSÿzÿtRRuÿzÿuvRÿu|sRSusRzSÿItÿzSS|Su|~RÿR~|yRSÿSyvÿzS
{vRR}yvz|sS
ÿ
J9>>ÿ.,0ÿ9-),69409,Aÿ9,4+/8.69+,ÿ.=+?6ÿ<./69*9<.,63ÿ=)ÿ/)*+/-)-ÿ-?/9,Aÿ6F)ÿ+=3)/@.69+,3G
HI
ÿ
J9>>ÿ<./69*9<.,63ÿA9@)ÿ9,4+/8)-ÿ*+,3),6ÿ6+ÿ=)ÿ+=3)/@)-G
QRS
J9>>ÿ<./69*9<.,63ÿ=)ÿÿÿÿ.=+?6ÿ.,06F9,Aÿ-?/9,Aÿ6F)ÿ36?-0;ÿ.,-+/ÿ-+ÿ0+?ÿ<>.,ÿ6+ÿ
ÿ9,4+/8.69+,ÿ4/+8ÿ<./69*9<.,63;ÿ3?*Fÿ.3ÿ6F)ÿ4?>>ÿ<?/<+3)ÿ+4ÿ6F)ÿ36?-0;ÿ.ÿ4?>>ÿ-)3*/9<69+,ÿ+4ÿ</+*)-?/)3;ÿ)6*CG
ÿ F)*Eÿ.>>ÿ6F.6ÿ.<<>0C
H¡ÿÿo¢¢ÿwzsu|y|wzuSÿ{|}}ÿrRÿt}}ÿ|tIsqRÿzrIuÿuvRÿSu 
J9>>ÿ0+?/ÿ<./69*9<.,63ÿ*+,3?8)ÿ.,0ÿ3?=36.,*)3ÿ4+/ÿ<?/<+3)3ÿ+4ÿ0+?/ÿ/)3)./*FÿB)CAC;ÿ4++-;ÿ=)@)/.A);ÿ-9)6./0ÿ3?<<>)8),63;
-/?A3;ÿ@96.89,3;ÿ)6*CDGÿ
HI
5+)3ÿ6F93ÿ</+£)*6ÿ9,@+>@)ÿ</+3<)*69@)ÿ*+>>)*69+,ÿ+4ÿF?8.,ÿ=9+3<)*98),3ÿB)CAC;ÿ=>++-ÿ*+8<+,),63;ÿ=+-0ÿ4>?9-3;ÿ)T*/)6.;
6933?)3;ÿF.9/;ÿ6))6F;ÿ)6*CDG
HI
5+ÿ0+?ÿ)T<)*6ÿ6+ÿA),)/.6)ÿ.,0ÿ*>9,9*.>>0ÿ/)>)@.,6ÿ/)3?>63ÿ4/+8ÿ0+?/ÿ/)3)./*FÿB)CAC;ÿ4/+8ÿ=>++-ÿ+/ÿ?/9,)ÿ6)363;ÿ3*.,3;
-9.A,+369*ÿ.33)338),63;ÿ)6*CDG
HI
J9>>ÿ6F)ÿ/)3)./*Fÿ6.E)ÿ<>.*)ÿ9,ÿ.,ÿ9,6)/,.69+,.>ÿ3)669,AG
HI
5+ÿ0+?ÿ=)>9)@)ÿ0+?/ÿ36?-0ÿ8.0ÿ¤?.>940ÿ4+/ÿ)T)8<69+,Gÿÿÿ ÿ
HI
5.6.ÿ +>>)*69+,ÿM.6)/9.>3
O66.*Fÿ.,0ÿ8.6)/9.>3ÿ/)>.6)-ÿ6+ÿ6F)ÿ-.6.ÿ*+>>)*69+,ÿ.,-ÿ3*/)),9,Aÿ</+*)-?/)3ÿB)CAC;ÿ3?/@)0ÿ¤?)369+,3;ÿ9,6)/@9)n
¤?)369+,3;ÿ8)-9*.>ÿF936+/0ÿ¤?)369+,,.9/);ÿ4+*?3ÿA/+?<ÿ</+6+*+>3;ÿ-)3*/9<69+,3ÿ+4ÿ3698?>9;ÿ-)3*/9<69+,3ÿ+4ÿ6.3E3;ÿ)6*CDÿ0+?
n9>>ÿ?3)ÿ4+/ÿ6F93ÿ36?-0Cÿ
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()ÿ+),ÿ-..-/0ÿ12/134.526.ÿ-67ÿ46891527ÿ/96:26.ÿ5-.214-;:ÿ0212<ÿÿ=8ÿ12>34127?ÿ@93ÿA4;;ÿB2ÿ-:C27ÿ.9ÿ-..-/0ÿ.02:2ÿ4.25:ÿ46
;-.21ÿ:2/.496:ÿ98ÿ.02ÿ8915<
=8ÿ@93ÿ0-D2ÿ-;12-7@ÿ-..-/027ÿ7-.-ÿ/9;;2/.496ÿ5-.214-;:ÿE4<2<ÿ9B:21D-.496ÿF19.9/9;?ÿ2./<Gÿ-:ÿ-ÿ12:F96:2ÿ.9ÿ-69.021ÿ>32:.496?
@93ÿ79ÿ69.ÿ6227ÿ.9ÿ3F;9-7ÿ4.ÿ0212<ÿ
I-1.4/4F-6.ÿJ2:F96:2ÿK32:.4966-412 L31D2@:MK32:.4966-412:
I-1.4/4F-6.ÿL/122646NÿO915
L31D2@:MK32:.4966-412:
PQRSRTUQÿVWRUQX
VYZWZÿUWZÿX[ZTRUQÿWZ\]RWZ^ZS_XÿWZQU_Z`ÿ_aÿTaS`]T_RSbÿPQRSRTUQÿVWRUQXcÿRSTQ]`RSbÿ_WURSRSbÿaSÿdaa`ÿPQRSRTUQÿeWUT_RTZXcÿ_WRUQ
WZbRX_WU_RaSÿUS`ÿWZX]Q_XfWZ[aW_RSbÿU_ÿPQRSRTUQVWRUQXgbahcÿUS`ÿRSÿXa^ZÿTUXZXcÿU[[WahUQÿiWa^ÿ_YZÿjaa`ÿUS`ÿkW]b
l`^RSRX_WU_RaSgÿÿVYZXZÿWZ\]RWZ^ZS_Xÿ`RiiZWÿ`Z[ZS`RSbÿaSÿ_YZÿi]S`RSbÿUbZSTmÿUS`naWÿ_m[ZÿaiÿTQRSRTUQÿ_WRUQgÿÿVYZÿiaQQaoRSb
\]ZX_RaSXÿUWZÿRS_ZS`Z`ÿ_aÿR`ZS_RimÿWZXZUWTYÿ_YU_ÿRXÿX]pqZT_ÿ_aÿ_YZXZÿWZ\]RWZ^ZS_Xg
kaZXÿma]WÿX_]`mÿRShaQhZÿWZXZUWTYÿaSÿUSmÿaiÿ_YZÿiaQQaoRSbr
+962
eQZUXZÿUSXoZWÿ_YZÿiaQQaoRSbÿ\]ZX_RaSXÿ_aÿUXXZXXÿoYZ_YZWÿaWÿSa_ÿma]WÿX_]`mÿ^ZZ_Xÿ_YZÿ`ZiRSR_RaSÿaiÿUÿPQRSRTUQÿVWRUQrÿÿ
sÿuvwvxuyzÿw{|}~ÿÿzyzÿvÿuÿuvÿz|xÿw|vy{wÿxuvÿuwvy{v~ÿxwwv}ÿ{ÿvÿuÿuvÿ{vuv{wÿÿzyzÿx~ÿy|}v
xyvÿuÿ{zvuÿy{uÿ{ÿvx|x{vÿ{zvÿvvy{wÿÿ{zwvÿ{vuv{wÿÿzvx{zuvx{v}ÿv}yxÿuÿvzxuxÿ|{yvw
Xÿma]WÿX_]`mÿi]S`Z`ÿRSÿoYaQZÿaWÿRSÿ[UW_ÿpmÿUSmÿiZ`ZWUQÿUbZSTmÿ
2:
XÿUSmÿaiÿ_YZÿi]S`RSbÿiWa^ÿ_YZÿU_RaSUQÿSX_R_]_ZXÿaiÿZUQ_YÿaWÿUSmÿaiÿR_XÿRSX_R_]_ZXcÿTZS_ZWXcÿaWÿaiiRTZX
+9
ÿ
kaZXÿ_YZÿX_]`mÿRShaQhZÿ_YZÿ]XZÿaiÿaSZÿaWÿ^aWZÿ
347-6/2ÿEF21ÿ+=Gÿÿ6ÿ{vuv{ÿ4:ÿ7284627ÿ-:ÿ-ÿ5-64F3;-.496ÿ98ÿ.02ÿ:3B2/.ÿ91ÿ.02ÿ:3B2/.¡:ÿ26D4196526.ÿ891ÿ.02ÿF31F9:2
98ÿ59748@46Nÿ962ÿ91ÿ5912ÿ02-;.0¢12;-.27ÿB495274/-;ÿ91ÿB20-D491-;ÿF19/2::2:ÿ-67M91ÿ267F946.:<ÿÿ£¤-5F;2:ÿ46/;372
:.1-.2N42:ÿ.9ÿ/0-6N2ÿ02-;.0¢12;-.27ÿB20-D491ÿE2<N<?ÿ742.?ÿ/9N64.4D2ÿ.021-F@?ÿ2¤21/4:2?ÿ72D2;9F526.ÿ98ÿ62Aÿ0-B4.:G¥
.12-.526.ÿ:.1-.2N42:¥
F12D26.496ÿ:.1-.2N42:¥
74-N69:.4/ÿ:.1-.2N42:¥
713N:M:5-;;ÿ59;2/3;2:M/95F9367:¥
B49;9N4/:¥
72D4/2:¥
F19/27312:ÿE2<N<?ÿ:31N4/-;ÿ.2/064>32:G¥
72;4D21@ÿ:@:.25:ÿE2<N<?ÿ.2;25274/462?ÿ8-/2¢.9¢8-/2ÿ46.21D42A:G
+9
ÿ
ÿ
Xÿma]WÿX_]`mÿUÿjklÿl[[QRTUpQZÿPQRSRTUQÿVWRUQcÿiaWÿoYRTYÿWZbRX_WU_RaSÿU_ÿooogPQRSRTUQVWRUQXgbahÿRXÿWZ\]RWZ`ÿÿeQZUXZÿTYZT¦
_YRXÿiQaoTYUW_ÿpZiaWZÿWZX[aS`RSbgÿÿ
+9
PQRSRTUQVWRUQXgbahÿ§ZbRX_Wm
=8ÿ@93ÿF;-6ÿ.9ÿF3B;4:0ÿ.02ÿ12:3;.:ÿ46ÿ-ÿ525B21ÿ9316-;ÿ98ÿ.02ÿ=6.216-.496-;ÿ¨9554..22ÿ98ÿ©274/-;ÿª9316-;ÿ£74.91:ÿE=¨©ª£G?ÿF;2-:2
B2ÿ-A-12ÿ.0-.ÿ=¨©ª£ÿ12>3412:ÿ/;464/-;ÿ.14-;ÿ12N4:.1-.496ÿ46ÿ-ÿF3B;4/ÿ12N4:.1@ÿ:3/0ÿ-:ÿAAA<¨;464/-;,14-;:<N9Dÿ.9ÿB2ÿ-ÿ/9674.496ÿ891
F3B;4/-.496<ÿÿO91ÿ5912ÿ468915-.496ÿ:22ÿ0..FMM4/5 2<91NM-B93.¢4/5 2M8->:M/;464/-;¢.14-;:¢12N4:.1-.496M<
kRXTa^iaW_ÿaWÿ§RX¦ÿ_aÿeUW_RTR[US_X
kRXTa^iaW_ÿaWÿ§RX¦
lWZÿ_YZWZÿUSmÿiaWZXZZUpQZÿ`RXTa^iaW_ÿaWÿWRX¦ÿ_aÿ[UW_RTR[US_XÿiWa^ÿ_U¦RSbÿ[UW_ÿRSÿma]WÿWZXZUWTYÿ
2:
ÿ
kaÿma]ÿiaWZXZZÿUSmÿ[YmXRTUQÿ`RXTa^iaW_nWRX¦ÿ_aÿ[UW_RTR[US_X
«¬xvwÿx~ÿy|}vÿ|u~®ÿu|wÿuÿxÿ}ÿ}ux®ÿx®ÿw}vvvy{wÿuÿ}u|wÿx}w{vuv}®ÿxvuyÿuvxy{w®ÿv{y
+9
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ÿ
)*ÿ+*,ÿ-*./0//ÿ12+ÿ30+45*6*78416ÿ9804*:-*.;<.80=ÿ;*ÿ31.;848312;0>
?@ABCDEFÿBAHÿIJKDLMENÿEBOPIOJADÿMIFKOBQORPÿQROBÿAJFSERIJTÿULEFPIOJFVÿFPREFFÿORÿAJ@IEPHÿQROBÿCROKEMLREFVÿBOOMÿADPERAPIOJFVÿWIESIJT
OQQEJFIWEÿORÿXFYOKZIJTXÿBAPERIADFVÿEPK[
\]
ÿ
)*ÿ+*,ÿ-*./0//ÿ12+ÿ82-*.:1;8*216ÿ*.ÿ0*4816ÿ9804*:-*.;<.80=ÿ;*ÿ31.;848312;0>
?@ABCDEFÿBAHÿIJKDLMENÿYARBÿIQÿIJQORBAPIOJÿKODDEKPEMÿA^OLPÿPYEÿCARPIKICAJPÿSEREÿMIFKDOFEMÿORÿOWERYEARMVÿFLKYÿAFÿEB^ARRAFFBEJPV
REPRI^LPIOJVÿYARBÿPOÿRECLPAPIOJÿORÿFPITBAPI_APIOJVÿMIFRLCPIOJÿOQÿCERFOJADÿORÿQABIDHÿREDAPIOJFYICFVÿMIFRLCPIOJÿOQÿEBCDOHBEJPÿORÿSORZCDAKE
REDAPIOJFYICFVÿEPK[
\]
ÿ
)*ÿ+*,ÿ-*./0//ÿ12+ÿ6/716ÿ9804*:-*.;<.80=ÿ;*ÿ31.;848312;0>
?@ABCDEFÿBAHÿIJKDLMENÿÿKRIBIJADÿDIA^IDIPHÿIQÿIJQORBAPIOJÿA^OLPÿCARPIKICAJPFÿ̀IDDETADÿ^EYAWIORFÿIFÿKODDEKPEMVÿEPK[
\]
ÿ
)*ÿ+*,ÿ-*./0//ÿ12+ÿ*;5/.ÿ9804*:-*.;<.80=ÿ;*ÿ31.;848312;0aÿ78b/2ÿ;5/ÿ0/;;827ÿ*-ÿ+*,.ÿ./0/1.45>
cde
ÿ
f6/10/ÿ9/04.8g/ÿ;5/ÿ*;5/.ÿ9804*:-*.;<.80=ÿ129ÿ/h36182ÿ5*iÿ/145ÿi866ÿg/ÿ:8;871;/9ÿ*.ÿ:828:8j/9k
l]ÿnoponoqdÿ]rdstuuÿsoevwÿxydÿxdexÿxstzvÿeoxdÿ{ouuÿ|dÿu]ztxd}ÿ{duuÿt{t~ÿs]nÿuordÿxstozÿyoudÿxyoeÿduonoptxdeÿxydÿntopÿe]szdÿ]
d}dexsotpÿztetuxodewÿxydsdÿoeÿtÿeuoyxÿsoevÿ]ÿtsxozotpxÿeuo tuuÿopsodeÿ{youdÿ{tuvopÿxydÿxdexÿxstzvÿlyoeÿoeÿeonoutsÿx]ÿxydÿeuo tuu
soeveÿxytxÿs]xopdu~ÿdoexÿ{youdÿ{tuvopÿopÿtzxtuÿs]t}{t~ÿ{]svÿq]pdeÿÿ
ÿ
ÿ{tuvopÿestzdÿnt}dÿ]ÿx~dÿÿu~{]]}ÿoeÿutppd}ÿteÿtÿz]pxs]uÿz]p}oxo]pwÿeopzdÿxyoeÿestzopÿntxdsotuÿoeÿs]xopdu~ÿed}ÿop
zssdpxÿstzxozdÿlydÿestzopÿntxdsotueÿx]ÿ|dÿxdexd}ÿezyÿteÿx~dÿlÿu~{]]}wÿ{yozyÿyteÿtÿs]yÿestzdÿtsdÿddzxd}ÿx]
s]ro}dÿevo}sdeoextpzdÿtp}ÿ]xydsÿ{tuvopÿzytstzxdsoexozeÿxytxÿtsdÿedso]sÿx]ÿxydÿÿu~{]]}ÿxytxÿoeÿzssdpxu~ÿxydÿ}dtzx]ÿop}exs~
extp}ts}ÿÿ
ÿ
dn|dseÿ]ÿxydÿex}~ÿxdtnÿ{ouuÿsdxdexÿtuuÿ{tuvopÿestzdeÿp}dsÿ{dxÿtp}ÿ}s~ÿz]p}oxo]peÿ]pÿ]]xÿtp}ÿeopÿtÿ{ydduzytos
n]}ooztxo]peÿezyÿteÿst|ÿ|tseÿ{ouuÿ|dÿt}}d}ÿoÿpdzdeets~ÿ}}oxo]ptuu~wÿtÿndn|dsÿ]ÿxydÿs]dzxÿxdtnÿ{ouuÿn]pox]sÿxydÿeoxdÿtxÿtuuÿxonde
xytxÿtsxozotpxeÿtsdÿsdedpxwÿtp}ÿ{ouuÿz]pxtzxÿtuood}ÿdndsdpz~ÿedsrozdeÿdse]ppduÿonnd}otxdu~ÿopÿztedÿ]ÿtÿeuo tuuÿ]sÿ]xyds
noeytÿ
ÿ
tsxozotpxeÿ{ouuÿp]xÿ|dÿsdosd}ÿx]ÿz]nudxdÿtuuÿdudndpxeÿ]ÿxydÿxdexÿxstzvÿoxdneÿxytxÿtsdÿevod}ÿ{ouuÿ|dÿxt|utxd}ÿteÿop}oztx]seÿxytxÿt
estzdÿoeÿ]xdpxotuu~ÿdszdord}ÿteÿpeoxt|udÿ
ÿ
eÿ}oezeed}ÿopÿxydÿz]po}dpxotuox~ÿedzxo]pwÿro}d]eÿtp}ÿexouuÿy]x]eÿ{ouuÿ|dÿz]uudzxd}ÿx]ÿ}]zndpxÿtsxozotpxÿopxdstzxo]peÿ{oxyÿxydÿxdex
tsxozudeÿtzdeÿtp}ÿ]xydsÿo}dpxo~opÿdtxsdeÿ{ouuÿ|dÿsd}tzxd}ÿs]nÿtp~ÿy]x]eÿed}ÿopÿ|uoztxo]peÿsdeuxopÿs]nÿxyoeÿs]dzxÿp
t}}oxo]pwÿoÿtsxozotpxeÿtsdÿsdz]poqd}wÿp]ÿdse]ptuÿop]sntxo]pÿ]xydsÿxytpÿt|ouox~ÿx]ÿptrotxdÿxydÿxdexÿxstzvÿ{]u}ÿ|dÿ}oezu]ed}wÿtp}
teÿtÿsdeuxÿtsxozotxo]pÿ]edeÿuonoxd}ÿoÿtp~ÿ]xdpxotuÿ}oez]n]sxÿ]sÿsoev
)1;1ÿ129ÿ1-/;+ÿ*28;*.827
0ÿ1ÿ91;1ÿ01-/;+ÿ129ÿ:*28;*.827ÿ3612ÿ./,8./9ÿ-*.ÿ;580ÿ0;,9+>ÿYIFÿREDAPEFÿCRIBARIDHÿPOÿDIJIKADÿRIADF[
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/4.,8;:/2;ÿ129ÿ2-*.:/9ÿ *20/2;
/4.,8;:/2;ÿf.*4/00ÿÿ
)/04.8g/ÿ;5/ÿ3.*4/00ÿ+*,ÿi866ÿ,0/ÿ;*ÿ89/2;8-+ÿ129ÿ82b8;/ÿ3/*36/ÿ;*ÿ;1=/ÿ31.;ÿ82ÿ+*,.ÿ0;,9+kÿÿc]sÿsde]pedÿey]u}ÿopzu}dÿy]{
~]ÿ{ouuÿ]|xtopÿz]pxtzxÿop]sntxo]pÿ]sÿ~]sÿ]xdpxotuÿtsxozotpxeÿ\ÿy]{ÿ~]ÿ{ouuÿz]pxtzxÿxydn
?@ABCDEFÿOQÿYOSÿHOLÿSIDDÿO^PAIJÿKOJPAKPÿIJQORBAPIOJÿQORÿHOLRÿCOPEJPIADÿCARPIKICAJPFNÿÿÿREWIESÿOQÿCL^DIKÿREKORMFÿE[T[VÿWOPERÿDIFPFV
LPIDIPIEFÿDIFPFVÿCYOJEÿMIREKPORHVÿ¡¢£ÿMIREKPORHVÿEPK[VÿREWIESÿOQÿCRIWAPEÿREKORMFÿE[T[VÿBEMIKADÿREKORMFVÿFPLMEJPÿREKORMFVÿEPK[V
CLRKYAFEMÿBAIDIJTÿDIFPFVÿCERFOJADÿKOJPAKPF¤ZJOSDEMTEVÿXFJOS^ADDXÿFABCDIJTVÿCARPIKICAJPÿREFCOJFEFÿPOÿCOFPEMÿAMWERPIFEBEJPFÿOR
QDHERFVÿEPK[
?@ABCDEFÿOQÿYOSÿHOLÿSIDDÿKOJPAKPÿPYEBNÿÿDEPPERÿORÿEBAIDVÿCYOJEÿKADDVÿCOFPIJTÿQDHERFVÿCOFPIJTÿAJJOLJKEBEJPÿOJÿAÿSE^FIPEVÿCOFPIJT
OJÿAÿ¢¥¦§ÿFHFPEBVÿMIFPRI^LPIOJÿOQÿEBAIDÿORÿAMFÿWIAÿ¨IFPFERWEFÿORÿOJDIJEÿ^LDDEPIJ©^OARMFVÿPEDEWIFIOJÿORÿRAMIOÿAMWERPIFEBEJPFV
CERFOJADÿORÿWER^ADÿAJJOLJKEBEJPFVÿIJQORBADÿCERFOJADÿKOBBLJIKAPIOJVÿEPK[
tsxozotpxeÿ{ouuÿ|dÿsdzsoxd}ÿxys]yÿdntouewÿu~dsewÿtp}ÿtpp]pzdndpxeÿ]pÿedudzxd}ÿtzd|]]vÿeoxdeÿª]ndÿ]ÿxydedÿz]nnpoztxo]pe
{ouuÿ|dÿ}osdzxd}ÿx]ÿdpdstuÿª«ÿtp}ÿndetsdtÿz]nnpoxodewÿ{youdÿ]xydseÿ{ouuÿ|dÿxtsdxd}ÿx]{ts}ÿs]eÿ]sÿd]udÿ{oxyÿnou}ÿx]
n]}dstxdÿ}oet|ouoxodeÿezyÿteÿu]{ÿroeo]pwÿtue~wÿtp}ÿ{ydduzytosÿedÿlydÿdntouÿz]pxdpxÿ{ouuÿ|dÿxydÿetndÿteÿxydÿu~dsÿz]pxdpxwÿ|xÿxyd
dntouÿ{ouuÿ|dÿopÿ¬lÿ]sntxÿl]ÿteeoexÿsdt}dseÿ{oxyÿu]{ÿroeo]pwÿtuxdsptxordÿxdxÿ}dezsoxo]peÿtuxÿxdxÿ{ouuÿ|dÿs]ro}d}ÿ]sÿtuuÿontdew
tp}ÿxydÿ}]zndpxÿxdxÿ{ouuÿ|dÿeztut|udÿ
ÿ
tsxozotpxeÿ{ouuÿ|dÿoproxd}ÿx]ÿdsdeeÿopxdsdexÿ|~ÿouuopÿ]xÿtÿ®tuxsozeÿesrd~ÿ{oxyÿsdezsddpopÿdexo]peÿu]t}d}ÿ|du]{ÿopÿxyd
¯dzsoxndpxÿtxdsotueÿedzxo]pÿ
ÿ
°ted}ÿ]pÿxydÿsddsdpzdeÿdsdeed}ÿopÿxydÿsdezsddpopÿdexo]pptosdwÿtsxozotpxeÿ{y]ÿnddxÿxydÿsdezsddpopÿzsoxdsotÿ{ouuÿ|d
z]pxtzxd}ÿ|~ÿy]pdwÿxdxÿndeetopwÿ]sÿdntouÿ]sÿezsddpopÿtp}ÿezyd}uopwÿtp}ÿx]ÿ]|xtopÿtÿz]pedpxÿ]snÿu]t}d}ÿopÿxydÿtxt
]uudzxo]pÿtxdsotueÿedzxo]pÿdtsuodsÿopÿxyoeÿtuoztxo]pÿ
ÿ
ªzyd}udÿsdnop}dseÿ{ouuÿ|dÿedpxÿtÿ}t~ÿ]sÿx{]ÿopÿt}rtpzdÿ]ÿxydÿroeox
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EFGÿIJKLMNIOÿMPFQIÿRSGTMURVÿKWXIGUTRILIQURVÿYNZIGRVÿNIUUIGRVÿILKTNRVÿXIG[KNÿUKN\TQ]ÿMFTQURVÿIUS^
_`abcdce`fbÿhidajcbkifbÿlmnia hidajcbkifbÿopqlmniaqrisÿ_tubcfv
_`abcdce`fbÿ_aiwxdaiifcfvÿxjayin hidajcbkifbÿzk`cmq{ibbia
655)55-0|ÿB3+.-*-<30.ÿ}4-|-A-4-.8
D73.ÿ-5ÿ89,+ÿ<+9*)55ÿ~9+ÿ>).)+/-0-0|ÿ:7).7)+ÿ9+ÿ09.ÿ344ÿ<9.)0.-34ÿ<3+.-*-<30.5ÿ3+)ÿ)4-|-A4)ÿ.9ÿ<3+.-*-<3.)ÿ<+-9+ÿ.9
-0*4,>-0|ÿ.7)/ÿ-0ÿ89,+ÿ5.,>8
PIÿTQYFGLKUTFQÿMGFXTWIWÿPIGIÿRPFNWÿIJMNKTQÿPFÿZFÿTNNÿIQRGIÿUPKUÿMKGUTSTMKQURÿKGIÿINT]T[NIÿ[KRIWÿFQÿUPIÿTQSNRTFQÿKQW
IJSNRTFQÿSGTUIGTKÿZFÿPKXIÿKRRT]QIWÿYFGÿUPTRÿRUWZ^ÿÿNIKRIÿ[IÿRGIÿUFÿTQSNWIÿTQYFGLKUTFQÿFQÿKQZÿRSGIIQTQ]ÿMGFSIWGIRÿZFÿLKZ
[IÿSFQWSUTQ]ÿMGTFGÿUFÿIQGFNNLIQU^
YÿZFÿTNNÿKR\ÿMKGUTSTMKQURÿUFÿWFÿRFLIUPTQ]ÿRMISTYTSÿI^]^VÿYKRUTQ]VÿK[RUKTQTQ]ÿYGFLÿKSUTXTUZVÿIUS^ÿMGTFGÿUFÿUPITGÿYFGLKNÿIQGFNNLIQUV
ZFÿLRUÿYTGRUÿF[UKTQÿUPITGÿTQYFGLIWÿSFQRIQU^ÿÿFGÿWIRSGTMUTFQÿFYÿUPIÿSFQRIQUÿMGFSIRRIRÿLRUÿTQSNWIÿMNKQRÿUFÿF[UKTQÿSFQRIQU
MGTFGÿUFÿKQZÿRSGIIQTQ]ÿFGÿINT]T[TNTUZÿKRRIRRLIQUÿKSUTXTUTIR^
EFGLKNÿTQYFGLIWÿSFQRIQUÿLKZÿQFUÿ[IÿGITGIWÿMGTFGÿUFÿRSGIIQTQ]ÿPIQÿMGFSIWGIRÿKGIÿNTLTUIWÿUFÿF[UKTQTQ]ÿTQYFGLKUTFQÿUPGF]P
FGKNÿFGÿGTUUIQÿSFLLQTSKUTFQÿI^]^VÿIRUTFQQKTGIRVÿTQUIGXTIRVÿIUS^ÿFGÿF[UKTQTQ]ÿWKUKÿYGFLÿGISFGWR^
_atueidbcyiÿe`abcdce`fbuÿcmmÿdtfb`dbÿbiÿeatidbÿbi`kÿsnÿcmmcfvÿtjbÿ`ÿutabÿeaiwudaiifcfvÿjiubctff`caiÿbtÿ`uujaiÿb`bÿbiÿytmjfbiiaÿcu
`viÿÿtaÿtmpiaÿd`fÿ`fpmiÿbiÿenucd`mÿb`uuÿtÿ`mcfvÿtfÿbiÿbiubÿba`dÿ`fpÿd`fÿ`aa`fviÿbicaÿtfÿba`fuetab`bctfÿbtÿbiÿbiubÿba`d
cuÿtakÿcmmÿ`mutÿtsb`cfÿetfiÿ`fpÿik`cmÿdtfb`dbuÿutÿb`bÿbiÿe`abcdce`fbÿd`fÿsiÿdtfb`dbipÿtaÿudaiifcfvÿ`fpÿudipjmcfvÿ
ÿ
obiaÿudaiifcfvÿ`fpÿudipjmcfvÿbiÿe`abcdce`fbÿcmmÿsiÿuifbÿ`ÿdtfuifbÿtakÿsnÿk`cmÿtaÿik`cmÿzba`ÿdteciuÿtÿbiÿdtfuifbÿtakÿcmmÿ`mut
siÿ`y`cm̀smiÿ`bÿbiÿbiubÿucbi
905)0.ÿB+9*)55ÿ~9+ÿ6>,4.ÿB3+.-*-<30.5
fÿktubÿd`uiuÿeitemiÿd`fftbÿe`abcdce`biÿcfÿ`ÿaiui`adÿubjpnÿcbtjbÿcaubÿtsb`cfcfvÿbicaÿcftakipÿdtfuifbÿÿsb`cfcfvÿcftakipÿdtfuifb
cuÿkjdÿktaiÿb`fÿ`ucfvÿeitemiÿbtÿucvfÿ`ÿptdjkifbÿcfÿ`dbÿcfÿk`fnÿcfub`fdiuÿftÿucvf`bjaiuÿ`aiÿaijcaipÿÿfubi`pÿcbÿcuÿ`fÿ90|9-0|
<+9*)55ÿA).:))0ÿ+)5)3+*7)+ÿ30>ÿ<3+.-*-<30.ÿiaiÿcftak`bctfÿcuÿdtfyinipÿcfÿ`fÿ`eeateac̀biÿk`ffiaÿ`fpÿuibbcfvÿbtÿ`mmt
eiautfuÿbtÿytmjfb`acmnÿdtfucpiaÿ`fpÿdttuiÿibiaÿtaÿftbÿbtÿe`abcdce`biÿÿ
B)9<4)ÿ*30ÿ.+,48ÿ|-;)ÿ-0~9+/)>ÿ*905)0.ÿ9048ÿ:7)0
2)30-0|~,4ÿ-0~9+/3.-90ÿ`stjbÿbiÿubjpnÿcuÿdtfyinipÿcfÿ`ÿ*4)3+ÿ/300)+ÿ,0>)+5.30>3A4)ÿ.9ÿ.7)ÿ<3+.-*-<30.ÿivÿimmw
tav`fcipÿdtfdcuiÿftÿudcifbccdÿ`avtfÿ`eeateac̀biÿai`pcfvÿmiyimÿ`fpÿm̀fvj`viÿibd
iÿe`abcdce`fbÿ`uÿ5,~~-*-)0.ÿ9<<9+.,0-.8ÿ.9ÿ*905->)+ÿbiÿcftak`bctfÿ`uÿjiubctfuÿpcudjuuÿcbÿcbÿtbiauÿibd
tfuifbÿcuÿvcyifÿ~+))48ÿ`fpÿjfpiaÿbiÿdcadjkub`fdiuÿb`bÿ)4-/-03.)ÿ9+ÿ/-0-/-)ÿ,0>,)ÿ-0~4,)0*)ÿ9+ÿ*9)+*-90
fÿd`uiuÿiaiÿ`pjmbÿe`abcdce`fbuÿ`aiÿ,03A4)ÿ.9ÿ*905)0.ÿ~9+ÿ.7)/5)4;)5ÿujdÿ`uÿbtuiÿcbÿcke`caipÿpidcuctfÿk`cfvÿd`e`dcbn
pjiÿbtÿpcui`uiÿpikifbc̀ÿmciwbai`bifcfvÿucbj`bctfuÿibdÿcftakipÿdtfuifbÿkjubÿsiÿtsb`cfipÿatkÿbiÿe`abcdce`fbuÿ¡)|3448
6,.79+-)>ÿ()<+)5)0.3.-;)ÿoppcbctf`mmnÿe`abcdce`fbuÿkjubÿsiÿvcyifÿ`fÿteetabjfcbnÿbtÿ`uuifbÿ`cak`bcyimnÿ`vaiiÿbtÿbi
ibifbÿetuucsmi
_mi`uiÿpiudacsiÿbiÿ<+9*)55¢)5£ÿ89,ÿ:-44ÿ~9449:ÿbtÿtsb`cfÿbiÿytmjfb`anÿcftakipÿdtfuifbÿtÿo¤¥{ÿe`abcdce`fbuÿÿ¦tjaÿaiuetfuiÿkjub
cfdmjpiÿujcdcifbÿcftak`bctfÿaiv`apcfvÿtÿntjaÿem̀ffipÿdtfuifbÿeatdiuuiuÿ`ppaiuuÿbiÿetcfbuÿ`styi
ÿÿ
§FUIOÿYÿSFMZTQ]ÿUIJUÿYGFLÿKQZÿFUPIGÿRFGSIRÿFGÿMGF]GKLRÿTQUFÿUPIÿYTINWÿ[INFVÿMNIKRIÿGT]PU¨SNTS\ÿKQWÿFQNZÿ©ª«¬®ÿ«¬ÿª°«±²ÿ®³©ÿUF
KXFTWÿTQSNRTFQÿFYÿKQZÿSFWIÿI^]^VÿPULNVÿSRRVÿIUS^ÿUPKUÿLKZÿKYYISUÿXTRT[TNTUZÿFYÿZFGÿGIRMFQRIÿTQÿUPTRÿI[¨[KRIWÿYFGL^
obiaÿe`abcdce`fbuÿ`yiÿsiifÿeaiwudaiifipÿ`uÿpiudacsipÿ`styiÿ`ÿkiksiaÿtÿbiÿeatidbÿbi`kÿcmmÿbifÿdtfb`dbÿbiÿetbifbc̀m
e`abcdce`fbÿbtÿiem̀cfÿbiÿeatidbÿ`fuiaÿ`fnÿjiubctfuÿdtkemibiÿbiÿudaiifcfvÿjiubctff`caiÿpcudjuuÿdtkeifu`bctfÿ`fpÿba`yim
ieifuiÿaicksjauikifbuÿcÿaimiy`fbÿ`fpÿudipjmiÿbiÿbiubÿba`dÿycucbÿteciuÿtÿbiÿdtfuifbÿtakÿ`fpÿaiuetfuiÿtakÿcmmÿbifÿsiÿuifb
btÿbiÿe`abcdce`fbÿsnÿk`cmÿtaÿik`cmÿtÿ`uucubÿai`piauÿcbÿmtÿycuctfÿ`fÿ`mbiaf`bcyiÿbibÿpiudacebctfuÿ`mbÿbibÿcmmÿsiÿeatycpipÿtaÿbi
ck`viÿjuipÿcfÿbiÿimidbatfcdÿyiauctfÿtÿbiÿptdjkifbÿ`fpÿbiÿimidbatfcdÿptdjkifbÿbibÿcmmÿsiÿud`m̀smiÿoÿm̀aviÿeacfbÿyiauctfÿtÿbi
dtfuifbÿtakÿcmmÿsiÿ`y`cm̀smiÿcfÿ`apÿdtenÿhiui`adiauÿcmmÿdtmmidbÿucvfipÿ`apÿdtenÿdtfuifbÿk`biac̀muÿatkÿe`abcdce`fbuÿsitaiÿbi
p`b`ÿdtmmidbctfÿuiuuctfÿsivcfu
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s}oÿnym{pwÿptpxwyÿmty{ÿ}sÿo|yÿr|tpqmwÿ{ptomsqps~ÿrn}o}q}wÿrmnopqprmsotÿvpwwÿxyÿtq|y{zwy{ÿo}ÿmnnpyÿ}syÿmoÿmÿopyÿmps~ÿpoÿzswpyw
o|moÿmsÿq}syntmop}stÿvpo|ÿq}rmsp}stÿvpwwÿxyÿ}yn|ymn{ÿsÿm{{pop}sÿo|yÿnytymnq|ÿps}wytÿs}ÿtystpopyÿmqoppopyt£ÿo|yÿ}swÿmqop}s
nyzpny{ÿ}ÿo|yÿrmnopqprmsotÿptÿvmwps~v|yywps~ÿ}zo{}}ntÿpsqyÿtqnyysps~ÿzytop}stÿmtÿrmnopqprmsotÿo}ÿmpnÿo|moÿo|ptÿptÿmsÿmqoppo
o|yÿmwnym{ÿ{}ÿ}sÿmÿny~zwmnÿxmtptÿrmnopqprmops~ÿpsÿo|yÿoytoÿonmqÿptÿ|p~|wÿzswpywÿo}ÿnyymwÿmso|ps~ÿo|moÿmsÿ}xtynynÿv}zw{ÿs}o
{ptq}ynÿpÿo|yÿtmvÿo|yÿtmyÿrynt}sÿpsÿmsÿ}o|ynÿrzxwpqÿtyoops~ÿsÿm{{pop}sÿo|yÿq}stysoÿ}nÿpsqwz{ytÿmÿ{ptqw}tznyÿo|moÿo|yÿtpoyÿpt
ptpxwyÿn}ÿsymnxÿxzpw{ps~tÿms{ÿtonyyotÿ
ÿ
sÿmqq}n{msqyÿvpo|ÿo|yÿstopozoyÿ}nÿnmstr}nomop}stÿytomxwpt|y{ÿrn}o}q}wtÿmwwÿywyqon}spqÿ{momÿpsqwz{ps~ÿp{y}ÿvpwwÿxyÿto}ny{ÿps
rnpmoyÿ}w{yntÿ}sÿx}ÿo|moÿmnyÿmqqyttpxwyÿ}swÿo}ÿrn}yqoÿoymÿyxyntÿmn{q}rÿps}nmop}sÿvpwwÿxyÿto}ny{ÿpsÿw}qy{ÿpwps~
qmxpsyotÿmqqyttpxwyÿ}swÿo}ÿo|yÿrn}yqoÿoymÿ¡yvwq}wwyqoy{ÿq}stysoÿ}ntÿms{ÿnytr}styÿ}ntÿvpwwÿxyÿto}ny{ÿpsÿmÿw}qx}ÿ{znps~
onmstynÿo}ÿo|yÿsonmstÿ}pqy
^.7.ÿ¤6/:+,70
¥,1,f:fÿ^.7.ÿ¤6/:+,70ÿ¤7.12.+2_
}vmÿomoyÿ spyntpoÿytomxwpt|y{ÿmÿ{momÿtyqznpoÿr}wpqÿpsÿ¢¦§¨ÿv|pq|ÿytomxwpt|ytÿpspzÿtyqznpoÿtoms{mn{tÿ|yÿr}wpqÿ|mt
ytomxwpt|y{ÿ}znÿqwmttppqmop}stÿ}ÿ{momÿytonpqoy{ÿp~|ÿ}{ynmoyÿ}vÿÿytymnq|ÿ{momÿptÿqwmttppy{ÿmtÿ©}{ynmoyªÿmtÿtzq|ÿtyqznpo
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/4ÿ;1*((242;*)2/+ÿ=3><>ÿ?@ABCÿ7-/)3;)3,DÿEFBCCÿ7-/)3;)3,Dÿ3);>GÿÿF+63()2<*)/-(ÿ(:/01,ÿ4/11/Hÿ):3ÿI2+2505ÿJ3;0-2)8ÿJ)*+,*-,(ÿ*77-/7-2*)3
4/-ÿ):3ÿ;1*((242;*)2/+ÿ/4ÿ):32-ÿ,*)*>ÿ
K/0ÿH211ÿ42-()ÿ(313;)ÿ):3ÿ;1*((242;*)2/+ÿ13631ÿ):*)ÿ*77123(ÿ)/ÿ8/0-ÿ-3(3*-;:>ÿÿC77-/7-2*)3ÿ;1*((242;*)2/+ÿ2(ÿL*(3,ÿ/+ÿ):3ÿ+*)0-3ÿ*+,ÿ(3+(2)262)8
/4ÿ):3ÿ,*)*>ÿÿK/0ÿH211ÿ+3M)ÿL3ÿ*(N3,ÿ)/ÿ;/+42-5ÿ8/0-ÿ*<-3353+)ÿ)/ÿ2571353+)ÿ):3ÿ*7712;*L13ÿ52+2505ÿ(3;0-2)8ÿ()*+,*-,(ÿ):*)ÿ*7718ÿ)/
):3ÿ,*)*ÿ;1*((242;*)2/+ÿ13631ÿ(313;)3,ÿ4/-ÿ8/0-ÿ-3(3*-;:ÿ7-/O3;)>ÿÿPQRSTRUVWÿYSZ[\]R^V]_Q\ÿVS`ÿabU[QZR\RS^ÿYSZ[\]R^V]_Q\ÿVQ[
Q[\U_S\RcW[ÿd_Qÿ[S\bQRS^ÿT_QQ[T]ÿReUW[e[S]V]R_Sÿ_dÿ]f[\[ÿ\]VS`VQ`\gÿÿK/0ÿ*-3ÿ()-/+<18ÿ3+;/0-*<3,ÿ)/ÿH/-NÿH2):ÿ,37*-)53+)*1D
;/113<3Dÿ/-ÿh+263-(2)8ÿFiÿ()*44ÿ*(ÿ+33,3,>

PW[V\[ÿ\[W[T]ÿdQ_eÿ]f[ÿ_U]R_S\ÿc[W_jÿ]_ÿRS`RTV][ÿ]f[ÿ\[S\R]RZR]kÿW[Z[Wl`V]VÿTWV\\RdRTV]R_Sÿ]fV]ÿVUUWR[\ÿ]_ÿk_bQÿ\]b`kgÿÿ
Imn@ACi@ÿoÿF+;10,3(pÿ*11ÿ-3(3*-;:ÿ,*)*Dÿ0+13((ÿE2<:ÿ/-ÿA3()-2;)3,
ÿ
YÿV^Q[[ÿ]_ÿReUW[e[S]ÿ]f[ÿqRSRebeÿa[TbQR]kÿa]VS`VQ`\ÿQ[rbRQ[`ÿd_Qÿ]f[ÿq_`[QV][ÿsWV\\RdRTV]R_Sÿ\U[TRdR[`ÿckÿYatÿP_WRTk
d_QÿVWWÿ[W[T]Q_SRTÿ`V]VlQ[T_Q`\ÿd_Qÿ]fR\ÿQ[\[VQTfgÿÿYÿjRWWÿT_S\bW]ÿjR]fÿYuÿ\]VddvÿV\ÿS[[`[`vÿ]_ÿ[S\bQ[ÿ]f[\[ÿ\]VS`VQ`\ÿVQ[
ReUW[e[S][`ÿUQ_U[QWkg
wxVeUW[\ÿ_dÿeRSRebeÿ\[TbQR]kÿ\]VS`VQ`\ÿRSTWb`[vÿcb]ÿVQ[ÿS_]ÿWReR][`ÿ]_y
qVRS]VRSRS^ÿ\k\][eÿUV]Tf[\ÿVS`ÿbU`V][\ÿ)/ÿ-3,0;3ÿ):3ÿ-2(Nÿ/4ÿ(3;0-2)8ÿ):-3*)(>ÿÿA35/62+<ÿ,34*01)ÿ7*((H/-,(ÿ*+,
;/+42<0-*)2/+(ÿ(077123,ÿL8ÿ63+,/-(>
z[\]QRT]RS^ÿb\[QÿVTT[\\>ÿÿh(2+<ÿ501)2o4*;)/-ÿ*0):3+)2;*)2/+ÿH:3+ÿ*6*21*L13>ÿÿ{/+)-/112+<ÿ*;;3((ÿ*+,ÿ1252)2+<ÿ)/ÿ52+2505
+3;3((*-8ÿ*77-/63,ÿ()0,8ÿ73-(/++31>ÿÿh(2+<ÿ13*()o7-26213<3,ÿ0(3-ÿ*;;/0+)(ÿH:3+ÿ7/((2L13>
F571353+)2+<ÿ[STQkU]R_SÿUQ_][T]R_Sÿ=*)ÿ-3()ÿ*+,ÿ2+ÿ)-*+(2)Gÿ4/-ÿ-3(3*-;:ÿ,*)*>ÿÿ@+;-87)2/+ÿ2(ÿ-3|02-3,ÿ4/-ÿ{1/0,ÿ()/-*<3D
5/L213ÿ/-ÿ7/-)*L13ÿ,362;3(ÿ=3><>Dÿ1*7)/7(Dÿ)*L13)(Dÿ41*(:ÿ,-263(Dÿ3M)3-+*1ÿ:*-,ÿ,-263(Dÿ;311ÿ7:/+3(Dÿ3);>G>ÿÿskc_xÿR\ÿVS
VUUQ_Z[`ÿTW_b`}\]_QV^[ÿ_U]R_S>
B-/62,2+<ÿVjVQ[S[\\ÿVS`ÿ]QVRSRS^ÿ)/ÿ*11ÿ73-(/++31ÿ)/ÿ(*43<0*-,ÿ(8()35ÿ*+,ÿ2+4/-5*)2/+>
@+(0-2+<ÿ73-(/++31ÿ0(2+<ÿ(:*-3,ÿ,362;3(ÿ=3><>Dÿ73-(/+*1ÿ,362;3(Dÿ,362;3(ÿ2+ÿ1*L(ÿ/-ÿ70L12;ÿ(3))2+<(Dÿ3);>Gÿ0+,3-()*+,
*+,ÿ4/11/Hÿ7-/;3,0-3(ÿ)/ÿ7-363+)ÿ0+*0):/-2~3,ÿ/-ÿ0+2+)3+)2/+*1ÿ*;;3((ÿ=3><>Dÿ1/<ÿ/0)ÿ/4ÿ):3ÿ(8()35ÿ2553,2*)318
*4)3-ÿ0(3Dÿ;1/(3ÿL-/H(3-(Dÿ3);>G>
B3-4/-52+<ÿ*ÿ-2(Nÿ*((3((53+)ÿ*+,ÿ7-/62,2+<ÿ;/+)2+<3+;8ÿ71*++2+<ÿoÿ2+;10,2+<ÿ(;:3,013,ÿL*;N07(>
Vc[WRS^ÿ[x][QSVWÿe[`RVÿ=(0;:ÿ*(ÿ/7)2;*1ÿ,2(N(Dÿ41*(:ÿ,-263(Dÿ3M)3-+*1ÿ:*-,ÿ,-263(GÿH2):ÿ;/+)*;)ÿ2+4/-5*)2/+Dÿ2+ÿ/-,3-ÿ)/
7-/)3;)ÿ,*)*>
A37/-)2+<ÿ*+8ÿF+;2,3+)ÿ)/ÿ):3ÿJ/10)2/+ÿ{3+)3-ÿ/4ÿFiJÿH2):2+ÿÿ:/0-(>
@+*L12+<ÿ(3((2/+ÿ)253/0)(ÿ*+,ÿ(;-33+ÿ1/;N(>
Fÿ*<-33>
ÿ
YÿV^Q[[ÿ]_ÿReUW[e[S]ÿ]f[ÿd_WW_jRS^ÿ\[TbQR]kÿe[V\bQ[\ÿd_QÿVWWÿR`[S]RdRVcW[ÿUfk\RTVWÿ`V]Vÿ_QÿQ[T_Q`\
J3;0-3ÿ()/-*<3ÿ53):/,(ÿ):*)ÿ7-363+)ÿ0+*0):/-2~3,ÿ*;;3((ÿ=3><>Dÿ1/;N3,ÿ;*L2+3)(Dÿ(*43(Dÿ,-*H3-(Dÿ4-33~3-(Dÿ3);>GDÿ3M;37)ÿH:3+
L32+<ÿ,2-3;)18ÿ0(3,ÿL8ÿ*ÿ535L3-ÿ/4ÿ):3ÿ-3(3*-;:ÿ)3*5>
C;;3((ÿ2(ÿ;/+)-/113,ÿ*+,ÿ1252)3,ÿ(/1318ÿ)/ÿ):3ÿ52+2505ÿ+3;3((*-8ÿFAo*77-/63,ÿ-3(3*-;:ÿ)3*5ÿ535L3-(ÿ/-ÿ7-/43((2/+*1ÿ(3-62;3
7-/62,3-(ÿ=2>3>Dÿ)-*+(;-27)2/+2()(Dÿ)-*+(1*)/-(Dÿ3);>G
F,3+)2482+<ÿ2+4/-5*)2/+ÿ=2+;10,2+<ÿN38(ÿ12+N2+<ÿ2,3+)2423-(ÿ)/ÿ;/,3(Gÿ50()ÿL3ÿ(3;0-318ÿ*+,ÿ3443;)26318ÿ,3()-/83,ÿ*(ÿ(//+ÿ*(ÿ2)ÿ2(
+/ÿ1/+<3-ÿ+33,3,ÿ)/ÿ;/5713)3ÿ):3ÿ-3(3*-;:ÿ/-ÿ533)ÿ-3<01*)/-8ÿ-3;/-,ÿN3372+<ÿ-3|02-353+)(>ÿÿ
Fÿ*<-33>
t\[ÿ_dÿYat}abUU_Q][`ÿ R^R]VWÿu__W\
C-3ÿ*11ÿ,2<2)*1ÿ)//1(ÿ=35*21Dÿ,*)*ÿ;/113;)2/+ÿ71*)4/-5(Dÿ*77(Dÿ;1/0,ÿ()/-*<3Dÿ(/4)H*-3Dÿ7-/<-*5(Dÿ62,3/;/+43-3+;2+<Dÿ;/550+2;*)2/+D
*+*18(2(ÿ)//1(Dÿ3);>Gÿ)/ÿL3ÿ0(3,ÿ,0-2+<ÿ):3ÿ()0,8ÿ*77-/63,ÿ4/-ÿ0(3ÿL8ÿFJhÿFiÿJ3-62;3(ÿ*+,ÿ*;;3((3,ÿ0(2+<ÿÿ;-3,3+)2*1(ÿ
ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ
ÿ
K3(
s_SdR`[S]RVWR]k
Y`[S]RdR[Q\
ÿ
RWWÿk_bÿ_c]VRSÿVSkÿ_dÿ]f[ÿd_WW_jRS^ÿR`[S]RdR[Q\ÿVc_b]ÿUVQ]RTRUVS]\ÿV]ÿVSkÿ\]V^[ÿ_dÿ]f[ÿQ[\[VQTfÿ[g^gvÿQ[TQbR]e[S]v
RSd_Qe[`ÿT_S\[S]vÿ`V]VÿT_WW[T]R_SvÿdQ_eÿ[xR\]RS^ÿQ[T_Q`\vÿ]_ÿUQ_ZR`[ÿT_eU[S\V]R_Svÿ[]Tg¡¢ÿÿPW[V\[ÿ\[W[T]ÿdQ_eÿ]f[ÿWR\]
c[W_jg
£*53(ÿ
B:/+3¤4*Mÿ+05L3-(ÿ
@5*21ÿ*,,-3((3(ÿ
B:8(2;*1ÿ*,,-3((3(ÿ
B:/)/<-*7:(ÿ):*)ÿ2+;10,3ÿ73/713¥(ÿ4*;3(ÿ/-ÿ/):3-ÿ2,3+)242*L13ÿ;:*-*;)3-2()2;(ÿ
¦2,3/ÿ-3;/-,2+<(ÿ):*)ÿ2+;10,3ÿ73/713¥(ÿ4*;3(ÿ/-ÿ/):3-ÿ2,3+)242*L13ÿ;:*-*;)3-2()2;(
ÿ
[\TQRc[ÿ]f[ÿQ[V\_SÿR]ÿR\ÿS[T[\\VQkÿ]_ÿ_c]VRSÿ]fR\ÿR`[S]RdRVcW[ÿRSd_QeV]R_SÿVS`ÿf_jÿR]ÿjRWWÿc[ÿb\[`ÿ[g^gvÿQ[TQbR]e[S]v
eV]TfRS^ÿ`V]VÿVTQ_\\ÿ]Re[ÿU_RS]\vÿ_SWkÿ]_ÿZ[QRdkÿRSd_Qe[`ÿT_S\[S]vÿd_WW_j}bUÿ_QÿQ[eRS`[Q\vÿ[]Tg¡g
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()*+,-.//0123)-4252.6/)ÿ2-5,*8.42,-ÿ+9:;ÿ.+ÿ-.8)<ÿ=;,-)ÿ-986)*<ÿ.-3ÿ)8.2/ÿ.33*)++ÿ>2//ÿ6)ÿ,64.2-)3ÿ5,*ÿ+:;)39/2-?ÿ=9*=,+)+@ÿA/2824)3ÿ:.+)+<ÿ4;)ÿ4).8ÿ>2//ÿ;)/=ÿ=),=/)ÿ>24;ÿ32+.62/242)+ÿ.**.-?)ÿ4*.-+=,*4.42,-ÿ4,ÿ4;)ÿ4)+4ÿ+24)ÿ4;*,9?;ÿB).*4ÿ,5ÿA,>.ÿ(96/2:ÿC*.-+24
DBAECFG<ÿ4.H2<ÿ,*ÿI6)*<ÿ>;2:;ÿ>2//ÿ*)J92*)ÿ=;0+2:./ÿ.33*)++ÿ2-5,*8.42,-@ÿC;)ÿ4).8ÿ>2//ÿ./+,ÿ:,//):4ÿ2-5,*8.42,-ÿ.6,94ÿ).:;ÿ=.*42:2=.-4K+
+)/5123)-4252)3ÿ.?)ÿ*.-?)ÿ.-3ÿ?)-)*./ÿ/)L)/ÿ,5ÿ=;0+2:./ÿ.62/240ÿD.869/.4,*0ÿ,*ÿ40=)ÿ,5ÿ32+.62/240Gÿ4,ÿ.++9*)ÿ6./.-:)3ÿ*)=*)+)-4.42,-ÿ,5
L.*2,9+ÿ40=)+ÿ,5ÿ32+.62/242)+@ÿM)4.2/)3ÿ8)32:./ÿ;2+4,*0ÿ>2//ÿNOCÿ6)ÿ:,//):4)3@ÿC;)ÿ=)*+,-.//0123)-4252.6/)ÿ2-5,*8.42,-ÿ>2//ÿ6)
3)/)4)3P3)+4*,0)3ÿ>;)-ÿ24ÿ2+ÿ-,ÿ/,-?)*ÿ-))3)3ÿ5,*ÿ+:;)39/2-?ÿ=9*=,+)+@ÿ
ÿ
(;,4,+ÿ.-3ÿL23),+ÿ>2//ÿ6)ÿ:,//):4)3ÿ4,ÿ3,:98)-4ÿ=.*42:2=.-4+ÿ2-4)*.:42,-+ÿ>24;ÿ4;)ÿ4)+4ÿ.*42:/)+@ÿC;)+)ÿ=;,4,+ÿ>2//ÿ-,4ÿ3)/26)*.4)/0
2-:/93)ÿ5.:)+ÿ,*ÿ,4;)*ÿ23)-4252.6/)ÿ:;.*.:4)*2+42:+<ÿ.+ÿ,9*ÿ8.2-ÿ2-4)*)+4ÿ2+ÿ;,>ÿ=.*42:2=.-4+ÿ9+)ÿ4;)2*ÿ;.-3+ÿ.-3ÿ5))4P>;))/+ÿ4,ÿ2-4)*.:4
>24;ÿ4;)ÿ4)+4ÿ.*42:/)+@ÿQ,8)ÿ*.>ÿ=;,4,+ÿ.-3ÿL23),+ÿ>2//ÿ6)ÿ*)4.2-)3ÿ5,*ÿ9+)ÿ2-ÿ5949*)ÿ*)+).*:;Rÿ.-0ÿ5949*)ÿ*)/).+)ÿ,5ÿ4;2+ÿ2-5,*8.42,-ÿ4,
,4;)*ÿ*)+).*:;)*+ÿ>2//ÿ6)ÿ.::,8=.-2)3ÿ60ÿ.ÿ*)J92*)8)-4ÿ4,ÿ*)3.:4ÿ5.:)+ÿ.-3ÿ,4;)*ÿ=)*+,-.//0123)-4252.6/)ÿ2-5,*8.42,-@ÿF+ÿ-,4)3
)/+)>;)*)<ÿ4;2+ÿ+4930ÿ>2//ÿ,::9*ÿ2-ÿ.ÿ+)442-?ÿ>;)*)ÿ=*2L.:0ÿ2+ÿ-,4ÿ,*32-.*2/0ÿ)H=):4)3ÿ.-3ÿ4;)ÿ23)-4252:.42,-ÿ,5ÿ.-ÿ2-32L239./ÿ.+ÿ.ÿ+4930
=.*42:2=.-4ÿ2+ÿ)H4*)8)/0ÿ9-/2S)/0ÿ4,ÿ;.L)ÿ.-0ÿ.3L)*+)ÿ:,-+)J9)-:)+ÿ5,*ÿ4;)ÿ=.*42:2=.-4@ÿ
ÿ
A-ÿ.33242,-ÿ4,ÿ*):,?-2T.6/)ÿ5.:)+<ÿ=;,4,+ÿ.-3ÿL23),+ÿ8.0ÿ:.=49*)ÿ5).49*)+ÿ4;.4ÿ:,9/3ÿ32*):4/0ÿ,*ÿ2-32*):4/0ÿ23)-4250ÿ2-32L239./+<ÿ+9:;ÿ.+
8,62/240ÿ3)L2:)+<ÿ?923)ÿ3,?+<ÿ32+42-:42L)ÿ:/,4;2-?<ÿ)4:@
ÿ
VWXYZ[\Wÿ]^_Zÿ`Z^YWXXÿa^ZÿWbX_Z[bcÿY^ba[dWbe[fg[e]ÿ^aÿ`fZe[Y[`fbeÿ[dWbe[a[WZXÿd_Z[bcÿfggÿXefcWXÿ^aÿehWÿZWXWfZYhi
jklÿnlopqrstruvÿokuwxnÿrvpxwnlÿywtÿroÿvutÿxrzrtlnÿtu{
|kltklqÿrnlvtr}rlqoÿ~qlÿllqÿxrvlnÿtuÿtklÿn~t~
jrzrvÿu}ÿnlrnlvtr}rp~truvÿrvÿqlx~truvÿtuÿn~t~ÿpuxxlptruv
x~voÿtuÿnlrnlvtr}ÿrnluÿqlpuqnrvoÿuqÿskutuq~skoÿklvÿ~ssxrp~yxl
x~voÿtuÿnlrnlvtr}ÿtq~vopqrstruvoÿklvÿ~ssxrp~yxl
v ÿsx~voÿtuÿqlsx~plÿrnlvtr}rlqoÿrtkÿÿpunloÿuqÿsolwnuv zo
|kltklqÿuqÿvutÿuwÿrxxÿqlt~rvÿ~ÿl ÿxrvrvÿrnlvtr}rlqoÿrtkÿÿpunlo
|klqlÿtklÿl ÿrxxÿylÿotuqlnÿtuÿz~rvt~rvÿrtoÿolpwqrt
|klvÿtklÿl ÿrxxÿylÿnlotqu ln
lpwqlÿnrosuo~xÿu}ÿrnlvtr}rlqoÿowpkÿ~oÿqlpqwrtzlvtÿxrotoÿl oÿltp
lpwqrtÿzl~owqloÿ}uqÿn~t~ÿtk~tÿp~vvutÿylÿ}wxxÿnlrnlvtr}rlnÿlÿrnluÿqlpuqnrvoÿskutuq~skoÿnlt~rxlnÿp~olÿotwn
rv}uqz~truvÿltp
(.*42:2=.-4ÿ:,-4.:4ÿ2-5,*8.42,-ÿ>2//ÿ6)ÿ9+)3ÿ,-/0ÿ5,*ÿ+:;)39/2-?ÿ=9*=,+)+<ÿ.-3ÿ>2//ÿ6)ÿ3)+4*,0)3ÿ.54)*ÿ4;)ÿ=.*42:2=.-4ÿ:,8=/)4)+ÿ4;)
)H=)*28)-4@ÿ,-4.:4ÿ2-5,*8.42,-ÿ>2//ÿ-,4ÿ6)ÿ/2-S)3ÿ>24;ÿ+9*L)0P*.-S2-?ÿ5,*8+<ÿ9-/)++ÿ=.*42:2=.-4+ÿL,/9-4.*2/0ÿ=*,L23)ÿ:,-4.:4
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EFGHIJKÿMGNGÿIOÿPQR@SIJKÿIJRHQGOIJKTUÿR@SS@JVÿÿMGNGWOFGHIJKÿSGUÿPQÿXYZ[\XY]ÿPUÿ^_J`IJKÿGKQJRIQOÿ@Hÿa@_HJGTOVÿÿb@_ÿSGUÿcIOFÿN@
OFGHQÿ`QWÌQJNI^IQ`ÿ`GNGÿGJ`d@HÿPI@OeQRISQJOÿcINFÿ@NFQHÿHQOQGHRFQHOÿ^@HÿOQR@J`GHUÿGJGTUOIOÿ@HÿeH@fÌQÿ`GNGÿ^@HÿIJRT_OI@JÿIJÿGÿ`GNGÿ@H
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ÿ
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MQWÌQJNI^IQ`ÿ`GNGÿO_RFÿGOÿeGHNIRIeGJNOÿ`QfIRQÿHGJ~IJKOÿGJ`ÿR@SSQJNOÿcITTÿPQÿON@HQ`ÿ^@Hÿe@NQJNIGTÿR@SeGHIO@JOÿIJÿ^_N_HQÿON_`IQOVÿ@H
QGSeTQtÿNFQÿHQO_TNOÿ@^ÿNFIOÿON_`UÿR@_T̀ÿTQG`ÿN@ÿ^_HNFQHÿ`QOIKJÿHQ^IJQSQJNOÿNFGNÿc@_T̀ÿPQÿNQONQ`ÿIJÿ^_N_HQÿc@H~VÿOÿHQh_IHQ`ÿPUÿNFQ
^_J`IJKÿGKQJRIQOtÿ`QWÌQJNI^IQ`ÿ`GNGÿnIJRT_`IJKÿGJUÿeF@N@OÿGJ`ÿfÌQ@OÿNFGNÿGHQÿHQNGIJQ`ÿGNÿNFQÿQJ`ÿ@^ÿNFQÿeH@aQRNoÿcITTÿPQÿGfGITGPTQÿN@
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ÿ
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@ABCDÿÿEFCGHCÿICÿHJKCÿBAÿGLLÿMKINMGHBGBCOCLJÿBAÿPAJKÿHGQCÿHCRLCKÿFMHBÿBAÿCRHJKCÿCSGMFHÿHCRBÿQKASÿTUVWGRGXCKÿGKCÿKCYCMZCL
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OPÿRPSÿTUVÿUÿWXYVPZÿYXVWPZV[\]Xÿ^PYÿ_`XÿaXV[bZcÿdPZaSd_cÿPYÿYXWPYeZbÿP^ÿ_`XÿfZa[ZbVÿP^ÿ_`[VÿWYP_PdP]gÿ̀UhXÿUÿi[bZ[fdUZ_ÿj[ZUZd[U]ÿkZ_XYXV_lÿ_`U_ÿ[VÿPY
dPS]aÿYXUVPZU\]Rÿ\XÿWXYdX[hXaÿ\RÿZPZmXnWXY_VÿUVÿYX]U_Xaÿ_Pÿ_`XÿYXVXUYd`ÿ_Pÿ\XÿdPZaSd_XaÿSZaXYÿ_`[VÿWYP_PdP]o
lpÿi[bZ[fdUZ_ÿj[ZUZd[U]ÿkZ_XYXV_ÿ[Zd]SaXVÿUZRÿP^ÿ_`Xÿ^P]]Pq[Zbÿ^PYÿ_`Xÿ[ZhXVebU_PYcÿ̀[Vr`XYÿVWPSVXÿPYÿaPsXVedÿWUY_ZXYcÿUZaÿ̀[Vr`XYÿaXWXZaXZ_
d`[]aYXZt
5ÿjPYÿuvimVWPZVPYXaÿPYÿuvimwPqm_`YPSb`ÿYXVXUYd`ÿTXxbxÿykvcÿzOzcÿjOpgcÿUÿV[bZ[fdUZ_ÿfZUZd[U]ÿ[Z_XYXV_ÿ[VÿWURsXZ_ÿXndXXa[Zbÿ{|c}}}ÿ[Z
_`XÿWUV_ÿ~ÿsPZ_`Vxÿ
3ÿuURsXZ_ÿXndXXa[Zbÿ{~}c}}}ÿ[Zÿ_`XÿWUV_ÿ~ÿsPZ_`VÿPYÿUZed[WU_Xaÿ[Zÿ_`XÿZXn_ÿ~ÿsPZ_`VÿTXnd]Sa[ZbÿWURsXZ_Vÿ^YPsÿkigcÿ[Zd]Sa[Zb
VU]UYRcÿ̀PZPYUY[Ucÿ^XXVcÿPYÿP_`XYÿ^PYsVÿP^ÿdPsWXZVUePZÿPYÿUZR_`[ZbÿP^ÿhU]SXÿ^YPsÿUZRÿXZe_Rÿ̀Uh[ZbÿUÿfZUZd[U]ÿ[Z_XYXV_ÿ[Zÿ_`[VÿYXVXUYd`x
2ÿpZÿXS[_Rÿ[Z_XYXV_ÿ[ZÿUZRÿWS\][d]RÿPYÿWY[hU_X]RÿPqZXaÿXZe_Rÿq`PVXÿfZUZd[U]ÿ[Z_XYXV_VÿdPS]aÿ\XÿUXd_Xaÿ\Rÿ_`[VÿYXVXUYd`cÿ[Zd]Sa[Zbÿ\S_
ZP_ÿ][s[_Xaÿ_PÿV`UYXVÿP^ÿV_PdÿPYÿV_PdÿPWePZVxÿÿOPÿZP_ÿ[Zd]SaXÿXS[_Rÿ̀X]aÿ[ZÿUÿsS_SU]cÿWXZV[PZcÿPYÿ[ZhXV_sXZ_ÿ^SZaÿPhXYÿq`[d`ÿRPSÿ̀UhXÿZP
dPZ_YP]ÿq[_`ÿYXbUYaÿ_Pÿ[ZhXV_sXZ_ÿaXd[V[PZVx
#ÿpZÿ[ZhXZ_PYV`[WÿPYÿPqZXYV`[Wÿ[Z_XYXV_ÿ[ZÿUZRÿ[Z_X]]Xd_SU]ÿWYPWXY_RÿZP_ÿPqZXaÿ\RÿkPqUÿi_U_XÿZ[hXYV[_RÿXVXUYd`ÿjPSZaUePZÿ\X[Zb
_XV_XacÿXhU]SU_XacÿaXhX]PWXaÿ[ZcÿPYÿ[_VÿdPssXYd[U]ÿhU]SXÿq[]]ÿ\XÿUXd_Xaÿ\Rÿ_`[VÿYXVXUYd`xÿÿÿ
ÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ

ÿ
¡¢£¤¥£ÿ§¨ÿ̈©£ÿ̈ªÿ«¬£ÿª¨¢¢̈®©¯ÿ®©ÿ̈°§£°ÿ«¨ÿ±°¨²££§³
k^ÿRPSÿ̀UhXÿ¤©´ÿP^ÿ_`Xÿi[bZ[fdUZ_ÿj[ZUZd[U]ÿkZ_XYXV_Vÿ][V_XaÿU\PhXcÿdPsW]X_Xÿ_`Xÿkµÿz¶kÿO[Vd]PVSYXÿjPYsÿ_PÿUdZPq]XabXÿRPSY
i[bZ[fdUZ_ÿj[ZUZd[U]ÿkZ_XYXV_ÿ^PYÿ_`[VÿV_SaRxÿÿOPÿy¶·ÿXZ_XYÿRPSYÿWUVVqPYaÿ\X]Pqxÿÿ
k^ÿ_`XYXÿ[Vÿ©¨ÿi[bZ[fdUZ_ÿj[ZUZd[U]ÿkZ_XYXV_ÿ_`U_ÿZXXaVÿ_Pÿ\Xÿa[Vd]PVXaÿ^PYÿ_`[VÿV_SaRcÿW]XUVXÿdPZeZSXÿ\RÿV[bZ[Zbÿ_`Xÿ^PYsÿ\X]Pqx
ÿ
µRÿV[bZ[Zbÿ\X]PqcÿkÿUsÿU¸XVeZbÿ_PÿZP_ÿ̀Uh[ZbÿUZRÿP^ÿ_`XÿdPZw[d_Vÿ][V_XaÿU\PhXÿUZaÿSZaXYV_UZaÿ_`U_ÿ[^ÿkÿaPÿ̀UhXÿUÿi[bZ[fdUZ_ÿj[ZUZd[U]ÿkZ_XYXV_ÿYX]U_Xa
_Pÿ_`[VÿV_SaRÿ[Zÿ_`Xÿ^S_SYXcÿ[_ÿ[VÿsRÿYXVWPZV[\[][_Rÿ_PÿZPe^Rÿ_`Xÿkµx
ÿ
ÿ
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+,)ÿ+7)T:+-)LJÿ+77,)OO)7ÿ*,3Q,ÿ-QÿO:<.3OO3Q/U
V+O)7ÿQ/ÿJQ:,ÿ,)53)6Nÿ3Oÿ-2)ÿ+**L3P+-3Q/ÿPQ.*L)-)ÿ+/7ÿ,)+7Jÿ-QÿO)/7ÿ-Qÿ-2)ÿW4VÿRQ,ÿ,)53)6X
YZ[
()*+,-.)/-ÿ12+3,ÿFOO:,+/P)O
VJÿ)L)P-,Q/3P+LLJÿO39/3/9ÿ-23Oÿ+**L3P+-3Q/NÿWÿP),-3RJÿ-2+-ÿWÿ2+5)ÿ,)53)6)7ÿ-2)ÿ+**L3P+-3Q/ÿ3/ÿ3-Oÿ)/-3,)-JNÿ+/7ÿWÿ+--)O-ÿ-Qÿ-2)
RQLLQ63/9D
\]Zÿ_Z[Z`_a]ÿb_cbc[`dÿe[ÿ[aeZfgehea`ddiÿ[cjfklÿdemZdiÿgcÿ`a]eZnZÿeg[ÿ`eolÿ`fkÿg]ZÿmfcpdZkqZÿg]`gÿe[ÿZrbZagZkÿgcÿ_Z[jdgÿ]`[ÿeobc_g`faZ
peg]efÿg]Zÿ[aeZfgeheaÿke[aebdefZÿchÿg]Zÿ_Z[Z`_a]Z_[s
tÿ`q_ZZs
\]Zÿ_Z[Z`_a]ÿgZ`oÿ]`[ÿ`kZuj`gZÿgeoZÿ`fkÿ_Z[cj_aZ[lÿefadjkefqÿbZ_[cffZdv[g`hhlÿt\ÿ[jbbc_glÿh`aedegeZ[ÿ`fkÿZujeboZfglÿZgaslÿfZaZ[[`_iÿgc
acobdZgZÿg]Zÿ_Z[Z`_a]ÿ`fkÿZf[j_Zÿ]jo`fÿ[jwxZagÿb_cgZagecfsÿ\]Zÿb_efaeb`dÿefnZ[geq`gc_ÿ`fkvc_ÿ[jbZ_ne[efqÿefnZ[geq`gc_ÿ]`[ÿ`kZuj`gZ
geoZÿgcÿ[jbZ_ne[Zÿg]Zÿb_cxZags
tÿ`q_ZZs
\]Zÿb_efaeb`dÿefnZ[geq`gc_ÿ`fkÿ_Z[Z`_a]ÿgZ`oÿ`_Zÿuj`deheZkÿy]`nZÿg]Zÿb_cbZ_ÿg_`efefqÿ`fkÿZrbZ_ge[Zzÿgcÿa`__iÿcjgÿg]Zÿ_Z[Z`_a]s
tÿ`q_ZZs
\]Zÿb_cbc[Zkÿ_Z[Z`_a]ÿe[ÿfcgÿZrbZagZkÿgcÿ`knZ_[Zdiÿ`hhZagÿ[gjkZfgÿZkja`gecflÿh`ajdgiÿc_ÿ[g`hhÿZobdcioZfglÿ`fkÿ`ddÿ_Z[Z`_a]ÿbd̀f[ÿ`_Z
`aaZbg`wdZÿefÿgZ_o[ÿchÿkZb`_goZfg`dÿ`fkÿ{fenZ_[egiÿbcdeaeZ[s
tÿ`q_ZZs
VJÿ)/-),3/9ÿ.Jÿ:O),/+.)ÿ+/7ÿ*+OO6Q,7NÿWÿ+.ÿ)L)P-,Q/3P+LLJÿO39/3/9ÿ-23OÿRQ,.U
|eqfZkÿ}cfk`ilÿ~jdiÿlÿÿ ÿ}ÿ\ÿwiÿ`ddo`_mlÿ|]`jf`
V)ÿO:,)ÿ-QÿPL3PMÿ8:<.3-ÿQ/ÿ-2)ÿ/)-ÿOP,))/ÿ3/ÿQ,7),ÿRQ,ÿJQ:,ÿRQ,.ÿ-Qÿ.Q5)ÿRQ,6+,7ÿ3/ÿ-2)ÿO:<.3OO3Q/ÿ*,QP)OOU
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Help Make Work Zones
Better for Pedestrians

Photo: New York State DOT

Photo: Lloyd Alter/Twitter

Photo: Don Kostelec/Twitter

Construction in cities and towns often requires closing or re-routing sidewalks. To help engineers
and contractors design better temporary pedestrian accommodations, we’re looking for volunteers
to give us feedback on new materials and designs. Volunteers will spend about half an hour at our
outdoor “Pedestrian Test Track” where they will experience and rate various types of temporary
walkway surfacing, curb ramps, and railings. Will you take a walk with us? Your ratings and
suggestions will help us learn “what works” to design better pedestrian work zones.
We need volunteers age 18 or older, including people with disabilities and people who don’t have a
disability. You’ll need to arrange you own transportation to the Pedestrian Test Track, located in the
Iowa State University Research Park on the south side of Ames, near the US 30/University Avenue
interchange and Cyride bus route #6 (brown line). Test track visits will be by appointment, with
cleaning and disinfection procedures in place. Volunteers will receive a $25 gift card as a thank-you
gift for their time, and bus/taxi expenses up to $25 will be reimbursed for volunteers with
disabilities.*

LEARN MORE OR VOLUNTEER
[shortened URL]
[email address]
Let’s make work zones better for walkers and wheelers!
This project is funded through the cooperation of the state Departments of Transportation from Iowa, Kansas,
Missouri, Nebraska, and Wisconsin.
Principal Investigator: John Shaw, 515-294-4366, jwshaw@iastate.edu
*Volunteers associated with the Iowa State University Institute for Transportation, Iowa State Department of Civil,
Construction and Environmental Engineering, or the sponsoring agencies are not eligible for gift cards.
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GHIJÿLHMNÿONPNQRISTMÿUVVHWWHPTRSHMQÿXNQRSMY
( 7 ÿÿ ÿ8ÿÿÿ7 ÿ9Zÿÿ[7Zÿ89!ÿ& 8ÿ99ÿ7
8ÿ8ÿ89!8ÿ\ÿ898ÿÿ ÿ]ÿÿ\ÿ9!Zÿÿ97ÿÿÿ7
ÿÿ8 89ÿ8ÿZÿÿ8ÿ 8ÿ8 8ÿ^ 99ÿ7ÿ8!ÿ8ÿ89!
 ÿ7'

ÿ

&98ÿ9ÿÿÿÿ7ÿ8ÿÿÿ97 Zÿÿÿ8.7ÿ89ÿ8ÿ7ÿ89!Z
7ÿ7ÿ̀& 8ÿaÿa8!bÿÿ7ÿ99ÿÿ8 7ÿÿÿ8ÿ89!8ÿ78 Z]
7.ÿ8]ÿ8ÿ89Zÿ^ÿ99ÿ7ÿ7ÿ8Zÿ8ÿ7ZZÿÿ9ÿZÿ8
 8 ÿ78ÿ8ÿ!ÿ.ÿÿ 8ÿÿ!ÿc]ÿ97Zÿ9ÿ 
8.9ÿ8ÿ9ÿÿ\ÿ8ÿ8ÿ8.9

ÿ

XHÿYNRÿQRTIRNPdÿefNTQNÿTMQgNIÿTÿhNgÿijNQRSHMQÿRHÿQNNÿShÿkHjÿTINÿNfSYSlfNÿRHÿeTIRSVSeTRNÿSMÿRmN
QRjPkn
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]
If response is "No" display the following text and exit:

EF>GHÿ;<=ÿI<8ÿ;<=8ÿJGK989LKÿJGÿKFJLÿM8<N9OKPÿQ9ÿ>89ÿG<Kÿ>RB9ÿK<ÿK>H9ÿM>8KJOJM>GKLÿ;<=G?98
KF>Gÿ@Aÿ>KÿKFJLÿKJS9P
789ÿ;<=ÿ>RB9ÿK<ÿ?9KÿK<ÿKF9ÿT9C9LK8J>GÿE9LKÿE8>OHDÿVWÿXYÿXZÿW[\ÿV]^_ÿ̀W_W\ÿaZXb\cYXWd
e\Y\_cf[ÿg_chÿZ\_cÿW[\ÿa`ÿijkaZXb\cYXWdÿlb\Zm\ÿXZW\cf[_Zn\ÿXZÿlo\YpÿV]^_qÿrc\\ÿs_chXZn
XYÿ_b_Xt_ut\pÿ_ZvÿXWÿXYÿZ\_cÿwdcXv\ÿumYÿc]mW\ÿxyÿzuc]^ZÿtXZ\{q
\Ypÿ_ZvÿVÿf_Zÿ_cc_Zn\ÿodÿ]^ZÿWc_ZYs]cW_WX]ZÿW]ÿW[\ÿYXW\
\YpÿumWÿVÿ^XttÿZ\\vÿ[\tsÿ^XW[ÿWc_ZYs]cW_WX]ZÿW]ÿW[\ÿYXW\
]
If response is "No" display the following text and exit:

EF>GHÿ;<=ÿI<8ÿ;<=8ÿJGK989LKÿJGÿKFJLÿM8<N9OKPÿ|JGO9ÿ;<=}89ÿG<Kÿ>RB9ÿK<ÿ?9KÿK<ÿKF9ÿK9LKÿK8>OH~
9ÿC<G}Kÿ89O<SS9GCÿK8;JG?ÿK<ÿM>8KJOJM>K9P
]ÿd]mÿmY\ÿYXv\^_thYÿz]cÿ]W[\cÿsmutXfÿ^_th^_dY{ÿW]ÿWc_b\tÿ_Wÿt\_YWÿyjjÿ\\Wÿz_u]mWÿÿfXWd
ut]fhY{ÿ]Zf\ÿ_ÿ^\\hÿ]cÿo]c\
\Y
]

If response is "No" display the following text and exit:

EF>GHÿ;<=ÿI<8ÿ;<=8ÿJGK989LKÿJGÿKFJLÿM8<N9OKPÿ7KÿKFJLÿKJS9ÿ9ÿ>89ÿBJSJKJG?ÿM>8KJOJM>KJ<GÿK<
M9<MB9ÿF<ÿ=L9ÿM=RBJOÿ>BH>;Lÿ89?=B>8B;P
]ÿ[_b\ÿ_Zdÿo\vXf_tÿf]ZvXWX]ZÿW[_Wÿo_h\YÿXWÿvXXfmtWÿW]ÿmY\ÿsmutXfÿ^_th^_dYÿW]ÿWc_b\tÿyjj
\\Wÿ_Yÿ_ÿs\v\YWcX_Zÿ]cÿ^[\\tf[_XcÿmY\c
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If response is "No" display the following text and exit:

789:;ÿ=>?ÿ@>Aÿ=>?AÿB:CDADECÿB:ÿC8BEÿFA>GDHCIÿ78DÿCDECÿCA9H;ÿADJ?BADEÿ9K>?CÿLMMÿ@DDCÿ>@
N9O;B:Pÿ>AÿN8DDOB:PIÿQB:HDÿBCÿBEÿRB@@BH?OCÿ@>Aÿ=>?ÿC>ÿCA9SDOÿC89CÿRBEC9:HDÿ9Eÿ9ÿFDRDECAB9:ÿ>A
N8DDOH89BAÿ?EDATÿNDÿR>:UCÿADH>VVD:RÿCA=B:PÿC>ÿF9ACBHBF9CDI
WXYZÿ\]ÿ^_`aÿbYcdeÿ
w\a]ZÿvYcd
xY]ZÿvYcd

g_hÿiYbÿhdÿi_bZYiZÿ^_`eÿjkldY]dÿcYamÿYllÿZXYZÿYkkl^n
yX_bdÿjq_\idÿiYlln
zdtZÿcd]]Ysd
{cY\l
|ZXdaÿjkldY]dÿ]kdi\p^nÿ

WXYZÿ\]ÿZXdÿod]ZÿkX_bdÿb`codaÿZ_ÿadYiXÿ^_`ÿp_aÿYÿq_\idÿiYlle
}_\idÿzdldkX_bdÿv`coda

WXYZÿ\]ÿZXdÿod]ZÿkX_bdÿb`codaÿp_aÿ]dbr\bsÿ^_`ÿYÿZdtZe
zdtZÿv`coda

WXYZÿ\]ÿ^_`aÿdcY\lÿYrrad]]e
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM
Title of Study: Field Testing of Work Zone Pedestrian Accommodations
Investigators: Mr. John W. Shaw, Principal Investigator.
Invitation to be Part of a Research Study
You are invited to participate in a research study. This form has information to help you decide
whether or not you wish to participate—please review it carefully. Research studies include only
people who choose to take part—your participation is completely voluntary and you can stop at
any time.
Please ask the project staff any questions you have about the study or about this form before
deciding to participate.
Introduction and Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to identify better ways to provide temporary pedestrian facilities
when permanent sidewalks are closed for construction. To do this, we are gathering information
about how well different surfaces and devices meet the needs of pedestrians. If you choose to
participate in the study, you will be invited to walk a “Pedestrian Test Track” that includes
various items such as walking surfaces, curb ramps, and directional guidance railings. These
items vary in design and materials. As the sketch below indicates, like most outdoor walkways,
the test track has a moderate slope. We will ask you to rate each test item four times:






Going uphill on a dry track
Going downhill on a dry track
Going uphill on a wet track
Going downhill on a wet track

The total distance walked will be about 600 feet (equal to about 2 city blocks).

Funding for the study was provided through the cooperation of five state Departments of
Transportation: Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska and Wisconsin. This collaboration is called
the Smart Work Zone Deployment Initiative.

IRB – Informed Consent Template – Standard Format
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Eligibility to Participate
You are eligible to participate in this study if you are an adult (age 18 or older) who makes dayto-day use of outdoor walkways such as sidewalks. This includes ambulatory adults and people
with mild to moderate disabilities. (The disability could be temporary or permanent). If you use
mobility aids such as crutches, a wheelchair, or a guide dog, you should use them while
participating in the study.
You should not participate in the study if you do not use outdoor walkways, for example due to a
severe disability, or if you have difficulty walking approximately 600 feet (about two city
blocks). You should not participate if you frequently experience dizziness, vertigo, or shortness
of breath, if it would be confusing to follow a zigzagging path, or if you can only walk on flat
(non-sloping) surfaces. Also, you should not participate in the study if you are prone to slips,
trips, or falls, especially if you have osteoporosis (brittle bones).
If you are experiencing infectious disease symptoms such as fever, coughing, shortness of breath,
sore throat, body aches, diarrhea, etc., please contact us so that we can reschedule your
participation to a time when you feel better.
Description of Study Procedures
If you agree to participate, you will be asked to:


Complete a screening questionnaire to make sure you meet the study inclusion criteria.



Provide demographic information such as your age and gender, indicate whether you have a
disability, and tell us whether you use a mobility assistance device.



Arrange your own travel to the test track site, which is located on the south side of Ames,
Iowa near the US 30/University Avenue interchange. Parking is available nearby, and the site
is near Cyride bus route #6 (brown line).



Bring any mobility aids you ordinarily use when you are walking around town, and wear
your usual walking-around shoes.



Confirm that you are not under the influence of alcohol or other intoxicants at the time of
your visit to the test track.



Walk through the pedestrian test track up to four times (uphill and downhill, each with dry
surface and wet surface). The total distance walked will be about 600 feet and includes some
surfaces with moderate slopes. Most of the test surfaces will be about 6 inches higher than
the adjacent ground (similar to the difference between street level and the top of the curb or
sidewalk). You will be testing several types of curb ramps intended to make up this elevation
difference.



Fill out a response form to rate each of the test items (surfaces, ramps, and directional
guidance railings) under all four conditions (uphill and downhill, each with dry surface and
wet surface).



With your consent, we might contact you to ask follow-up questions about the items that
make up the test track.
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Due to the Covid-19 situation, we are not able to provide an assistant for visually-impaired
people who need help filling out the response form, but you are welcome to bring a person who
currently lives or works with you. Please contact us for details.
Expected Time or Duration of Participation
Your participation will last for approximately 30 minutes, and will be scheduled in advance.
Risks or Discomforts
The Pedestrian Test Track is located in a parking lot that is closed to traffic. There is a slight risk
of slipping and falling while participating in this study, similar to the risk you would experience
while walking around town. This risk increases when the test track is wet, similar to walking on
a rainy day. Please tell us if you want to do only the dry-track test. Depending on your current
health and fitness, you might experience muscle soreness or joint pain from exercise.
Benefits to You and to Others
It is hoped that the information gained in this study will benefit road users by helping engineers
and construction contractors select better temporary pedestrian accommodations for work zones.
You are not expected to directly benefit from participation in the study.
Costs and Compensation
There is no charge to participate in this study. Participants who are affiliated with the Iowa State
University Institute for Transportation or one of the project sponsors (Iowa Department of
Transportation, Kansas DOT, Missouri DOT, Nebraska DOT, or Wisconsin DOT) will not
receive any compensation. All other participants will receive a $25 gift card. You will need to
complete a form to receive payment. Please know that payments may be subject to tax
withholding requirements, which vary depending upon whether you are a legal resident of the
U.S. or another country. If required, taxes will be withheld from the payment you receive.
Participants with disabilities will be eligible for reimbursement of bus/taxi expenses up to $25 in
addition to the $25 gift card.
Your Rights as a Research Participant
Participating in this study is completely voluntary. You may choose not to take part in the study
or to stop participating at any time, for any reason, without penalty or negative consequences.
You can skip any portions of the test track that you do not want to try, and can skip any
questions on the response form that you do not wish to answer.
We may end your participation in the study if you seem to be having trouble using the test track,
if we are concerned that you might slip/fall, or if we are concerned about other health or safety
risks. We may reschedule your visit if you appear to have illness symptoms such as fever,
coughing, shortness of breath, and so forth.
IRB – Informed Consent Template – Standard Format
Revised 07/16/2020
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If you have any questions about the rights of research subjects or research-related injury, please
contact the IRB Administrator, (515) 294-4566, IRB@iastate.edu, or Director, (515) 294-3115,
Office of Research Ethics, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011.
Research Injury
Please tell the researchers if you believe you have any injuries caused by your participation in the
study. The researchers may be able to assist you with locating emergency treatment, if
appropriate, but you or your insurance company will be responsible for the cost. Eligible Iowa
State University students may obtain treatment from the Thielen Student Health Center. By
agreeing to participate in the study, you do not give up your right to seek payment if you are
harmed as a result of being in this study. However, claims for payment sought from the
University will only be paid to the extent permitted by Iowa law, including the Iowa Tort Claims
Act (Iowa Code Chapter 669).
Confidentiality
Research records identifying participants will be kept confidential to the extent permitted by
applicable laws and regulations and will not be made publicly available without your permission.
However, it is possible that other people and offices responsible for making sure research is done
safely and responsibly will see your information. The agencies funding this study (the Iowa,
Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri, and Wisconsin Departments of Transportation and Federal
Highway Administration), auditing departments of Iowa State University, and the Institutional
Review Board (a committee that reviews and approves human subject research studies) may
inspect and/or copy study records for quality assurance and data analysis. These records may
contain private information such as your address and phone number.
The records used to recruit and schedule participants will be kept separately from your ratings of
the test track items, and you will not be required to provide your name or other personal
information the form you will be using to rate the test items.
The Pedestrian Test Track is located outdoors at a site that can be seen from adjoining streets and
buildings. Although we cannot assure complete privacy during your visit, the only activities you
will be asked to do are walking/wheeling and filling out the rating sheet.
We will take photos and videos of you interacting with the test items. We will use these images
to explore the ways participants use their hands, feet, arms, legs, service animals, and mobility
assistance devices to interact with the test items. There is a chance that someone might be able to
identify you from the images, especially if you are wearing something distinctive during your
visit. We will blur any faces that are in photos we include in project reports and presentations.

Future Use of Your Information
Your responses might be used for future pedestrian research studies at Iowa State or researchers
at other institutions. We will make sure that your name or contact information is not linked to the
information we share. Photos and videos of you might be included in the materials we share with
other researchers. We will require them to blur any images of participants’ faces that are
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published. However, there is a chance that someone may be able to identify you. We will not
ask you for additional permission before sharing the information.
Questions
You are encouraged to ask questions at any time during this study. For further information about
the study, contact John Shaw at 515-294-4366 or jwshaw@iastate.edu.
Your Consent
By signing this document, you are agreeing to participate in this study. Make sure you
understand what the study involves before you sign. If you have any questions about the study
after you agree to participate, you can contact the research team using the information provided
above.
I am 18 years of age or over and agree to take part in this study.
Participant’s Name (printed)
Participant’s Signature

IRB – Informed Consent Template – Standard Format
Revised 07/16/2020
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Data Collection Form - Participant Rating of Surfaces and Devices
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Test Track for Temporary Pedestrian Accommodations in Work Zones
Draft 1 14‐Aug‐2020

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. Our goal is to identify better ways to provide
temporary pedestrian facilities when sidewalks have to be closed or removed for construction. To do
this, we need information about what works, or does not work, for pedestrians like you.
As you proceed along the “Pedestrian Test Track” you will find various items such as handrails, walking
surfaces, and ramps. These items vary in design and materials. Please rate each item based on your
personal needs and abilities. Each test item is marked with a sign like this:

STATION

1A
As you walk the test track, please rate each item using the following scale:

Ⓔ

Ⓥ

Ⓖ

Ⓕ

Ⓟ

Ⓢ

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Skipped

You can skip any items that are unsuitable for your needs. For example, if a surface seems too
bumpy, too steep, or too slippery, skip it and mark Ⓢ on your response form.
The test track is built on a site that slopes a bit. Please walk the test track in both directions so that you
experience each item going both uphill and downhill. For example, we have an asphalt surface with an
uphill direction (Station 1A) and a downhill direction (Station 1B). After you complete your walk in dry
conditions, we will spray the test track with water. If possible, please provide a second set of ratings for
the same items when the track is wet.
Your participation in this project is voluntary. You can stop at any time, and you are not required to
complete the entire response form. Benches are available if you need a break, and restrooms are
available in the building nearby.
This project is being conducted by the Institute for Transportation at Iowa State University. Funding for
the study was provided through the cooperation of five state Departments of Transportation: Iowa,
Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska and Wisconsin. Questions about the project can be directed to the Principal
Investigator, Mr. John Shaw at 515‐294‐4366 or jwshaw@iastate.edu. Thank you for being involved!
Office Use
Date

Time

Temperature

Weather

Track Condition
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About You – Study Participant Demographics
Age Range

Gender

Employment











 Man
 Woman
 Nonbinary










18 to 29
30 to 39
40 to 49
50 to 59
60 to 69
70 to 79
80 to 89
90 to 99
100 or older

Working full‐time
Working part‐time
Looking for work
Caring for family (children, elders, etc.)
Student
Retired
Not in the workforce
Other (please explain):

Do you consider yourself to be a person with a disability?
 No
 Yes
If yes, does your disability affect your ability to use sidewalks and other walkways?
 No
 Yes
If your disability affects sidewalk/walkway use, what issues do you experience? (Please mark all that apply)
Issue
Seeing signs, obstacles, vehicles, etc.
Hearing the traffic
Finding the way to my destination
Keeping my balance
Avoiding slips/falls
Using my arms or hands
Using my legs, knees, or feet
Other (please explain):

Not a
problem








Do you use mobility assistance devices (please
mark all that apply)?










Assistance animal
Cane (for finding the way)
Cane (for stability)
Crutches or braces
Walker
Regular wheelchair (human‐powered)
Electric wheelchair
Mobility scooter
Other (please explain):

Minor
problem








Moderate
problem








Serious
problem








Severe
problem








Is it OK to contact you with follow‐up questions?
 No
 Yes
If yes, please provide your name…
…and tell us the best way to reach you
 Phone # _____________________________
 Text # _______________________________
 Email _______________________________
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First Walk: Starting at station 1A and proceeding uphill
STATION

1A

Walking surface: cold‐mix asphalt with gentle incline

How well does this surface meet your needs?

Ⓔ

Ⓥ

Ⓖ

Ⓕ

Ⓟ

Ⓢ

Excellent

Very
Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Skipped

Comments:

STATION

2A

Turn‐around: cold‐mix asphalt ‐ flat

How well does this surface meet your needs?

Ⓔ

Ⓥ

Ⓖ

Ⓕ

Ⓟ

Ⓢ

Excellent

Very
Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Skipped

Comments:

STATION

3A

Hand rail: 1¼” steel pipe with rub rail

How well does this hand rail meet your needs?

Ⓔ

Ⓥ

Ⓖ

Ⓕ

Ⓟ

Ⓢ

Excellent

Very
Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Skipped

Comments:

STATION

4A

Ramp: cold‐mix asphalt, 1:8 slope

How well does this ramp meet your needs?

Ⓔ

Ⓥ

Ⓖ

Ⓕ

Ⓟ

Ⓢ

Excellent

Very
Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Skipped

Comments:
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STATION

5A

Walking surface: T1‐11 Plywood, gentle downward slope

How well does this surface meet your needs?

Ⓔ

Ⓥ

Ⓖ

Ⓕ

Ⓟ

Ⓢ

Excellent

Very
Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Skipped

Comments:

[Questions repeat for other surfaces and devices]
General Comments:
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Second Walk: Starting at Station 15B and continuing downhill
STATION

15B

Walking surface: concrete slurry, gentle downgrade

How well does this surface meet your needs?

Ⓔ

Ⓥ

Ⓖ

Ⓕ

Ⓟ

Ⓢ

Excellent

Very
Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Skipped

Comments:

[Questions repeat for other surfaces and devices]

General Comments:

[Questions repeat for the wet‐condition walk‐through]
(print wet condition questions on colored paper)
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Cost Estimate - Pedestrian Test Track Materials

A56

Pedestrian Test Track Materials Budget
26‐May‐21
Lane
1
2
3
4
5
6
6
7
8
9
10
11
Various
Various
Various
Various
Various

Item
3/4" T‐111 Plywood
3/4" OSB Sheathing
3/4" CDX Plywood
5/4" x 6" x 8' Pine Decking Board
Surfacing material to be determined
Concrete mix (60 lb bag)
Multi‐purpose gravel (0.5 cubic ft bag)
Breaker run gravel
Cold mix asphalt (50 lb bag)
Railing 1
Railing 2
Railing 3
2"x4"x8' Stud
2"x6"x8' Timber
2"x6"x10' Timber
Leveling sand (60 lb bag)
Fasteners
Hand tools
Concrete mixer rental
Signs
Marking Paint
Printing
Cameras and memory cards
Memory cards
Miscellaneous Supplies

Quan
3
3
3
21

Units
Sheets
Sheets
Sheets
Each

Unit Cost
$109.99
$71.99
$80.99
$33.37

30
30
1
64

Bags
Bags
Cu Yd
Bags

$3.39
$3.89
$50.00
$8.98

8
9
8
10

Each
Each
Each
Bags

$12.99
$19.69
$21.49
$3.85

3 each
3 Each

$200.00
$35.00

Subtotal ‐ Materials
Contingencies 15%
Total ‐ Materials

Total
$329.97
$215.97
$242.97
$700.77
$250.00
$100.42
$115.23
$50.00
$574.72
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$103.92
$177.21
$171.92
$38.50
$75.00
$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$50.00
$100.00
$600.00
$105.00
$250.00
$5,451.60
$817.74
$6,269.34

Other Direct Costs
Participant Incentives
Travel Reimbursement
Total ‐ Other Direct Costs

Grand Total ‐ Materials and Other Direct Costs

50 people
20 people

$ 25.00
$ 25.00

$1,250
$500
$1,750.00

$8,019.34
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